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ABSTRACT
The composite graph coloring problem (CGCP) is similar to the standard graph
coloring problem (SGCP). Associated with each vertex of a composite graph is a
positive integer which represents the chromaticity of that vertex. This number is the
number of consecutive integers (colors) which must be assigned to the vertex. The goal
of the CGCP is to color the graph with as few colors as possible. The largest integer used
in the coloring is called the chromatic number of the graph. The CGCP is proven to be
NP-complete.
Exact, heuristic, and stochastic methods are analyzed and compared. Exact
methods are limited to small graphs and heuristic methods are lacking in quality. Two
stochastic methods, genetic algorithms and simulated annealing, are applied to the CGCP.
Both methods are implemented for MIMD parallel computers. To aid in finding the best
parameter settings for the two stochastic methods, a least squares parameter optimization
method is presented.
The two stochastic methods use the same solution space setup where each point in
the solution space is represented by a list of the vertices of the graph in some order.
Solutions to the CGCP are given by coloring the graph using these orders of the vertices
in the basic-vertex-sequential algorithm. It is proven that the optimal solution is given by
coloring the graph with the basic-vertex-sequential algorithm with some order of the
vertices. Both stochastic methods only generate feasible solutions when searching the
solution space for the optimal order of the vertices.
The stochastic methods perform superior to the heuristic methods for random
graphs of fifty and one-hundred vertices. Testing on larger graphs was limited because of
the amount of parallel computing resources available. It is believed that given a sufficient
amount of computing time, the stochastic methods would be superior for all graph sizes.
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I. ANALYSIS OF PARALLEL GENETIC, PARALLEL
SIMULATED ANNEALING, AND HEURISTIC
ALGORITHMS FOR THE COMPOSITE GRAPH
COLORING PROBLEM

A. ABSTRACT
This paper analyzes various methods for the NP-complete composite graph
coloring problem (CGCP). Exact methods such as (0,1) integer programming, mixed
(0,1) integer programming, vertex-sequential, and color-sequential methods can only be
applied to very small problems. As a result, many heuristic methods have been
developed which can be divided into the two classes, vertex-sequential and colorsequential. The study of the heuristic methods reveal that in general, the vertexsequential methods work better for graphs with fewer vertices and the color-sequential
methods work better for graphs with more vertices. Because the quality of the heuristic
methods is lacking, two stochastic methods, genetic algorithms and simulated annealing,
were developed for the CGCP for use on MEMD parallel computers. The results show
the two methods to be superior to the heuristic methods for graphs of fifty and onehundred vertices.

B. INTRODUCTION
The composite graph coloring problem (CGCP) is an NP-complete combinatorial
optimization problem. For the proof that the CGCP is NP-complete, see Elmer1. The
CGCP uses a finite, undirected, loopless graph G(V,E,C), where V is the vertex set, E the
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edge set, and C the vertex chromaticities. The vertices are labeled 0 to (IVI-1). Each
vertex is assigned a chroraaticity which represents the number of consecutive
colors(integers) that vertex must have. The graph is composite if for some two vertices
the chromaticities assigned to them are not equal. More formally, a graph is composite if
G * G for some i and j.
Let Fk(Vj) represent the set of consecutive positive integers from the set {1,2,... ,k}
which are assigned to vertex v,. A graph G is k-colorable if for each vertex v. e V,
IFk(vi)l = q and no two connected vertices have an integer in common. Given a graph G,
the goal of the composite graph coloring problem is to find the minimum k . The
minimum k is known as the chromatic number of G and denoted x(G). An example of a
composite graph is given in Figure 1.

Composite graphs can model allocation problems such as store economy, resource
allocation, and school timetabling problems.
The store economy problem involves minimising the memory requirements
of a computer by determining which variables can occupy the same locations
in store. The resource allocation problem involves the assignment of
resources to jobs such that the total time required to complete the jobs is
minimised.2
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The CGCP was developed as a result of the limitations of the standard graph coloring
problem (SGCP). The standard graph was limited because it did not allow for
chromaticities of vertices to be different. In problems such as school timetabling this is
needed since all classes are not the same length. Laboratory classes, for example, are
generally more than one period. In the literature there is a discrepancy in the definition of
the CGCP. Some do not include the restriction Cj * Cj for some i and j. Instead, their
definitions just state that vertices may have chromaticities greater than one. However, if
all the chromaticities are the same, the problem can be solved as a SGCP by simply using
a scaling factor on the chromaticities. Therefore, this paper will include the restriction
Cj * Cj for some i and j in the definition of a composite graph.
Random graphs were used for the testing of the algorithms in this paper. A random
graph, Gn = (V,E,C), is a graph with n vertices and has the property that
V v,,Vj e V, Prob{ <Vj,Vj> e E } = p 0 ^ p < 1.

(1)

The probability, p, is referred to as the edge density of the graph. Also, the vertex
chromaticities are given by n independent truncated Poisson random variables, with
parameter q=l. Hence,
V vj e V, Prob{ C(Vi)=k } = TFrjZI k=l,2,...

(2)

This type of graph is typically used in studying the CGCP since Clementson and
Elphick’s original work2.
Oakes3 gives probabilistic bounds for this type of random graph. These bounds are
based on the application of probability theory to the definition of random graphs. The
upper and lower bounds represent bounds on the mean chromatic number on a sample of
random composite graphs as defined above. To get direct comparisons of the genetic,
simulated annealing, and heuristic algorithms; the same graphs were generated and used
for all results presented. The test bed consists of twenty-five random composite graphs
generated by GenGraph.Pas as found in Oakes3. Edge densities of .2 and .5, and graphs
with vertices ranging from fifty to one-thousand were used.
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C. EXACT METHODS
Oakes3 gives five exact formulations for the CGCP including (0,1) integer
programming, mixed (0,1) integer programming, basic vertex-sequential, vertexsequential with dynamic reordering, and color-sequential. Each of these gives an exact
solution x(G) which is the chromatic number of the composite graph. Since the CGCP is
NP-complete, exact methods are only useful for very small graphs of less than twenty
vertices.

D. HEURISTIC METHODS
Heuristic methods were developed to solve larger graphs. The heuristic methods
are not guaranteed to find the chromatic number. There are two general classes of
heuristic methods: vertex-sequential and color sequential. Oakes3 and Roberts4 develop
several heuristic algorithms for the CGCP. Some use ideas from algorithms for the
SGCP and some are newly developed.
The vertex-sequential methods are largest first (LF1 and LF2), Dsatur, largestfirst-by-pigeonhole-measure (LFPH), largest-first-by-chromaticity-times-degree (LFCD),
dynamic-pigeonhole-measure (DYNPH), and dynamic-floating-point-pigeonholemeasure (DYNFPH). The color-sequential methods are recursive-largest-first (RLF1),
and recursive-largest-first-by-degree (RLFD1). Most of these algorithms can also have
an interchange form which is basically very limited backtracking. The interchange
algorithms are denoted as follows: LF1I, LF2I, DsaturII, LFPHI, and LFCDL For further
details see Elmer1, Oakes3, or Roberts4.
The basic-vertex-sequential algorithm is the basis for all of the vertex-sequential
methods. The algorithm simply colors the graph one vertex at a time by assigning C{
colors to Vj starting with the lowest color which causes no conflicts with any of the
previously colored vertices. A conflict occurs if <Vj,Vj> e E and Fk(Vj) and Fk(vp have an
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integer (color) in common. All of the vertex-sequential methods apply the basic-vertexsequential algorithm to the vertices in the order specified by the specific method.
Table I gives results from Roberts4 based on twenty-five trials on random graphs
with various distributions and parameters. Figure 2 demonstrates the general finding for
the heuristic algorithms that vertex-sequential methods perform better on smaller graphs
and color-sequential methods perform better on larger graphs. A win is defined to be
when an algorithm uses no more colors than any other algorithm. Data for Figure 2 is
taken from Roberts4 and is based on twenty-five random graphs with .2 edge density.
None of the heuristic methods perform very well when compared to Oakes’3 probabilistic
bounds. In fact, none are even within the bounds.
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Table I: Comparison of Coloring Algorithms: Number of Experiments for which
Algorithm A Required No More Colors Than Algorithm B

7

LF1I
LFPHI
LFCDI

-O*RLF1
RLFD1

Figure 2: Number of Wins vs. Number of Vertices for Random Composite Graphs
with .2 Edge Density

E. STOCHASTIC METHODS
Since the exact methods only work for small graphs and the heuristic methods are
lacking in quality, two stochastic methods, genetic algorithms and simulated annealing
were applied to the CGCP by Elmer1. Both methods were implemented on an MIMD
parallel computer.

1. Genetic Algorithm.

Genetic algorithms (GA) create a population of

solutions from the solution space for the problem and give each solution a measure of
quality or fitness. Based on the fitness of the solutions, two parents are chosen from the
population from which two new population solutions are created based on characteristics
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of the parents. A new population is built every generation. The process is repeated for
some number of generations. The basic algorithm is given in Figure 3.
build starting pop.
sort pop. by fitness
for n generations
perform crossover and mutation on pop.
sort pop. by fitness
if converged
remake 90 % o f pop.
sort pop.
Figure 3: Basic Genetic Algorithm

The genetic algorithm for the CGCP is an order based hybrid parallel genetic
algorithm. The solution space consists of strings where each element of the string
represents a vertex of the graph. Each string represents the order of the vertices to use in
the basic-vertex-sequential heuristic method with no backtracking. The fitness function is
given by
HCA

fj = HCA • UB • multiplier - £ (ICCI)2
j=i
J

(3)

where HCA (High Color Assigned) represents the approximate chromatic number and
UB is the upper bound on the chromatic number as given in Oakes . HCA is multiplied
by UB • multiplier in (3) to keep fj positive and to ensure that if (HCA of coloring i) <
(HCA of coloring j) then fj < fj. For graphs with edge density < .45, multiplier in (3) is
twelve, otherwise, it is six.
It has been proven that the chromatic number of a composite graph is obtained by
using the basic-vertex-sequential algorithm on some order of the vertices1. For all
experiments in this research, the following conditions held when moving from solution to
solution:
lower HCA => lower fj
lower fj

same or lower HCA.

(4)
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Using the HCA as the fitness function would not work very well since many solutions
have the same HCA and the range of values for the HCA is small.
Crossover is the method of generating solutions for the new population from two
parents in the old population. Four crossover methods were developed for the CGCP
from ideas given by Oliver

et

al5 and Whitley

Two of them, partially m

crossover (PMX) and ordered crossover (OX), were found to be superior.
The PMX randomly chooses two crossover points. The elements between these
two points define a series of swappings involving parent 1 and parent 2. The last step is
to copy the elements between the crossover points to the child. In the example below,
child 1 isformed by first copying parent 2 into child 1and then swapping elements 5 with
3, 6 with 5(now 3), and 7 with 9. The last step is tocopy the elements of parent 1
between the crossover points to the corresponding positions in child 1. Child 2 is formed
similarly by performing the same operations reversing the two parents roles,
parent 1

1234

| 567

| 89

parent 2

2 4 6 l | 3 5 9 | 8 7

child 1

2 4 3 l | 5 6 7 | 8 9

child2

1264

| 359

| 87

In the OX, the absolute positions of some of the elements of one parent are carried
over to the child and the relative positions of the remaining elements from the other
parent are carried over to the child. The first step in the OX is to copy the elements
between two randomly selected crossover points in one parent to the child. The next step
is to fill the empty positions in the child starting after the second cut point using the
elements of the second parent starting after the second cut point which do not already
occur in the child. An example follows:
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parent 1

1 2 3 4 | 5 6 7 | 8 9

parent 2

2 4 6 l | 3 5 9 | 8 7

child 1

4139

I 567

I 82

child2

2 4 6 7 | 3 5 9

| 81

The parallel algorithm uses the two different crossover methods mixed over the
nodes. Periodically, neighboring nodes swap their best solutions. The parallel algorithm
is given in Figure 4.
build starting pop.
sort pop. by fitness
for i - I to generations by 1
perform crossover and mutation on pop.
sort pop. by fitness
swap_count= 1
ifi mod
(exchange_rate* generations) = 0
swap
best (exchange_number*popsize) members o f
pop. with node 2™W-counSmodcJhe-drmens,on
sort pop.
swap_count - swapjcount + 1
if converged
remake 90 % of pop.
sort pop.
Figure 4: Parallel GA

Mutation plays a minor role in the algorithm. Four mutation methods were
developed but, the scramble mutation was the one used in all experiments. The scramble
mutation simply scrambles the elements between two randomly chosen points in the
solution string. The crossover and mutation operators create only feasible solutions.
Selection is the process of choosing two parents from the population to mate and
producing two children for the new population. The selection method used was ranking.
Ranking assigns each member of the population an expected number of offspring.
Parents are chosen to mate based on their rank. The elitist reproduction strategy was used
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which means the two best members of the population are always carried over to the new
population. For details of the GA implementation, see Elmer1.
The genetic algorithm showed near optimal results for fifty vertex graphs. The
parallel genetic algorithm was implemented on an iPSC/2 and iPSC/860 hypercube.
Since computing time was limited, the population size and number of generations had to
be shortened for testing the large graphs. Thus, results for graphs with over fifty vertices
were not as good as they could be given a larger population size and more generations.

2. Simulated Annealing.

Simulated annealing (SA) is an optimization method

used to search a solution space. What makes simulated annealing unique is its ability to
hill climb. When searching through the solution space, new solutions are accepted if
their cost is less than or equal to the current solution. If their cost is greater than the
current solution, they are accepted with probability p as given by
min {1,exp(-AC/T)}

(5)

where AC is the difference between the cost of the new solution and the current solution
and T is the temperature parameter. The basic SA algorithm is given in Figure 5.
Get starting solution s
Repeat (
For n iterations {
Get possible new solution s,
lfmin{l,exp(-(C(s})-C(s))/t)) >
S=Sj

Reduce the temperature T
} Until ( stop criterion)
Figure 5: Basic Simulated Annealing Algorithm

The simulated annealing algorithm for the CGCP is based on the step-wiseoverlapped parallel annealing algorithm (SOPA) developed by Kim and Kim7. The
solution space is the same as in the genetic algorithm. The method for generating new
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solutions is to simply swap two elements in the vertex order and then reapply the
basic-vertex-sequential algorithm. Thus, all new solutions are feasible. The cost function
is the same as the fitness function of the genetic algorithm which is given by (3).
The process of evolution from configuration to configuration is a Markov process.
For details of SA and Markov processes, see Sechen8. In Figure 5, the For loop must be
executed long enough for the Markov process to reach quasi-equilibrium. This length, L,
is the Markov chain length and for the CGCP is given by
L = IVI1/2(IVI-1).

(6)

The temperature reduction is based on the standard deviation of the cost
distribution of the previous Markov chain of length L. The temperature for Markov chain
Mk is given by
Tk =T k.1/ ( l + M ^ T

k.1)

(7)

where 8 is a distance parameter and o the standard deviation of the cost distribution. The
starting temperature T0 and initial standard deviation o0 are obtained by making a trial
run with T set at <». The starting temperature is given by
To =_n ^ } ° o

(8)

Aq is the initial acceptance ratio given by the ratio of accepted solutions to total solutions
generated.
The SA algorithm continues until the temperature falls below a final temperature Tf
or the standard deviation of the cost distribution falls below a threshold a f.
The parallel SA works by arranging the P processors in a ring and letting each
processor work on its own Markov chain. After LL/Pj iterations of the Markov chain,
information is passed to the next node in the ring. The node probabilistically chooses to
use this solution in its Markov chain. The standard deviation of Markov chain Mk_p is
used in (7) to compute the temperature Tk for Maikov chain Mk. The parallel SA is given
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in Figure 6. SL = LUPj is the subchain length , x is the solution, and C is the cost of the
solution.
get starting solution
perform trial run to get a0 and T0
set
k- node number + 1
set
a=
c0
repeat {
for (m=l to number of nodes by 1) (
if(k!=l)(
receive T and %' from previous node in ring
updateT
perform complex move
}

for ( 1=1
get new solution yf

to SL by 1 ) (

AC=C(x')-C(x)
iff

min{l,exp(-AC/T)}> random 10,J))
'

setX = X
}
send T and x to next node in ring

}
set a = standard deviation for this Markov chain
set k = k + number of processors
} until (stop criterion)
Figure 6: Parallel SA Algorithm

F. EXPERIMENTATION
The GA and SA algorithms were implemented in C on a sixteen processor iPSC/2
and a sixty-four processor iPSC/860 hypercube. The experiments were performed on
random graphs as defined by (1) and (2) and generated by GenGraph.Pas from Oakes3.
Graphs with edge densities of .2 and .5 were tested. Graphs of fifty, one-hundred, and
two-hundred vertices were used for the experimentation with the GA and graphs of fifty,
one-hundred, two-hundred, and three-hundred vertices were used for the SA
experimentation. The fifty vertex graphs were run on one, two, four, eight, and sixteen
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processors to measure speed-up of the algorithms. Sixteen processors were the most used
in the experimentation.

G. RESULTS
Figure 7 compares the genetic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm with
the best result from all the heuristic methods for graphs with .2 edge densities. For the
similar figure for .5 edge density graphs, see Elmer1. The best heuristic value is taken to
be the best from any of the heuristic methods and the values are not all obtained using the
same method. The comparisons are based on graphs as generated by GenGraph.Pas in
Oakes3. For the simulated annealing results, only five two-hundred vertex and one threehundred vertex graphs were run. For the genetic algorithm results the following were
run: two two-hundred vertex, .5 edge density graphs; four one-hundred vertex, .2 edge
density graphs; one two-hundred vertex, .2 edge density graphs; and no three-hundred
vertex graphs were run. All other results are an average of twenty-five graphs. The
values for Upper Bound and Lower Bound are the probabilistic upper and lower bounds
on the chromatic number as given by Oakes3.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the Stochastic and Heuristic Algorithms for .2 Edge
Density Graphs

An estimate for the error in the mean value of the HCA produced is given by
Err = h-i2B_+LB

(9)

where h is the mean HCA3. Estimates for relative error of the mean value of the HCA are
given by the following formula3.
RelErr = Tm + CB'

GO)

These two error estimates are given in Table II for the simulated annealing and genetic
algorithms and the best heuristic method from Oakes3. For the similar table for .5 edge
density graphs, see Elmer1.
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Table H: Estimated Error and Relative Estimated Error of the Mean HCA for .2
Edge Density Graphs
Estimated Error

Relative Estimated Error

Vertices

SA

GA

Best
Heuristic

SA

GA

Best
Heuristic

50
100
200
300

-.3
.8
3.5
4.5

-.3
2.0
6.3
NA

1.7
2.7
4.7
5.0

-3.4%
6.4%
17.8%
17.6%

-3.4%
16.0%
32.0%
NA

19.4%
21.6%
23.9%
19.6%

H. CONCLUSION
The results show that the two stochastic methods perform better than the heuristic
methods for the smaller graphs. It is believed that they would perform better for larger
graphs also, given a longer run-time. Simulated annealing is better than the genetic
algorithm. Both require long run-times however, when compared to the heuristic
methods. The GA was found to converge quickly to local minimums and get trapped. A
GA is not particularly well suited for the CGCP. Although, it can give good results for
smaller graphs given a long enough run-time. For an explanation of why the GA does not
perform as well on the CGCP, see Elmer1. If a not so good solution is good enough, then
one of the heuristic methods should be used. If a near optimal solution is required, then
simulated annealing should be used. What is unique about the stochastic methods is that
the user is in control of the quality of the solution, which depends on the amount of
computing time available. The heuristic methods are fast but the results are lacking in
quality. Which method to use depends on the amount of computing time available and
the quality of results desired.
A future project might involve letting the two stochastic methods work together to
solve the CGCP similar to what Huntley and Brown9 have done to solve the quadratic
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assignment problem. This could lead to better quality solutions and perhaps shorter run
times.
Thanks is extended to the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC) for their
allocation of iPSC/860 computing time used in this research.
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II. A PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR THE
COMPOSITE GRAPH COLORING PROBLEM

A. ABSTRACT
A parallel genetic algorithm for the composite graph coloring problem (CGCP) is
presented. The goal of the research was to find a method to get better results for the
CGCP. The CGCP is presented and proven to be NP-complete. An order based hybrid
parallel genetic algorithm is designed to solve the CGCP. Proofs are given to support the
population setup. Four crossover operators and four mutation operators are presented. A
least squares method is presented to optimize the parameter settings. The results of using
the parallel genetic algorithm for the CGCP are shown to be superior to heuristic methods
for graphs of fifty vertices. The algorithm yields near linear speed-up. Also, better
solutions are obtained as more processors are used.

B. INTRODUCTION
Genetic algorithms (GA) are algorithms which use the ideas of nature to perform a
guided search of a solution space. They use the idea of survival of the fittest along with
historical information and a bit of randomness to select new search points which have
better performance. GA got their start in the 1970s from work by John Holland at the
University of Michigan [8]. Current areas of study using GA include biology,
engineering and operations research, image processing and pattern recognition, parallel
GA, physical sciences, and social sciences [6].
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The basic idea of a GA with respect to combinatorial optimization is to start with a
population of points. Each point representing the coding as a finite-length string of a
parameter set for the original optimization problem. Every point in the population is
evaluated in some fashion to determine its fitness. From this population, new populations
are formed by recombining structures in the old population using knowledge of each
point’s fitness and some randomness. The generation of new populations continues for
some number of iterations. The main operators in the recombination step are the
selection method, crossover method, and mutation method. The recombination step can
be thought of as many reproduction steps in which two parents are chosen from the old
population and the best characteristics of each are used to produce two children which are
put into the new population. This step is known as crossover. Mutation occurs
periodically to prevent some value of the parameter set, which could lead to the optimal
solution, from being lost forever. The mutation operator simply perturbs an element of
the population in some fashion.

C. THE COMPOSITE GRAPH COLORING PROBLEM
The combinatorial optimization problem in this paper to which the GA is applied is
the composite graph coloring problem (CGCP). The CGCP uses a finite, undirected,
loopless graph G(V,E,C), where V is the vertex set, E the edge set, and C the vertex
chromaticities. The vertices are labeled 0 to (IVI-1). Each vertex is assigned a
chromaticity which represents the number of consecutive colors (integers) that vertex
must have. The graph is composite if for some two vertices the chromaticities assigned
to them are not equal. More formally, a graph is composite if Cj * Cj for some i and j.
Let Fk(Vj) represent the set of consecutive positive integers from the set {1,2,... Jc}
which are assigned to vertex Vj. A graph G is k-colorable if for each vertex Vj € V,
IFk(Vj)l = Cj and no two connected vertices have an integer in common. Given a graph G,
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the goal of the composite graph coloring problem is to find the minimum k . The
minimum k is known as the chromatic number of G and denoted x(G).
Composite graphs can model allocation problems such as store economy, resource
allocation, and school timetabling problems. The CGCP was developed as a result of the
limitations of the Standard Graph Coloring Problem (SGCP) which did not allow the
chromaticities of vertices to be different
In previous work with the CGCP it was assumed to be in the class NP-complete
because the related SGCP has been proven to be. The following proof is given to prove
the CGCP is in the class NP-complete.
Proof:
First it must be shown that the CGCP is NP. It is NP because a nondeterministic
algorithm can guess an assignment of colors to the vertices and then check in
polynomial time whether all pairs of adjacent vertices have distinct colors. Given n
vertices, the worst case is that they are all connected which gives n(n-l)/2
comparisons or combinations of n things taken 2 at a time which is

n2).

Using the fact that the standard graph coloring decision problem is NP-complete,
from Karp’s work [10] it can be easily shown, by using a bisection argument, that
the standard graph coloring optimization problem is also NP-complete. If it is
shown that the standard graph coloring optimization problem is reducible to the
composite graph coloring optimization problem in polynomial time, then the
composite graph coloring optimization problem must be NP-complete.
Reduction:
Given any arbitrary standard graph G = (V,E) where IVI = n construct the
composite graph CG = (V',E',C) where V' = {V U {vn+1}} and E' = (E U
{<vi,vn+1> I i=l,..,n}} and C(Vj) = 1 for i=l,..,n and C(vn+1) = 2. An illustration of
the proof with n = 4 is given in Figure 8.
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Solve for the chromatic number of the composite graph. The chromatic number of
the standard graph will be 2 less than the chromatic number for the composite
graph. This is easy to see since the vertex with chromaticity 2 is connected to
every other node, it must take 2 consecutive colors different from all of the other
nodes. Therefore, to get a minimum chromaticity coloring for the original standard
graph, simply eliminate the vertex that was added and use the same colors on the
remaining vertices as they were in the composite coloring. The chromatic number
will be 2 less in the standard graph.

□

D. GA TO SOLVE THE CGCP
The setup is an order-based hybrid GA in which every chromosome consists of a
permutation of the vertex labels in G.

1. Population Setup.

How the problem is set up is very important to the success

of a GA. One approach would be to work on a population consisting of the colors used to
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color each vertex of the composite graph and perform crossover and mutation on it. This
approach was tried originally giving poor results. It is not the best setup because any
straightforward type of crossover and mutation will produce mostly infeasible solutions.
As Lawrence Davis says in his Handbook o f Genetic

, “A useful rule of thumb

in selecting algorithms for optimization problems is this: an algorithm that generates
many illegal solutions will perform worse than one that generates no illegal solutions”
[3]. Thus, an approach which produces only feasible solutions is used for the CGCP GA
in this paper. The approach uses the basic-vertex-sequential algorithm for coloring the
graph, see Elmer [4]. The basic-vertex-sequential algorithm works by taking some order
of the vertices and coloring each vertex in this order using the first set of consecutive
colors which does not cause a conflict with any previously colored vertex. A conflict
occurs when two vertices with an edge in common have overlapping colors. The starting
population consists of N random orderings of the vertices. Thus, a point in the
population is represented by a string of length IVI where each element in the string
corresponds to a vertex in G. The alphabet consists of the integers 0 to (IVI-1) and the
population is made up of strings consisting of permutations of the integers from 0 to
(IVI-1). Coloring the graph using each of these orderings produces different solutions and
approximate chromatic numbers.
The following proofs are given to support the population setup. Let FCCj (First
Color Class) represent the set of vertices whose first color is i.
Theorem 1:

Moving vertex vm in FCCj to FCCj where j < i by lowering the starting
color of vm causes no conflicts in FCCj or FCCj V j > i.

Proof part 1: Effect on its original FCC.
Obvious, since vm has no edge in common with any vertex in FCCj.
Proof part 2: Effect on FCCj V j > i.
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case 1:

vmhas an edge in common with a vertex or vertices in some FCCj.

Let last(vm) be the last color used to color vm. Similarly, let vs be the vertex
in FCCj with the edge in common with vm and first(vs) be the first color used
to color vs. Let v^ be vm after it has been moved to a lower FCC. Hence,
last(vm) < first(vs). Therefore, last(v^) < first(vg).
case 2:

vm has no edge in common with a vertex in FCCj V j > i.

Obvious.
Theorem 2:

□

The optimal solution to a composite graph is obtainable by coloring the
graph using the basic-vertex-sequential algorithm with some ordering of
the vertices.

Proof:

The proof will be by contradiction.

Assume there exists some coloring for a composite graph which is optimal but is
not equivalent, as far as the chromatic number, to coloring the composite graph by
the basic-vertex-sequential method using any ordering of the vertices.
The goal is to construct the order of the vertices in which to color the graph by the
basic-vertex-sequential algorithm to give the same or lower chromatic number as
the optimal solution.
Step 1:

Take the given optimal coloring and sort the vertices into FCCs with
FCC; before FCCj if i < j. The order is not important within each FCC.

Step 2:

For each vertex in the order they are in now, lower the starting color as
low as possible without causing any conflicts with any vertex in any
previous FCC. This moves the vertex to a lower FCC if the starting color
was lowered. The solution to the composite graph is still valid since the
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starting color of a vertex is not lowered if it causes conflict with a vertex
or vertices in a previous FCC and, by Theorem 1, it causes no conflicts in
its original or subsequent FCCs.
Step 3:

Sort as in step 1.

Since the above steps create no conflicts, the solution is valid and will have the
same or lower chromatic number as the optimal. If it has a lower chromatic
number than the optimal, then the original assumption is contradicted. If it has the
same chromatic number as the optimal, the assumption is also contradicted because
the colors the vertices now have are the colors as given by the basic-vertexsequential algorithm using the order the vertices are now in.

2. The Fitness Function.

□

Solutions to the CGCP are not necessarily unique.

There may be many different colorings which produce the chromatic number. Since many
elements of the population will have the same approximate chromatic number, the
approximate chromatic number would not be a good choice for a fitness function,
although it clearly needs to be involved. The fitness function used should have a wide
range so the algorithm has the flexibility to move to a good solution. The function chosen
involves color classes and the approximate chromatic number. Define a color class CCt
to be the set of all vertices which use the color i. Since the graph is composite, a vertex
will be in C(v}) consecutive color classes and there will be k color classes. Let the fitness
of population element i be given by
HCA

f; = HCA • UB • multiplier - I (ICCI)2.
j=i

1

(11)

HCA (High Color Assigned) represents the approximate chromatic number and UB is the
upper bound on the chromatic number as given in Oakes [14]. HCA is multiplied by UB
• multiplier in (11) to keep f; positive and to ensure that if (HCA of coloring i) < (HCA of
coloring j) then f; < fj. For graphs with edge density < .45, multiplier in (11) is twelve,
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otherwise, it is six. This function is based on the idea that in order to drive the HCA
down, the color classes need to be larger and there needs to be fewer of them as pointed
out by Johnson

et

alin their study of simulated annealing for the SGCP [9]. It is shown

by Morgenstem and Shapiro [13] that the objective function used in [9] for the SGCP can
produce a lower value while increasing the HCA. In the GA in this paper, the cost of
each new solution is compared with the best cost. Using (11) as the fitness function, the
following conditions were true for all runs in this research:
lower HCA => lower fj

(12)

lower f. => same or lower HCA.
This does not prove that (12) will always hold, but it does show that (11) is a good choice
for the fitness function. Notice that lower fitness values mean lower approximate
chromatic numbers. Thus, the GA in this paper favors lower fitness values rather than
higher ones as in standard GAs.

3. Crossover Methods.

Crossover is the combining of two parents to produce

two offspring which have the good characteristics of their parents. Four different
crossovers were implemented. Ordered crossover (OX), cycle crossover (CX), and
partially matched crossover (PMX) use the same ideas as those presented by Oliver et
[15] for the traveling salesman problem. Edge recombination (ER) uses the ideas as
presented by Whitley et al [17], also for the traveling salesman problem.
a. Ordered Crossover (OX). In the OX, the absolute positions of some of the elements
of one parent are carried over to the child and the relative positions of the remaining
elements from the other parent are carried over to the child. The first step in the OX is to
copy the elements between two randomly selected crossover points in one parent to the
child. The next step is to fill the empty positions in the child starting after the second cut
point using the elements of the second parent starting after the second cut point which do
not already occur in the child. An example follows:
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parent 1

1234

| 567

| 89

parent 2

2 4 6 l | 3 5 9 | 8 7

child 1

4 1 3 9 | 5 6 7 | 8 2

child 2

2 4 6 7 | 3 5 9 | 8 1

b. Cycled Crossover (CX). The CX creates children in which the value at every position
in the child corresponds to the value from one of the parents at the same position and the
child is a permutation. This is carried out by building cycles. For example, given parent
1 and parent 2 below, randomly choosing parent 1 to start means the child will get values
1,2, and 4 in their respective positions from parent 1. Since parent 1 was started with,
value 1 is put in the corresponding position of the child. The 2 cannot be taken from
parent 2 because position one of the child already has a value. Therefore, the 2 must be
taken from parent 1. Likewise, the 4 must be taken from parent 1. Notice the next step
cycles back to the first element chosen in this cycle,
parent 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

parent 2

2 4 6 1 3 5 9 8 7

child

1 2

4

The procedure continues by building cycles beginning with the next unassigned position
and randomly choosing which parent elements of this cycle will come from. The
complete process, illustrated below, randomly chooses elements in cycle 1,2 and 4 to
come from parent 1 and elements in cycle 3 to come from parent 2 for child 1 and the
opposite for child 2.
parent 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

parent 2

2 4 6 1 3 5 9 8 7

cycle#

1 1 2 1 2 2 3 4 3

child 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 9 8 7

child 2

2 4 6 6 3 5 7 8 9
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c. Partially Mapped Crossover (PMX). The PMX randomly chooses two crossover
points. The elements between these two points define a series of swappings involving
parent 1 and parent 2. The last step is to copy the elements between the crossover points
to the child. In the example below, child 1 is formed by first copying parent 2 into child 1
and then swapping elements 5 with 3, 6 with 5(now 3), and 7 with 9. The last step is to
copy the elements of parent 1 between the crossover points to the corresponding positions
in child 1. Child 2 is formed similarly by performing the same operations reversing the
two parents roles.
parent 1

1 2 3 4 1 5 6 7 |I 8 9

parent 2

2 4 6 1 |3 5 9 |I 8 7

child 1

2 4 3 1 1 5 6 7 |I 8 9

child 2

12 6 4 1 3 5 9 | 8 7

d. Edge Recombination (ER). The goal of the ER crossover is to let the children inherit
edges from the parents. In this case, an edge is defined by two adjacent elements in the
chromosome, not an edge in the graph. An inherited edge maintains the same order of
the elements as in the parent The basic idea is to fill the slots of a child one at a time
with edges from one of the parents. The method starts with the first element from one of
the parents and then fills the rest of the slots by randomly choosing a parent in which to
select the element which completes the edge in that parent If the element to complete the
edge from the randomly selected parent has already been used, then the other parent is
tried. If the edge completing element from the second parent has also been used, then the
first available element from the second parent is chosen. An example is given below
where RP represents the random parent from which the completing edge is taken.
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parent 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

parent 2

2 4 6 1 3 5 9 8 7

RP

2 12 12 12 1

child 1
RP

1 3 4 6 7 2 5 9 8
1 1 12 2 2 1 2

child 2

2 3 4 5 9 8 7 6 1

4. Mutation Methods.

Mutation is the occasional mixing up of portions of the

genes to produce new chromosomes which might never occur with crossover only.
Mutation is performed with small probability during the reproduction step. Unlike the
crossover techniques, mutation is not based on any properties which cause the resulting
chromosome to be better. It is merely used to introduce new chromosomes into the
population, which may help in getting a global solution rather than a local solution. Four
types of mutation were implemented.
a. Order Mutation. Order mutation simply chooses two genes at random and switches
them as demonstrated below.
before

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

after

1 2 3 7 5 6 4 8 9

b. Scramble Mutation. Scramble mutation chooses two cut points at random and
randomly scrambles the genes between the cut points.
before

1 2 3 | 4 5 6 7 | 8 9

after

1 2 3 | 6 4 7 5 | 8 9

c. Position Mutation. Position mutation chooses two cut points at random and moves the
gene at the second cut point to the first cut point position and moves the rest of the genes
between the cut points down one position.
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before

123 I4 5 6 7

| 89

after

123 | 7 4 5 6

|89

d. Inversion Mutation. Inversion mutation chooses two cut points at random and
reverses the order of the genes between the two cut points,
before

123 | 4 5 6 7

after

1 2 3 | 7 6 5 4 | 8 9

5. Selection Method.

| 8 9

Selection is the process of choosing two parents from the

current population to mate, producing two children for the next generation population.
There are two methods generally used: roulette wheel and ranking. Roulette wheel
selection is based on the ratio of a population member’s fitness to the total fitness of the
entire population. Since lower fitness values are better in the GA presented in this paper,
lower fitness ratios are given a higher probability of being chosen. Roulette wheel
selection can cause rapid convergence if there are some super individuals. Rapid
convergence often leads to a local rather than global solution. The second selection
method, known as ranking, was developed to slow down convergence. Ranking assigns
each member of the population an expected number of offspring based on the rank of the
members performance. There are two constraints for the assigning of the number of
offspring from each individual as given by Baker [1],
1. the allocation of trials should be monotonically increasing with respect to
increasing performance values, to provide for desirable rewarding.
2. the total of the individual allocation of trials should be such that the
desired number of individuals will be in the next generation.
The target sampling rate, tsr(x,t), represents the expected number of offspring from
population member x at time t and is given by
tsr(x,t) = Min + (Max-Min)^ 11^ ^ .^ —-

(13)
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where N is the population size and rank(x,t) is the index of x when the population is
sorted in increasing order by fitness. Given that 0 < tsr(x,t) and Ztsr(x.t) = N,
1 < Max ^ 2 and Min = 2-Max follow. What this means is that the worst individual is
assigned a tsr of Min and the best a tsr of Max [7]. Parents are selected to mate by using
the tsr values and a random number generator.
The GA presented in this paper uses the ranking selection method.

6. Reproduction Strategy.

Reproduction is the method by which the new

population is built from the old population. One way in which this can be done is to
simply replace every element in the old population. Another method would be to always
move the two best members of the old population to the new population. The latter is
known as the Elitist strategy and is the one chosen for the GA in this paper. The
reproduction is performed as in the algorithm given in Figure 9.
movethe two best members from old pop. to new pop.
for (Population Size-2)/2 iterations
randomly choose 2 parents from old pop.
copy 2 parents to the 2 children
ifrandom[0,l] < crossover rate
perform crossover on children
if randomf0,1] < Mutation Rate
perform mutation on child 1
if randomf0,1 ] Mutation Rate
perform mutation on child 2
put children in new population
Figure 9: Reproduction Algorithm

E. THE SERIAL GA
The serial GA is given in Figure 10. The sort used in the algorithm is a quick sort
which has average case complexity 0(n log n). The test for convergence is based on the
parameter convergence. When convergence percent of the population’s fitness values are
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the same, the worst ninety percent of the population are replaced by new randomly
generated members.
build starting pop.
sort pop. by fitness
for n Generations
perform crossover and mutation on pop.
sort pop. by fitness
if converged
remake 90 % of pop.
sort pop.
Figure 10: Serial GA

F. THE PROBLEM SET
Random graphs were used for the testing of the GA in this paper. A random graph,
Gn = (V,E,C), is a graph with n vertices and has the property that
V Vj,Vj g V, Prob{ <Vj»Vj> 6 E ) = p O ^ p ^ l .

(14)

The probability, p, is referred to as the edge density of the graph. Also, the vertex
chromaticities are given by n independent truncated Poisson random variables, with
parameter q=l. Hence,
V v, £ V, Prob{ C(vt)=k 1 =

k=1.2,...

(15)

This type of graph is typically used in studying the CGCP since Clementson and
Elphick’s original work[2].
Oakes [14] gives probabilistic bounds for this type of random graph. These bounds
are used in the GA to size the data structures of the program. The bounds are also used in
the fitness function and to determine the quality of the results. To get direct comparisons
to heuristic algorithm results, the same graphs were generated as Oakes [14] used to
produce his results. The test bed consists of twenty-five random composite graphs
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generated by GenGraph.Pas as found in Oakes [14]. Edge densities of .2 and .5, and
graph sizes of fifty, one-hundred, and two-hundred were used.

G. PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION
There are six parameters which need to be optimized for the serial version of the
GA. The parameters are Crossover Rate, Convergence Point, Mutation Rate, Max,
Generations, and Population Size. For Generations and Population Size, the optimum
would be to let each go to infinity. Since this is not feasible, Generations was set at 300
and Population Size at 960 for the parameter optimization phase. In addition, the
parameters interact with each other, so it would not work very well to optimize them one
at a time. Yet, the optimization process becomes more costly as more parameters are
being optimized together. Since mutation performs such a small role in the algorithm, it
was decided to set Mutation Rate at .005 and optimize the three parameters Crossover
Rate, Convergence Point, and Max as a group and then optimize Mutation Rate by itself.
The parameter optimization process is given as in Figure 11. Two initial values are
given for each parameter to be optimized. For p parameters there will be m = 2P
combinations of settings for the parameters producing m cost observations, where cost
represents the best (lowest) fitness value found in the steepest descent direction.
for n iterations
run the GA for each combination of parameters
fit response surface
get steepest descent direction to response surface
while cost is decreasing
move in steepest descent direction
run GAfor new parameter settings
get new set of parameters around best parameter settings
Figure 11: Parameter Optimization Algorithm

The observation model is given by:
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0p = p0 + 1 0,6) + €j

y(0{,

j = l,2 ,... ,m

(16)

or
€j = y(0j, G j,....

Gp- P0 - I P,©j

j= l, 2 , ... ,m

where ©| is the setting of the i* parameter for trial j and y(©j, G^,... , ©p is the observed
cost for the p parameter settings for trial j. The observations are used to obtain the least
squares estimate of P0,P2,...,Pp in the form
f(P„,P2....... Pp) = X (y(©i, e £ ... , e£> - ft, -X p,oj )2.

This function is then minimized with respect to (5 =

( 18)

Pi by setting the gradient equal to
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0. The normal equations are given in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Normal Equations

The system of linear equations is solved for P =

Po
Pi and the approximated response
A

surface is

y(©i-©2.........©p) = Po

PA-

(19)

(17)
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To minimize y(©!,02, . . . . 0 ) in (19), move in the direction of the negative gradient
/ 8 \
which is - P a
A

v-(V
To minimize roundoff error in finding the least squares estimate of (3, let
( 20)

zj = (& j- ©iVsj
where
m

sf

= I(©i - ©i)2/(m-l) for i = l ,... ,p ( 2 1 )

which is the sample variance. Then use the observation model

y(zj,4 ...

p0+1 Pjz}.

( 22)

This yields the normal equations as given in Figure 13.
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0
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#

.
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Figure 13: Updated Normal Equations

A
The new normal equations are then solved for p as before. Let 0 = 0 ,

be the set of

means of the initial parameter settings. Then 0 1 = 0° - aP will give the new parameter
settings in the steepest descent direction. The parameters keep moving in the steepest
descent direction as long as the cost of the GA run produces better results.
This method is not perfect since it assumes the response surface is convex.
However, experimentation indicated that this is a reasonable assumption. Another
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problem with this process is that the GA is a stochastic process. This problem can be
minimized by running the GA a large number of generations to hopefully reach
equilibrium for each setting of the parameters. This approach of optimizing the
parameters turned out to be very useful in minimizing the number of trials needed to
optimize the parameters.
Optimization of the parameters was done on a small subset of the fifty vertex, .5
edge density graphs. It was found that the mutation operator has very little effect.
Therefore, the SCRAMBLE mutation method was used with a rate of .005 throughout all
test runs. Due to the long run-times, the complete set of twenty five graphs could not be
run for all settings of the number of vertices, edge density and number of processors.
Parameter optimization was done on one node with the parameters Mutation Type,
Mutation Rate, Generations, and Population Size set at SCRAMBLE, .005, 300, and 960
respectively. The approximate optimal settings for each of the crossover methods is
presented in Table m .
Table HI: Optimal Parameter Settings
Crossover
Method

Convergence
Point

Max

Crossover
Rate

PMX
OX
CX
ER

.248
.213
.225
.250

1.340
1.343
1.350
1.350

.763
.755
.742
.750

Ten graphs of fifty vertices with .5 edge density were run on one node using each
crossover method to determine the best crossover method. The results are presented in
Table IV. Since PMX and OX both did the best, they were tested on the entire set of
twenty-five graphs giving the results in Table V.
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Table IV: 10 Graphs with 50 Vertices and .5 Edge Density
Crossover
Method

Average
Cost

Average
HCA

Average
Time(sec)

PMX
OX
CX
ER

1405.3
1404.1
1458.3
1468.7

16.7
16.7
17.1
17.2

1987.9
2126.3
2149.8
2170.8

Table V: 25 Graphs with 50 Vertices and .5 Edge Density
Crossover
Method

Average
Cost

Average
HCA

Average
Time (sec.)

PMX
OX
Best From
Both

1376.0
1376.5

16.36
16.36

1968.8
2058.5

1352.5

16.16

H. PARALLEL GA
The parallel version of the GA is for an Intel hypercube multicomputer. The
algorithm for the parallel GA is given in Figure 14. It is the same as the serial GA except
that periodically, the processors (nodes) share their good results. The population is
divided among the nodes. The parallel GA has two new parameters to optimize:
Exchange Rate and Number Exchanged. These two parameters were optimized together
using a sixteen node cube giving the settings of .2 and .3 for Number Exchanged and
Exchange Rate. What this means is that every (.3 • Generations) iterations, the best 20%
of the population are swapped. Generations is constant at 300 for all cube sizes. The
population size on each node depends on the cube size. One node uses a Population Size
of 960, two nodes a Population Size of 480, and so on. The population size of 960 is
constant but it is divided across the nodes. The number of nodes needed to use the
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parallel GA is any power of two. The most nodes used in the research was a four
dimensional cube of sixteen nodes. When one node is used, the crossover operator PMX
is used. When two nodes are used, OX is used on node zero and PMX on node one. For
four nodes, it is the same as two nodes plus OX is used on node three and PMX is used
on node two. For eight nodes, it is the same as four nodes plus OX is used on nodes five
and six, and PMX is used on nodes four and seven. For sixteen nodes, it is the same as
eight nodes plus OX is used on nodes twelve, thirteen, fourteen, and fifteen; and PMX is
used on nodes eight, nine, ten, and eleven. The idea is to use the two best crossover
operators PMX and OX on different nodes to take advantage of the best qualities of each
producing a better solution than either operator by itself.
build starting
.po
sort pop. by fitness
for i=l to Generations by 1
perform crossover and mutation on pop.
sort pop. by fitness
swap_count= 1
ifi mod (exchangejrate * Generations) 0
swap best (exchange_number*pop size) members of
pop. with node
sort pop.
swap_count = swapjcount + 1
if converged
remake 90 % of pop.
sort pop.
if not controller (node 0)
send best solution to controller
else
collect best solution from all nodes
output overall best
Figure 14: Parallel GA

I. EXPERIMENTATION
The code for the GA was written in C with parallel extensions for the iPSC
hypercubes. Development and debugging were done on a sixteen node eight megabyte of
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memory per node iPSC/2 hypercube. Parameter optimization was done on the iPSC/2
and a sixty-four node eight megabyte of memory per node iPSC/860 hypercube at the San
Diego Supercomputer Center. The program is designed as a host, controller, node
program. The host program does all input, output, and parameter optimization. The
controller program computes its own solution and collects the best solution from each of
the other nodes and reports the best solution to the host The node program computes its
solution and sends the best solution to the controller. The program will run on the SRM
in batch or normal mode and it will also run on the Sun remote host at the SDSC. The
random number generator is self-contained in the program to ensure repeatable runs on
different machines. The random number generator used was L’Ecuyer’s Minimum
Standard[l 1] which is both fast and good as reported in Schollmeyer’s work with random
number generators [16].
Experimentation using the GA was performed on random graphs defined by (14)
and (15) as generated using GenGraph.Pas from Oakes [14). The smallest graph size
tested had fifty vertices and the largest two-hundred vertices. Edge densities of .2 and .5
were tested to evaluate the GA performance on sparse and dense graphs. A set of
twenty-five fifty vertex, .5 edge density graphs were run on one, two, four, eight, and
sixteen nodes to get speed-up measurements. For one-hundred vertex, .5 edge density
graphs; twenty-five were run on sixteen nodes and two on one node. Two two-hundred
vertex, .5 edge density graphs were run on sixteen nodes and one on one node. All runs
for the .2 edge density graphs were run using sixteen nodes. The .2 edge density graphs
tested were twenty-five fifty vertex, four one-hundred vertex, and one two-hundred
vertex.

J. RESULTS
To get a good view of how the parallel GA performed using different numbers of
nodes, the set of twenty-five graphs with fifty vertices and .5 edge density was solved
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using one, two, four, eight, and sixteen nodes. The cost and speed-up results are
presented in Table VI and Table VII respectively. Speed-up and processor efficiency
increase as the number of nodes increases. It is possible that the two node cost is better
than the four node cost because the parameters, Number Exchanged and Exchange Rate,
were not optimized for each cube size. The optimized values for these parameters using
sixteen nodes were used on all cube sizes.
Table VI: 25 Graphs with 50 Vertices and .5 Edge Density
Nodes

Avg.
Cost

Avg.
HCA

Low
HCA

High
HCA

1 (PMX)
2
4
8
16

1376.0
1347.0
1365.6
1337.4
1339.8

16.36
16.12
16.28
16.04
16.04

14
14
14
14
14

19
19
18
18
18

Table VII: Speed-up for 25 Graphs with 50 Vertices and .5 Edge Density
Nodes

Avg.
Time (sec.)

Speed-up

Processor
Efficiency

1 (PMX)
2
4
8
16

1968.8
1232.7
601.1
296.3
144.5

1.6
3.3
6.6
13.6

.80
.82
.83
.85

To observe the performance of the parallel GA as the graph size increases, .5 edge
density graphs with 100 and 200 vertices were run. Since the run-time is long for the
larger graphs, and computing time on the i860 is limited, only two two-hundred vertex
graphs were run on sixteen nodes. The speed-up measures are based on one node runs
consisting of twenty-five fifty vertex, two one-hundred vertex, and one two-hundred
vertex graphs. The cost and speed-up results are given in Table VIII and Table IX
respectively. As the graph size becomes larger, the speed-up becomes lower. This could
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be a result of not being able to run the complete set of 25 graphs. The average run-times
for the abbreviated run sets may not be very representative of the entire set of twenty-five
graphs. This could also be a result of the slightly different run-times for the PMX and
OX crossover operators as seen in Table V. As the graph size becomes larger, the
differences in the PMX and OX run-times may become larger. This will cause some of
the nodes to sit idle waiting for the other nodes to finish before the swap step. Speed-up
could be increased by only using one crossover method on all nodes. However, the
quality of the results would decrease since PMX works well on some graphs and OX
works well on others. Using both crossover operators with swapping yields a better
solution because they help each other.
Table VIII: .5 Edge Density Graphs on 16 Nodes
Vert.

Avg.
Cost

Avg.
HCA

Low
HCA

High
HCA

50
100
200
(2 graphs)

1339.8
4306.3
14391.5

16.04
29.40
58.00

14
27
57

18
34
59

Table IX: .5 Edge Density Graphs on 16 Nodes
Vert.

Avg.
Time (sec.)

Speed-up

Processor
Efficiency

50
100
200
(2 graphs)

144.5
507.6
1950.8

13.6
13.1
12.8

.85
.82
.80

To get an idea of how good these solutions are, they are compared with the upper
and lower bounds for this type of graph as given in [14]. They are also compared with
the best average solution given for the same set of twenty-five graphs using heuristic
algorithms also given in [14], These results are given in Figure 15. Different heuristic
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algorithms produce better results, as compared to each other, for different size graphs.
Therefore, in Figure 15, the best heuristic values are not all obtained using the same
heuristic algorithm.

Figure 15: Graphs with .5 Edge Density on 16 Nodes

Table X gives results for fifty, one-hundred, and two-hundred graphs with .2 edge
density using sixteen nodes. Note that the one-hundred and two-hundred vertex graph
results are based on only four and one graphs respectively. Run times are from nine to
fifteen percent less for the .2 edge density graphs. This is due to the fact that they have
less edges and therefore take less time to color. Figure 16 illustrates the quality of the
average solutions found by the GA for graphs with .2 edge density.
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Table X: .2 Edge Density Graphs on 16 Nodes
Vert.

Avg.
Cost

Avg.
HCA

Low
HCA

High
HCA

50
(25 graphs)

244.3

8.44

7

11

131.3

100

790.0

14.50

14

15

433.5

4014.0

26.00

26

26

1719.4

Avg.
Time (sec.)
'

(4 graphs)
200
(1

graph)

For one-hundred vertices, the quality for the .2 edge density graphs seems to be a little
better than the .5 edge density graphs. This could be due to the .2 edge density graphs
being easier to solve or to the small sample size for the .2 edge density graphs.

Figure 16: Graphs with .2 Edge Density on 16 Nodes
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An estimate for the error in the mean value of the HCA produced is given by
Err = h - U&-+-LB

(23 )

where h is the mean HCA [14]. Estimates for relative error of the mean value of the
HCA are given by the following formula [14].

RelErr = uV + T b

(24)

These two error estimates are given in Table XI and Table XII for the GA from this
research and the best heuristic method from Oakes [14].
Table XI: Estimated Error and Relative Estimated Error of the Mean HCA for .5
Edge Density Graphs
Estimated Error
Vertices

GA

50

-.3
3.8
15.3

100
200

Best
Heuristic
2.1

4.6
9.1

Relative Estimated Error
GA

Best
Heuristic

- 1.8 %
14.8%
35.8%

12.9%
17.9%
21.3%

Table XII: Estimated Error and Relative Estimated Error of the Mean HCA for .2
Edge Density Graphs
Estimated Error
Vertices

GA

50

-.3

100
200

2 .0

6.3

Relative Estimated Error

Best
Heuristic

GA

1.7
2.7
4.7

-3.4%
16.0%
32.0%

Best
Heuristic
19.4%
2 1 .6 %

23.9%

Table XI and Table XU give a better view of the quality of the GA over heuristic
methods for the smaller graphs. To give support to the results presented, Table XIII
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gives 95% confidence intervals for the mean HCA of the experiments based on the
normal distribution.
Table XDI: 95% Confidence Intervals for the Mean HCA of the Experiments
Compared to the Probabilistic Bounds
Edge Density
Vert.

50
100
200

.5

.2

GA

Bounds

GA

Bounds

(8 . 1,8 .8 )
(13.8,15.2)
N/A

(7.0,10.5)
(10.0,15.0)
(17.0,22.4)

(15.6,16.5)
(28.8,30.0)
(51.7,64.3)

(14.0,18.6)
(22.0,29.3)
(38.0,47.5)

K. CONCLUSION
The GA presented produces good solutions for graphs of fifty vertices but the
quality of the solution decreases as the graph size increases. The goal of this research
was to find a way to get better results than the existing heuristic methods for the CGCP.
That goal was accomplished for the fifty vertex graphs and the one-hundred vertex, .2
edge density graphs. Given more computing time, it would have been for larger graphs
also. What is unique about the GA approach is that the solution quality can be increased
by increasing the population size and number of generations. Most of the heuristic
algorithms cannot improve on their solution because of the way they are designed. If a
fast mediocre solution is desired, one of the heuristic algorithms should be used.
However, if a better solution is worth the extra computing time, the GA will produce
better results.
An efficient method for optimizing the many parameters for a GA was also presented.
This method made the parameter optimization much easier and produced good settings
for the parameters.
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The parallelization of the GA produces slightly less than linear speed-up. A unique
point about the parallel GA is that solution quality increases with the increase in nodes
used. This is due to the use of different crossover operators on different nodes which
help each other produce a better result. Few parallel algorithms can claim near linear
speed-up and better results.
The question arises whether the GA results were due to merely randomly searching
a large portion of the solution space or if the GA actually worked as a guided search as it
is intended to. In other words, is the GA a suitable way to solve the CGCP or could the
computing time be put to better use using a different method? Mitchell et al state [12],
There is no comprehensive theory that relates characteristics of a fitness
landscape directly to the performance of the GA, or that predicts what the
GA’s performance will be on a given problem. Such a theory will be
difficult to articulate because the GA has many conflicting tendencies.
The theory which does exist deals with the standard GA using chromosomes represented
by bit strings.
There exist some problems which GA do not perform well and straight hillclimbing
or simulated annealing methods perform better. In studies by Forrest and Mitchell [5]
with standard GA, they found that crossover was not effective for certain fitness
functions. They ran experiments with the standard GA, GA with crossover rate set at 0
(no crossover), and a hillclimbing algorithm. Their studies revealed that the two GA
results were about the same and that basic hillclimbing performed much better. Similar
results are presented for the CGCP GA in Figure 17. The GA was run on a fifty vertex, .5
edge density graph with and without crossover. The GA without crossover randomly
generated an entire new population every generation. Figure 17 shows the average of the
fitness values of each generations population and the best fitness value after each
generation for the GA with and without crossover. The results for a parallel simulated
annealing algorithm which uses the same population setup and fitness function as the GA
for the CGCP are also plotted in Figure 17. For details of the parallel simulated
annealing, see Elmer [4].
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The results show that the GA is not well suited for the CGCP. It performs better
than a purely random search but not nearly as good as simulated annealing with respect to
both time and solution quality. The average fitness value for twenty-five fifty vertex, .5
edge density graphs for the GA, GA without crossover, and simulated annealing were
1376,1457, and 1300 respectively.

Figure 17: Fitness Plot for a 50 Vertex, .5 Edge Density Graph

The parameter optimization process for the GA found the optimal setting for Max
to be 1.34. Max determines the probability for selecting parents to mate based on their
fitness. The optimal setting of 1.34 for Max is relatively high. What this essentially
means is that for the CGCP it is more effective to assign a high probability to selecting
the most fit individuals and basically just use the best individuals. This, however, causes
very fast convergence. Genetic Algorithms have a large dependency on using the
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diversity of a population to produce good solutions. However, for the CGCP GA, only
the most fit individuals are selected for crossover which shows that crossover is not
effective if the parents are much different. Because very near parents are chosen to mate,
the GA for the CGCP moves very quickly to a local minimum and gets trapped as shown
in Figure 17. Each time the GA converges, 90% of the population is replaced by
randomly generated members. The many downward spikes in Figure 17 represent getting
trapped in local minimums which shows the GA effective for finding local minimums but
not effective for finding global minimums.
A future research project might involve taking the solutions produced by the
heuristic vertex-sequential algorithms and seeding the original population with them.
The heuristic algorithms are fast, so this would not make the run-time much longer if any.
Having some fairly good solutions in the original population should allow the GA to
produce near optimal solutions.
Thanks is extended to the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC) for their
allocation of iPSC/860 computing time used in this research.
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III. A PARALLEL SIMULATED ANNEALING
ALGORITHM FOR THE COMPOSITE GRAPH
COLORING PROBLEM

A. SUMMARY
A parallel simulated annealing algorithm for the NP-complete composite graph
coloring problem (CGCP) is presented. The goal of the research was to find a way to get
better solutions for the CGCP. The problem is set up so that the optimal solution must be
in the solution space and the new solution generation produces only feasible solutions. A
least squares method is also presented to make the parameter optimization easier. The
algorithm was implemented on iPSC/2 and iPSC/860 hypercubes. A little less than linear
speed-up was observed. Near optimal solutions for graphs of fifty and one-hundred
vertices were obtained and it is expected that near optimal solutions could be obtained for
larger graphs using a slower cooling schedule. The user is in control of solution quality
based on run-time, which cannot be said for the various heuristic methods for the CGCP.

B. INTRODUCTION
Simulated Annealing (SA) is an optimization method introduced independently by
Kirkpatrick, Gelatt and Vecchi [1] and Cemy[2]. It was developed from ideas in
statistical mechanics having to do with “The study of the behavior of very large systems
of interacting components” [3]. In statistical mechanics, the Boltzmann distribution is
used to give the probability that a system in thermal equilibrium at a given temperature T
is in state s and is given by
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=

exof-EfsVfk’n )
Lexp(-E(w)/(kT))’

C25)

weS

where ^ ( s ) is the probability that the system is in a given configuration s, E(s) is the
energy of configuration s, k is Boltzmann’s constant and S is the set of all positive
configurations. A technique was developed by Metropolis to simulate the behavior of a
system of particles in thermal equilibrium at a given temperature T [4], The basis of the
simulation is given by:

<26>
In (26), the system at time t is in state q and r is a randomly generated configuration for
time t+1. If p > 1, then r is accepted as the new configuration at time t+1, otherwise, r is
accepted with probability p. As t —» °°, the distribution of configurations generated
converges to the Boltzmann distribution [5].
Simulated annealing involves applying the concepts of physical annealing to an
optimization problem. The energy function in (26) and the configuration of particles are
represented by the objective function and the configurations of parameter values for the
optimization problem. Finding a low-energy configuration translates to finding a nearoptimal objective function. Temperature becomes the control parameter for the process.
The SA algorithm proposed by Kirkpatrick et al [1] involves moving from configuration
to configuration at each temperature for the amount of time given by a cooling schedule.
The final configuration is taken as the near-optimal solution.
SA has been used in computer design[l, 6 ], artificial intelligence [7], image
restoration and segmentation [5,8,9], and combinatorial optimization [1,10,11]. In this
paper, SA is used for the composite graph coloring problem (CGCP). The step-wiseoverlapped parallel annealing algorithm (SOPA) as proposed by Kim and Kim [12] is
implemented for the MIMD iPSC hypercube.
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C. THE COMPOSITE GRAPH COLORING PROBLEM
The CGCP is an NP-complete combinatorial optimization problem. For the proof
that the CGCP is NP-complete, see Elmer [13]. The CGCP uses a finite, undirected,
loopless graph G(V,E,C), where V is the vertex set, E the edge set, and C the vertex
chromaticities. The vertices are labeled 0 to (IVI-1). Each vertex is assigned a
chromaticity which represents the number of consecutive colors(integers) that vertex
must have. The graph is composite if for some two vertices the chromaticities assigned
to them are not equal. More formally, a graph is composite if Cj * Cj for some i and j.
Let Fk(Vj) represent the set of consecutive positive integers from the set {1,2,... Jc}
which are assigned to vertex Vj. A graph G is k-colorable if for each vertex vs e V,
IFk(vi)l = q and no two connected vertices have an integer in common. Given a graph G,
the goal of the composite graph coloring problem is to find the minimum k . The
minimum k is known as the chromatic number of G and denoted %(G).
Composite graphs can model allocation problems such as store economy, resource
allocation, and school timetabling problems. The CGCP was developed as a result of the
limitations of the Standard Graph Coloring Problem (SGCP) which did not allow the
chromaticities of vertices to be different

D. THE PROBLEM SET
Random graphs were used for the testing of the GA in this paper. A random graph,
Gn = (V,E,C), is a graph with n vertices and has the property that
V Vj,Vj € V, Prob{ <vt,Vj> e E } = p 0 < p < 1.

(27)

The probability, p, is referred to as the edge density of the graph. Also, the vertex
chromaticities are given by n independent truncated Poisson random variables, with
parameter q=l. Hence,
V Vj e V, Prob{ C(V;)=k } =

k=l,2,...

(28)
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This type of graph is typically used in studying the CGCP since Clementson and
Elphick’s original work [14].
Oakes [15] gives probabilistic bounds for this type of random graph. These bounds
are used in the GA to size the data structures of the program. The bounds are also used in
the fitness function and to determine the quality of the results. To get direct comparisons
to heuristic algorithm results, the same graphs were generated as Oakes [15] used to
produce his results. The test bed consists of twenty-five random composite graphs
generated by GenGraph.Pas as found in Oakes [15]. Edge densities of .2 and .5, and
graph sizes of fifty, one-hundred, and two-hundred were used.

E. STEP-WISE-OVERLAPPED PARALLEL
ANNEALING (SOPA)
SOPA was developed by Kim and Kim [12] for use on a MIMD message-passing
parallel computer. Kim and Kim applied SOPA to the traveling salesman problem giving
near optimal solutions and a speed-up of 70.8 using one-hundred twenty-eight processors.
Since they did not have access to a parallel computer, all their work was done by
simulating a parallel computer using a single processor computer. They improved on the
systolic algorithm given by Aarts

et al[11] by deciding on the tempera

ratio at the start of each Markov chain rather than at each subchain. This ratio is
determined using the standard deviation of the cost distribution in the previous Markov
chain. The SOPA algorithm has a simple communication pattern and therefore less
overhead. It was shown to have high efficiency even when a large number of processors
are used where the systolic algorithm is shown to produce lower quality results once the
number of processors exceeds a certain limit [16]. The SOPA algorithm is given in
Figure 18 where k is the Markov chain number, a is the standard deviation of the last
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Markov chain, T is the temperature, SL is the subchain length, % is the current solution
and C is the cost of the solution.

for (

getstarting solution
perform trial run to get O0 and T0
set
k= node number + 1
set o = o 0
repeat {
for (m=l to number of nodes
lffk!-l){
receive T and x' from previous node in ring
if(m =l)
update T
perform complex move
}
=
l 7 to SL by J ) (
get new solution %'
AC - C(x') - C(%)
iff min(l,expf-AC/T)} > random 10,1))
setX= X'
}
send T and x to next node in ring
}
set C = standard deviation for this Markov chain
set k = k + number of processors
} until (stop criterion)
Figure 18: Step-wise-overlapped Parallel Annealing (SOPA) Algorithm

Figure 19 gives a pictorial view of the SOPA process using four processors (nodes). The
process of evolution from configuration to configuration during simulated annealing is a
Markov process. For details describing the Markov process of simulated annealing see
chapter 2 of the book VLSI Placement and Global Routing Using Simulated Annealing by
Carl Sechen [17]. In Figure 19, the solid horizontal lines represent Markov chains. Each
link in the Markov chain represents the current solution. At each temperature, the
Markov chain needs to reach quasi-equilibrium. The chain length is constant in the
SOPA algorithm.
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Temperature

Figure 19: SOPA Using P=4 Nodes

The arrows in Figure 19 represent the passing of information to the next gray code
node in the ring. The Markov chain is divided into P equal length subchains of length SL
where P is the number of nodes (processors). The current solution and temperature are
passed on to the next node at the end of each of the first subchains in each Markov chain.
At the end of all other subchains, only the current solution is passed to the next node. In
Figure 19, the arrow from Markov chain i to Maikov chain P+i represents the passing of
the current solution in Maikov chain i to the node which will compute Markov chain P+i.
However, this information does not have to be sent by a message since Markov chain i
and P+i are both computed by the same node.
Notice in Figure 19 that each Markov chain except Mj is allowed to use the
solution from the last subchain of the previous Markov chain as a possible new solution.
A complex move is made at the points where the arrows meet the Markov chain. These
complex moves from [12] are given by:
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(i) k=l
5Ci,i.i = Xo
Xi,m,l = Xi,m-1,SL’ 1 < ra - P

(ii) 1 < k < P
Xk,l,l = Xk-1,1,SL
f Xk-i,m,SL’ if min {l.expt-ACj/T^} > random[0,l), 1 < m < P
Xk,m,l —J
,
l Xk,m-i,SL’ otherwise, 1 < m < P

(iil) k > P
f Xk-i i SL< tf niin {l,exp(-ACj/Tk)} > random[0,l), 1 < m < P
Xk.u =
.
{ Xk-pj>,sL> otherwise, 1 < m < P

j

J Xk-i,m.SL'if min ( l,exp(-AC,/rk)} > random[0,l), 1 < m < P
Xk.m.l = )
l Xk,m-i,sL’ otherwise, 1 < m ^ P

where k is the Markov chain number, P the number of processors, SL =
subchain length,

Ll / p J

the

m>i the i1*1solution configuration of Markov chain k subchain m, ACj =

C (Xk-l,l,S L) " C (Xk-p,p,SL)’ a n d A C n. = C (Xk-l,m,SL) " C (Xk,m-l,SL) w h e r e C is th e c o s t

function.

F. IMPLEMENTATION OF SOPA
Three basic components to implement SOPA as given in Figure 18 are: problem
representation, new solution generation, and cooling schedule. Each of these must be
carefully designed for the algorithm to work efficiently and produce good results.

1. Problem Representation.

The setup to solve the CGCP using SOPA relies

heavily on the basic-vertex-sequential algorithm for coloring the graph. The basicvertex-sequential algorithm works by taking some order of the vertices and coloring each
vertex in that order using the first set of consecutive colors which does not cause a
conflict with any previously colored vertex. A conflict occurs when two vertices with an
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edge in common have overlapping colors. A solution to the CGCP in the solution space
is represented by a string of length IVI where each element in the string corresponds to a
vertex in G. This string represents the order of the vertices to use to color G using the
basic-vertex-sequential algorithm. It has been proven that the optimal solution to a
composite graph is obtainable by coloring the graph using the basic-vertex-sequential
algorithm with some ordering of the vertices [13]. The initial solution Xo is obtained by
choosing a random ordering of the vertices.

2. Cost Function.

Solutions to the CGCP are not necessarily unique. There may

be many different colorings which produce the chromatic number. Since many elements
of the population will have the same approximate chromatic number, the approximate
chromatic number would not be a good choice for a fitness function, although it clearly
needs to be involved. The cost function used should have a wide range so the algorithm
has the flexibility to move to a good solution. The function chosen involves color classes
and the approximate chromatic number. Define a color class CCj to be the set of all
vertices which use the color i. Since the graph is composite, a vertex will be in C(vj)
consecutive color classes and there will be k color classes. Let the cost of population
element i be given by
HCA

fj = HCA * UB • multiplier - I (ICCj I)2

(29)

where HCA (High Color Assigned) represents the approximate chromatic number and
UB is the upper bound on the chromatic number as given in Oakes [15], HCA is
multiplied by UB • multiplier in (29) to keep fj positive and to ensure that if (HCA of
coloring i) < (HCA of coloring j) then fj < fj. For graphs with edge density < .45,
multiplier in (29) is fifteen, otherwise, it is six. This function is based on the idea that in
order to drive the HCA down, the color classes need to be larger and there needs to be
fewer of them as pointed out by Johnson et al in their study of SA for the SGCP [18]. It
is shown by Morgenstem and Shapiro [19] that the objective function used in [18] for the
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SGCP can produce a lower value while increasing the HCA. In the implementation of
SOPA in this paper, the cost of each new solution is compared with the best cost. Using
(29) as the cost function, the following conditions were true for all the runs in this
research:
lower HCA => lower cost

(30)

lower cost ^ same or lower HCA.
This does not prove that (30) will always hold, but it does show that (29) is a good choice
for the cost function.

3. New Solution Generation.

The method of obtaining a possible new

solution is important to the simulated annealing algorithm. A neighbor to a solution in
the solution space is given by swapping two elements of the solution string. Therefore,
each solution will have (IVI * (IVI-l))/2 neighbors. Several other methods were tried for
new solution generation such as scrambling a portion of the solution string and reversing
the elements of a portion of the solution string. None of these other methods worked as
well because they changed the solution too much causing more of a pure random search.
A new solution is accepted as the current solution if
min {1,exp(-AC/T)} > random[0,1)

(31)

where AC is the cost of the new solution minus the cost of the current solution. This is
the Metropolis part of the algorithm and comes from (26). This ability to accept a new
solution which has a higher cost than the current solution is what separates simulated
annealing from greedy algorithms. Simulated annealing has the ability to hill climb to
avoid getting trapped in a local minimum and therefore has a much greater chance of
finding the global minimum.
To speed the computation of the left side of (31), a table look-up method was used
rather than computing the exponential every time in the program implementation.
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4. Cooling Schedule.

The cooling schedule determines the starting and stopping

temperature (T) and how to lower T for each Markov chain. T is used in (31) and is very
important to the simulated annealing algorithm. Every application problem will have a
different cooling schedule. The starting temperature T0 given in [12] is
To = inCA^o

(32)

where ct0 is the standard deviation of the cost distribution and Aq is the initial acceptance
ratio. To get c 0, a short trial annealing run is made in which T is set to infinity to accept
all solutions. Aq is the ratio of accepted moves to all moves at temperature T0. The value
for Aq is typically in the range .9 to .99. The final temperature given in [12] is
Tf =ACminAn(L)

(33)

where A C ^ is the minimum change in the cost function and L is the Markov chain
length. In the CGCP A C ^ is 1. The length L of the Markov chains is proportional to
the size of the configuration subspace, l%sl, i.e.
L «: lxsl = max
where Xi={Xjl%j is reachable from

(34)

with a transition}. For the CGCP lxsl = (IVI •

(IVI-l))/2. Kim and Kim [12] found that a Markov chain length of L=2N'1/2lxsl was
sufficient for near-optimal solutions to the traveling salesman problem. For the CGCP, it
was also found that
L = 2IVr iy2lxsl = IVI1/2(IVI-1)

(35)

is sufficient This length is used for all runs.
In SOPA using P processors, the Maikov chains Mk.p and Mk are assigned the same
processor. Therefore, before Mk is started, Mk_p is completed and the standard deviation
of the cost distribution of Mk_p tf(CMtp) is available. This is used to compute the
temperature for Mk as follows [12]:
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where 6 is a distance parameter. Since a(Mk.p) is not available for the first P Markov
chains, o0 is used instead. For a large number of processors, a(Mk_p) is old data. Kim
and Kim [12] showed that as the number of processors increases, the temperature
reduction rate is slowed as a result of using o(Mk.p) in (36).
The distance parameter is adjusted according to the standard deviation of the cost
distribution. Until the standard deviation is less than a given threshold, a e , the
temperature is decreased quickly to minimize computation. The threshold ° e was set at
8% of the estimated optimum cost. Using UB and the expected mean of the truncated
poisson distribution, the following formula is given as a rough estimate of 8% of the
optimum cost
Ge = .08 • UB • (multiplier • UB - 2.5)

(37)

The annealing process continues until T < Tf or a(CM^) < a f where a f is the threshold
standard deviation of the cost distribution for a Markov chain.

G. PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION
There are four parameters to be optimized for the SOPA algorithm. These
parameters are 8,, 82, a f, and Aq. Aq is the initial acceptance ratio, the 8s are the distance
parameters of which 8j is used in (36) if a(C(Mk p)) > a e and S2 otherwise, and a f is the
standard deviation threshold for stopping. Since the parameters interact with each other,
they need to be optimizes as a group.
The parameter optimization process is given as in Figure 20. Two initial values are
given for each parameter to be optimized. For p parameters there will be m = 2P
combinations of settings for the parameters producing m cost observations. Cost
represents the best (lowest) cost value found in the steepest descent direction.
The observation model is given by:
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y(©{, © j,.. . , e b = p0 + 1 ft©! + £j

j=l,2....... m

(38)

€j = y(0|, G j,..., ©j) - P o - I Pi©!

j= l,2 ,... ,m

(39)

r

1=1

J

where 0j is the setting of the i**1parameter for trial j and y(©|, G^,... , 0 p is the observed
cost for the p parameter settings for trial j.
for n iterations
run the SA for each combination of parameters
fit response surface
get steepest descent direction to response surface
while cost is decreasing
move in steepest descent direction
run SAfor new parameter settings
get new set o f parameters around best parameter settings
Figure 20: Parameter Optimization Algorithm

The observations are used to obtain the least squares estimate of P0,P2,...,Pp in the form

f(P0.P2, •■■,Pp) = I (y(ej, e i , ..., e*> - p0- I p,©i )2.

(40)

”

fPo) '
This function is then minimized with respect to P = P by setting the gradient equal to

0. The normal equations are given in Figure 21.
(R
5°
The system of linear equations is solved for P =

Pi and the approximated response
A

surface is
y(©i,©2.........©p) = Po +.5 Pi©i-

(41)
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To minimize y(©,,©2, ... , 0 ) in (41), move in the direction of the negative gradient

1----

m

.

zej
S(0j)2

X©1

se£©|

•
...

iej-y (ej,0 i, ...,ep

P,
‘

■

1-----M

I©j

' X y(ej,e[,...,0j)

' h ‘

1------

which is

=

J P-

*

- I 0 ’-y(0’1,0 ' ,...,©>).

Figure 21: Normal Equations

To minimize roundoff error in finding the least squares estimate of (3, let

where

z| = ( 0 |- © i)/si

(42)

m
s?=X (© i - © //(m -l) for i = l , ... ,p

(43)

which is the sample variance. Then use the observation model
p

This yields the normal equations given in
A
„
solved for |3 as before. Let 0 U =

f©il
©, be the set of means of the initial parameter

settings. Then 0 1 = ©° - a[3 will give the new parameter settings in the steepest descent
direction. The parameters keep moving in the steepest descent direction as long as the
cost of the SA run produces better results.
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Figure 22: Updated Normal Equations

This method is not perfect since it assumes the response surface is convex.
However, experimentation indicated that this is a reasonable assumption. Another
problem with this process is that the SA is a stochastic process. This problem can be
minimized by running the SA a large number of generations to hopefully reach
equilibrium for each setting of the parameters. This approach of optimizing the
parameters turned out to be very useful in minimizing the number of trials needed to
optimize the parameters.
Optimization of the parameters was done on a small subset of the fifty vertex .5
edge density graphs. The approximate optimal settings are 8j = .375, 82 = .004, of = .3
and Aq = .96.

H. EXPERIMENTATION
The code for the SA was written in C with parallel extensions for the iPSC
hypercubes. Development and debugging were done on a sixteen node eight megabyte of
memory per node iPSC/2 hypercube. Parameter optimization was done on the iPSC/2
and a sixty-four node eight megabyte of memory per node iPSC/860 hypercube at the San
Diego Supercomputer Center. The program is designed as a host, controller, node
program. The host program does all input, output, and parameter optimization. The
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controller program computes its own solution and collects the best solution from each of
the other nodes and reports the best solution to the host. The node program computes its
solution and sends the best solution to the controller. The program will run on the SRM
in batch or normal mode and it will also run on the Sun remote host at the SDSC. The
random number generator is self-contained in the program to ensure repeatable runs on
different machines. The random number generator used was L’Ecuyer’s Minimum
Standard[20] which is both fast and good as reported in Schollmeyer’s work with random
number generators [21].
Experimentation using SOPA was performed on random graphs defined by (27) and
(28) as generated using GenGraph.Pas from Oakes [15]. The smallest graph size tested
had fifty vertices and the largest three-hundred vertices. Edge densities of .2 and .5 were
tested to evaluate SOPA performance on sparse and dense graphs. Twenty-five fifty
vertex graphs of .2 and .5 edge densities were run on one, two, four, eight and sixteen
nodes to get speed-up measurements. Twenty-five one-hundred vertex graphs were run
on sixteen nodes. To get speed-up measurements for one-hundred vertex graphs, six .5
edge density and four .2 edge density graphs were run on one node. Graphs of twohundred vertices were run on sixteen nodes only. Five two-hundred and one threehundred vertex graphs of each density were run.

I. RESULTS
Table XIV presents the results of running SOPA on one, two, four, and eight
processors for fifty vertex graphs with .5 edge density using 10% of the estimated
optimum cost for a e as used by Kim and Kim [12]. In Table XIV, the Markov chain
length L, as given by (35), is not always the same. This is because L consists of P equal
length subchains. Thus, the actual Markov chain length is Ll /p J * P. The number of
Markov chains is represented by IM1. All results are from runs performed on the
iPSC/860 and times are in seconds. The general trend is that as the number of processors
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increases, the number of Markov chains increases. This is consistent with Kim and
Kim’s findings [12]. Kim and Kim attribute the slower cooling as the number of nodes
increase to the fact that a(CM^p) in (36) is outdated information [12]. As a result of the
increase in the number of Markov chains, speed-up decreases as the number of nodes
increases. However, at least for the .5 edge density graphs, the quality of the results in
general increases with the number of nodes.
Table XIV: 25 Graphs With 50 Vertices and .5 Edge Density Using .1 in (37) for a 0
Nodes
1

2

4

8

Avg. Cost

1321.4

1286.2

1273.1

1280.9

Avg. HCA

15.92

15.60

15.52

15.60

L

346

346

344

344

Avg. IMI

779.8

657.5

681.0

776.2

Avg. Time
(sec.)

747.61

316.22

163.13

93.26

Speed-up

-

2.36

4.58

8.02

1.18

1.15

1.00

Processor
Efficiency

Table XV and Table XVI give results using 8% of the estimated optimum cost for
Ge

on fifty vertex graphs with .5 and .2 edge densities respectively. It was decided that

the difference in cost was outweighed by the running time and therefore, 8% of the
estimated optimum was chosen for a e for the rest of the experimentation.
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Table XV: 25 Graphs With 50 Vertices and .5 Edge Density Using .08 in (37) for o0
Nodes
4

8

16

1276.2

1293.7

1280.4

15.72

15.56

15.68

15.60

346

346

344

344

336

Avg. IMI

345.4

288.9

395.8

414.4

474.7

Avg. Time
(sec.)

335.62

140.83

95.45

50.30

33.74

Speed-up

-

2.38

3.52

6.67

9.95

Processor
Efficiency

-

1.19

.88

.83

.62

1

2

Avg. Cost

1322.9

1300.1

Avg. HCA

15.92

L

Table XVI: 25 Graphs With 50 Vertices and .2 Edge Density Using .08 in (37) for
°e
1

2

Avg. Cost

587.0

484.3

Avg. HCA

8.36

L

Nodes
4

8

16

497.8

490.7

501.1

8.36

8.40

8.40

8.44

346

346

344

344

336

Avg. IMI

462.92

538.12

563.64

688.44

697.68

Avg. Time
(sec.)

385.34

225.69

118.32

72.29

41.14

Speed-up

-

1.71

3.26

5.33

9.37

Processor
Efficiency

-

.86

.82

.67

.59

*
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The .2 edge density graphs have a slower cooling schedule. This is due to the
lower cost values which produce lower values for a(C(M^p)) used in (36). This cooling
schedule produces good results, but the same results could probably be achieved using a
faster cooling schedule. This shows that the cooling schedule should be adjusted as the
problem type and size changes both for efficiency and result quality.
Table XVII gives the results for .5 edge density graphs of fifty, one-hundred, twohundred, and three-hundred vertex graphs. Because of the long run-times, no twohundred vertex or three-hundred vertex graph runs could be done on one node. Speed-up
for the fifty vertex graphs was based on the entire set of twenty-five graphs for one and
sixteen node runs and speed-up for the one-hundred vertex graphs was based on twentyfive graphs on sixteen nodes and six graphs on one node.
Table XVII: Results for .5 Edge Density Graphs Using 16 Nodes
50
(25 graphs)

Vertices
100
200
(5 graphs)
(25 graphs)

300
(1 graph)

Avg. Cost

1280.4

3746.7

11914.6

22928

Avg. HCA

15.6

27.04

50.2

69

Low HCA

13

25

47

69

High HCA

18

30

52

69

L

336

976

2800

5168

Avg. IMI

474.7

761.9

681

737

Avg. Time
(sec.)

33.74

561.04

5824.98

26113.1

Speed-up

9.95

12.79

NA

NA

Processor
Efficiency

.62

.80

NA

NA
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Due to the increasing Markov chain length L, as given by (35), and the limited
amount of i860 time, the cooling schedule was speeded up by setting S2 at .015 for the
one-hundred vertex graphs, .04 for the two-hundred vertex graphs, and .05 for the threehundred vertex graphs. The fifty vertex graphs use a 82 of .004. For optimal results, S2
should be lower than the values that were used for the larger graphs. The number of
Markov chains should increase as the problem size increases. It is believed that the
results would be near optimal for all graph sizes if enough computing time were
available. The long run-times are a standard problem with simulated annealing in
general. Even for the abbreviated runs, the results are good as shown in Figure 23. In
Figures 23 and 24, Lower Bound and Upper Bound are the probalilistic bounds on the
chromatic number as given in Oakes [15]. The best heuristic value represents the best
from all the heuristic results presented in Oakes [15]. All of the best heuristic values are
not necessarily from the same heuristic method.
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Figure 23: Comparison of .5 Edge Density Graphs with The Probabilistic Bounds
and The Best Heuristic Results

Similar results for .2 edge density graphs are presented in Table XVffl and Figure
24. No two-hundred or three-hundred vertex one node runs could be made. Only five
two-hundred and one three-hundred vertex graphs could be run. The speed-up values are
based on twenty-five fifty vertex and four one-hundred vertex graphs on one node. The
82 values used for the fifty, one-hundred, two-hundred, and three-hundred vertex graph
runs were .004, .015, .04, and .04 respectively.
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Table XVIII: Results for .2 Edge Density Graphs Using 16 Nodes
50
(25 graphs)

Vertices
200
100
(5 graphs)
(25 graphs)

300
(1 graph)

Avg. Cost

501.1

1006.2

2714.2

4830

Avg. HCA

8.44

13.28

23.2

30

Low HCA

7

12

21

30

High HCA

11

15

24

30

L

336

976

2800

5168

Avg. IMI

697.8

520.56

542.6

904

Avg. Time
(sec.)

41.14

329.71

3815.84

26230.50

Speed-up

9.37

13.05

NA

NA

Processor
Efficiency

.59

.82

NA

NA

An estimate for the error in the mean value of the HCA produced is given by
= h - VB ^ LB

(45)

where h is the mean HCA [15]. Estimates for relative error of the mean value of the
HCA are given by the following formula [15].

= iA'+ e Cb

<4«

These two error estimates are given in Table XIX and Table XX for the SA from this
research and the best heuristic method from Oakes’ work [15].
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Figure 24: Comparison of .2 Edge Density Graphs with The Probabilistic Bounds
and The Best Heuristic Results

Table XIX: Estimated Error and Relative Estimated Error of the Mean HCA for .5
Edge Density Graphs
Estimated Error

Relative Estimated Error

Vertices

SA

Best
Heuristic

SA

Best
Heuristic

50
100
200
300

-.7
1.4
7.5
11.5

2.1
4.6
9.1
10.9

-4.3%
5.5%
17.5%
20.0%

12.9%
17.9%
21.3%
18.9%

Table XIX and Table XX give a better view of the quality of the SOPA over
heuristic methods for the smaller graphs. A slower cooling schedule would show the
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SOPA superiority for the larger graphs also. To give support to the results presented,
Table XXI gives 95% confidence intervals for the mean HCA of the experiments based
on the normal distribution.
Table XX: Estimated Error and Relative Estimated Error of the Mean HCA for .2
Edge Density Graphs
Estimated Error

Relative Estimated Error

Vertices

SA

Best
Heuristic

SA

Best
Heuristic

50
100
200
300

-.3
.8
3.5
4.5

1.7
2.7
4.7
5.0

-3.4%
6.4%
17.8%
17.6%

19.4%
21.6%
23.9%
19.6%

Table XXI: 95% Confidence Intervals for the Mean HCA of the Experiments
Compared to the Probabilistic Bounds
Edge Density
Vert.

50
100
200

.5

.2
SA

Bounds

SA

Bounds

(8.1,8.8)
(13.0,13.6)
(22.0,24.4)

(7.0,10.5)
(10.0,15.0)
(17.0,22.4)

(15.2,16.0)
(26.6,27.5)
(48.1,52.3)

(14.0,18.6)
(22.0,29.3)
(38.0,47.5)

J. CONCLUSION
The goal of this research was to find a way to get better solutions of the CGCP.
For fifty and one-hundred vertex graphs the parallel simulated annealing method obtained
near optimal results which were significantly better than any heuristic method. Since the
CGCP is NP-complete, it was known that any method which gives good results for large
graphs would not be fast. Simulated annealing has always been known for long run
times. It is believed that given a slow enough cooling schedule, the parallel simulated
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annealing method in this paper will produce near optimal solutions for all graphs sizes
and edge densities. It has been proven that the solution space given by the method used
in this research must contain the optimal solution.
Whether to use the parallel simulated annealing method presented in this paper or
one of the faster heuristic methods, depends on the quality of the result desired. If a
mediocre solution is good enough, use one of the heuristic methods. If a near optimal
solution is needed and worth the computing time, use simulated annealing.
An efficient method for optimizing the SA parameter settings was also presented in
this paper. The method made the often difficult parameter optimization much easier.
The speed-up of the SA was a little less than linear. This was due to the effect of
using outdated information for the temperature decrement. As a result, the cooling
schedule for higher numbers of nodes was slowed, resulting in the increase in Markov
chains and thus longer run-times.
An advantage of the parallel simulated annealing method over the heuristic
methods is that the user is in control of the quality of the solution. If it is worth the
computing time to get a near optimal solution, it can be done. However, the quality of
the heuristic algorithms cannot be improved upon. Simulated annealing has been shown
to give superior results for the CGCP than genetic algorithms with respect to both time
and solution quality [13].
A future research project might involve letting simulated annealing and a genetic
algorithm work together to solve the CGCP similar to what Huntley and Brown [22] have
done to solve the quadratic assignment problem.
Thanks is extended to the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC) for their
allocation of iPSC/860 computing time used in this research.
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APPENDIX A
Exact and Heuristic Methods for the CGCP
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EXACT METHODS
Oakes [1] gives five exact formulations for the CGCP, (0,1) integer programming,
mixed (0,1) integer programming, basic vertex-sequential, vertex-sequential with
dynamic reordering, and color-sequential. Each of these gives an exact solution %(G)
which is the chromatic number of the composite graph.

(0,1) integer program formulation.

The

cgcp

as a (0,i) integer

program is formulated as follows:
q

n-1

Min z= SPj Zbj:

j= l J i=0 1J

q-C(v,)+l

s.t.

I bH = 1 i= 0 ,l,... ,n-l
»

j= i

n

U l-b jj)- l a ^
J

k=l

j+C(v,)-l

I b w >0 i=0,l....... n-1 j= l,2 ,... ,q-C(Vj)+l

l=j-C(vkj¥l

by e (0,1) i=0,l....... n-1 j=l,2,...,q
where n is the number of vertices in G, q is an upper bound on the chromatic number of
G, and L is any positive integer greater than or equal to 2n • MaxChrom(G). A = [ay] is
the adjacency matrix of G with the diagonal elements set to zero and B = [by] is an n x q
matrix which allocates vertices to colors as follows.
f 1 if j=min F(v.)
by = 1
{0 otherwise

i= 0 ,l,... ,n-l j= l,2 ,... ,q

(47)

Pj is a penalty associated with each color j given by
Pi = 1

(48)

- Pj > h • PH , j= 2 ,3 ,... ,q
where h is an upper bound on the number of vertices which can be colored with any one
color.
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The objective function is minimized when the smallest number of colors necessary
to color the graph is found. The first constraint makes sure each vertex is assigned only
its correct number of consecutive colors. The second constraint insures that no adjacent
vertices are assigned the same color.
This formulation requires n(q+l)-C(G) variables and n(q+2)-C(G) constraints
where C(G) is the chromaticity of G which is the sum of the chromaticities of all the
vertices. A solution can only be obtained for relatively small graphs since the number of
variables and constraints are so large.

Mixed (0,1) integer formulation.

A mixed (0,1) integer program

formulation is given by Oakes [1]. In this formulation the lowest integer representing a
color to be assigned is 0 rather than the standard 1. The following is a list of variables
and parameters used.
n = the number of vertices
m = the number of edges
Ji = (j l<Vj,vj> e E A j > i } i=0,l....... n-1
yi= max { k i k e F(vj)} i= 0 ,l,... ,n-l
y0 = max {yt I i=0,1,... ,n}
K >X(G)
The formulation is as follows.
Min z = y0
s.L

y{ y<0 i= 0 ,l,... ,n-l
yt - Yj + KSy > Cj i=0,l....... n-1 j e Ji
y; - yj + KSy < K - Cj i= 0 ,l,... ,n-l j e Jj
ys > 0 a integer i= 0 ,l,... ,n-l
Sy e (0,1) i= 0 ,l,... ,n-l j e Jj
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The objective z=y0 minimizes the maximum color assigned over all vertices which
will give x(G). The first constraint makes y0 correspond to max{y; I i=0, l , ... ,n -l}. The
second and third constraints make sure no two adjacent vertices have a color in common.
The fourth constraint requires the max color for each vertex to be positive and an integer.
This formulation requires 2m constraints, m (0,1) variables, and n integer variables.

Basic Vertex-Sequential Formulation,

a

third exact algorithm given

by Oakes [1] is the basic vertex-sequential algorithm. This algorithm assumes the
vertices have been ordered. An initial feasible coloring is produced by sequentially
assigning the smallest possible set of consecutive colors to each vertex. A backtracking
technique is then utilized in an attempt to find a feasible coloring which requires less
colors. If vk+1 is the vertex with the smallest index which used the largest color q, then
the backtracking procedure goes to vertex vk and attempts to color vk starting with the
smallest alternative color greater than the first color of F(vk). Then the algorithm
proceeds forward again. When backtracking, all colors do not necessarily have to be
considered.

An upper bound on the smallest color which needs to be considered for

vertex vk is given by min{q-C(vk),p+MaxChrom(G)} where p is the number of colors
used on v ^ v ,,..,^ . Figure 25 shows a sample composite graph along with the complete
tree which demonstrates both the forward steps and backtracking steps leading to the
solution[l]. The highest color assigned is 7. Hence, %(G) = 7 for the 7 vertex sample
graph.
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Figure 25: Example of the Basic-Vertex-Sequential Algorithm

Vertex-Sequential with Dynamic Reordering,

it was found that

ordering the vertices in an intelligent manner increased the amount of fathoming in the
vertex-sequential algorithm. This led to the exact vertex-sequential with dynamic
reordering algorithm as given by Oakes [1], Some definitions needed are colored degree,
cdeg(Vj), which is the number of differently colored vertices adjacent to Vj; uncolored
degree, ucdeg(Vj), which is the number of uncolored vertices adjacent to Vj; and
uncolored adjacent chromatic degree, ucAdjChromDeg(vj), which is the sum of the
chromaticities of all uncolored vertices adjacent to Vj. Vertex reordering is based on these
factors in the order colored degree, chromaticity, uncolored adjacent chromatic degree,
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and uncolored degree of each vertex. The algorithm proceeds as in the basic vertexsequential except the vertices are chosen at each step based on this dynamic reordering.

Color-Sequential Formulation.

The last exact algorithm given by Oakes

[1] is the color-sequential algorithm. This algorithm starts with color 1 and assigns it to
as many vertices as possible. Then color 2, etc. The algorithm starts by finding the
maximal independent sets of the graph. A maximal independent set is a set of
nonadjacent vertices which is not a subset of another independent set. Since a maximal
independent set contains nonadjacent vertices they can be colored using the same colors
or some of the same colors since the chromaticities may be different. The algorithm uses
a depth first branch and bound approach starting with each maximal independent set and
assigning as many colors as possible starting with color 1. The corresponding vertices in
the other maximal independent sets are given the same colors as the ones being assigned
to in the active set As a vertex is colored it is removed from the set and new maximal
independent sets are formed from the old ones by removing subsets brought about by the
removal of the colored vertices. The branch and bound process continues until all
possibilities have been explored or fathomed. Figure 26 shows the complete branch and
bound trees leading from the maximal independent sets for the graph in Figure 1. Once
the solution of 6 was found in the leftmost branch, fathoming could have occurred in the
other branches when it was determined impossible to do better than 6. The sets in italics
represent vertices which are partially colored. In order to keep the colors consecutive for
a vertex, these partially colored sets must be colored next Hence, the lack of a branch in
the middle section leading from the set {3}.
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HEURISTIC METHODS
Since the CGCP is NP-complete, it is unlikely that a polynomial time algorithm
exists for it. Thus, to solve large problems of over fifty or one-hundred vertices, it is
necessary to use heuristic algorithms. The heuristic algorithms are not guaranteed to find
the chromatic number but the better the heuristic is the closer it will come. There are two
general classes of algorithms: vertex-sequential and color-sequential. Vertex sequential
algorithms sequentially assign all the colors a vertex requires and then go on to the next
vertex. Color-sequential algorithms start with color 1 and assign it to each vertex that can
be colored with it. Then color 2 is assigned etc.
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Basic-Vertex-Sequential.

Clementson and Elphick [2] give four coloring

heuristics. The idea of these algorithms is to choose a good order to color the vertices
and assign the lowest color in turn to each vertex so that no two vertices have a color in
common. Two orderings suggested by Clementson and Elphick [2] are largest first by
chromaticity (LF1) and largest first by chromatic degree (LF2). The chromatic degree of
a vertex is the sum of all the chromaticities of adjacent vertices to the vertex plus the
chromaticity of the vertex itself. The formula for the chromatic degree of vertex

is

given by
(49)
where a^ is an element of the adjacency matrix. The vertices are placed in the decreasing
order of LF1 or LF2. In the two orderings if ties occur, they are broken by the other
order (i.e. when ordering by LF1 break ties using LF2).
Largest First. The first algorithm termed vertex-sequential simply orders the vertices
according to LF1 or LF2 and colors the vertices in this order with the smallest color
which does not cause two adjacent vertices to have a color in common. Once a vertex is
colored it does not change. The algorithm requires only one pass through the vertices.
Basic-Vertex-sequential with Interchange. The second algorithm given by Clementson
and Elphick [2] starts out the same as the vertex-sequential but, when coloring a new
vertex and it is discovered a new higher color must be introduced, the algorithm tries to
interchange the colors previously given a vertex to allow for coloring the new vertex
without any new colors. This algorithm is appropriately named vertex sequential with
interchange. This is not a backtracking such as in branch and bound because the
interchange only allows the coloring of a single vertex to be changed.
The steps for interchanging are basically as follows. First, vk is the current vertex
being colored. When is is known that it would require some new colors if the algorithm
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proceeds with the sequential coloring, a set P is formed consisting of possible initial
colors for vk. A color i goes in P if exactly one already colored vertex adjacent to vk has
colors in the range of integers from i to i+C(vk)-l denoted I[i,i+C(vk)-1] where C(vk) is
the chromaticity of vk. If P is empty no interchange is possible and the sequential
coloring is continued by adding the new colors. If P is not empty, possible recolorings of
vk are considered based on the elements of P. The idea is to color vk beginning with one
of the colors in P and then recolor the previously colored adjacent vertex which is now in
conflict with vk without using any more new colors. As mentioned before, only one
vertex coloring is changed during the interchange. Figure 27 illustrates the interchange
process using LF1I on a four vertex composite graph.

Vertices vl5 v2 and v0,v3 are each tied in the LF1 order. So, arbitrarily choosing v,
before v2 and v0 before v3 gives the order of coloring Vj, v2, v0, v3. The colors 1 and 2
are assigned to Vj and v2. The vertex v0 cannot use the colors 1 or 2 since it has an edge
with Vj. There is no possibility for interchange so, Vj is colored with color 3. Vertex v3
cannot use colors 1,2, or 3. Since coloring vertex v3 using color 4 would introduce a new
color, backtracking is attempted. The colors 1,2 and 3 are put in the set P. Then, v3 is
colored starting with the first color in P which is 1. Vertex v2 is now in conflict with v3.
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Vertex v2 is recolored with the colors 2 and 3. Thus, LF1 would have given an
approximate chromatic number of 4 but, LF1I (largest first with interchange) gives an
approximate chromatic number of 3.
Clementson and Elphick [2] compared the four algorithms LF1, LF2, LF1I, and
LF2I on random graphs of 100 vertices with edge densities of .2, .3, and .4. They found
that in general the largest first by chromaticity orderings produced better results than the
largest first by chromatic degree and that the interchange vertex sequential coloring was
better than the sequential vertex coloring.
Similar to the previously presented vertex sequential algorithms is an algorithm
class called smallest last (SL). Corresponding to the LFl,LF2,LFlI,and LF2I are the
algorithms SL1, SL2, SL1I, and SL2I. The algorithms are the same as their largest first
counterpart except they apply the smallest last ordering based on the same requirements.
Dsatur. The Dsatur algorithm given by Oakes [1] is another vertex-sequential algorithm.
This algorithm orders the vertices by maximum chromaticity, colored degree, uncolored
adjacent chromatic degree, and lastly by uncolored degree as defined in the vertexsequential with dynamic reordering exact algorithm. In the exact algorithm vertexsequential with dynamic reordering the order is different. According to Oakes, the
ordering in the exact algorithm gives a shorter search time but the other order is better in
the heuristic algorithm which does not search all possibilities as the exact algorithm does.
There is also an interchange algorithm called Dsaturll which is the same as the Dsatur
except it adds the interchange technique.
Largest-First-by-Pigeonhole-Measure. Roberts [3] develops some vertex-sequential
algorithms based on the pigeonhole principle from combinatorial theory. A description
of the pigeonhole principle as given by Tucker [4] is as follows:
If there are more pigeons than pigeonholes, then some pigeonhole must
contain two or more pigeons. More generally, if there are more than k times
as many pigeons as pigeonholes, then some pigeonhole must contain at least
k + 1 pigeons.
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When coloring a composite graph using a vertex-sequential technique, some vertices left
to be colored may not require the use of any new colors regardless of how the rest of the
uncolored vertices are colored. These vertices are considered to be easy and can be
postponed until after the harder ones to color are colored. Roberts [3] uses the
pigeonhole principle to put a measure on the hardness of a vertex to color. He develops
some formulas to give pigeonhole measures.
The first largest-first algorithm given by Roberts [3] is the largest-first-bypigeonhole-measure (LFPH). This algorithm orders the vertices in decreasing static
pigeonhole measure order. The static pigeonhole measure (SPH) is the pigeonhole
measure of the vertices before coloring any vertices of the graph. The formula for static
pigeonhole measure of the vertex is
SPH(v) = A(v) + (C(v) - 1) d(v) -1

(50)

where A(v) is the chromatic degree of vertex v, C(v) is the chromaticity of vertex v, and
d(v) is the degree of vertex v. The standard interchange method can be applied giving the
Largest-First-by-Pigeonhole-Measure-with-Interchange (LFPHI).
Largest-First-by-Chromaticity-Times-Degree. Another vertex-sequential algorithm
given by Roberts [3] is the largest-first-by-chromaticity-times-degree (LFCD). In this
algorithm the vertices are put in decreasing order according to the product of a vertex’s
chromaticity and its degree. Interchange can be applied giving the Largest-First-byChromaticity-Times-Degree-with-Interchange (LFCDI).
Dynamic-Pigeonhole-Measure and Dynamic-Floating-Point-Pigeonhole-Measure.
Two final algorithms given by Roberts [3] are the dynamic-pigeonhole-measure
(DYNPH) and the dynamic-floating-point-pigeonhole-measure (DYNFPH). These
algorithms update the pigeonhole measures after the coloring of each vertex.
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Color-Sequential.

Another method for coloring a composite graph is by

sequentially assigning a color as the initial color to every possible vertex and then
moving to the next color. This method is called color-sequential coloring. Some terms
used in the algorithm are LB(v) which represents the lowest possible color which can be
assigned to vertex v, U is the set of all uncolored vertices, and U, is the set of all
uncolored vertices that are not adjacent to a vertex which has just been assigned the
current color. The algorithm as given by Roberts [3] is given in Figure 28.

For each v
Let i = 1.
Let U=V.
Let V, = U.

s V,let LB(vj =

1.

W H ILE
U *0
W H ILE U j * 0

Select a vertex v e Ujto be colored.
Assign vertex v the color sequence I[i,i +
For each u s U such that u is adjacent to v, let
LB(u) = max fLB(u),i +
U, = U,- ('/’vj
U e{u
is adjacent to vj).
11=
U - { v j.
END WHILE
I F u * 0 THEN
i = min
{LB
(u)\u s U}.
Uj = { u s U\
LB(u)= i).
END IF
END WHILE
Figure 28: Color-Sequential Algorithm

The algorithm starts with the initialization of the lowest possible color of each
vertex to one, the current color to one, and U and Uj to the entire vertex set. The
algorithm continues until all vertices have been colored. Vertices are selected from Uj to
receive their colors. The lower bound for initial colors is modified for all vertices
adjacent to the vertex just colored. The vertex just colored and all vertices adjacent to it
are removed from Uj. The vertex just colored is removed from U. If all vertices are not
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colored the next possible initial color is chosen and Uj is set to all vertices where LB(u) =
the next initial color.
Roberts [3] gives two color-sequential recursive largest-first algorithms RLF1 and
RLFD1. The idea is to color the “harder” vertices and their “close” neighbors first. The
difficulty of a vertex will be measured by its chromaticity. In the RLF1 algorithm the
closeness to a vertex u that has been assigned the current color is measured by the sura of
the chromaticities of the vertices that are adjacent to u and adjacent to vertices that have
been assigned the current color. This sum is referred to as the U2 chromatic degree of u.
The closeness of a vertex u to the vertices that have been assigned the current color in the
RLFD1 algorithm is measured by the number of vertices which are adjacent to the vertex
u and adjacent to vertices that have been assigned the current color. This number is
referred to as the U2 degree of u.
Recursive-Largest-First. In the RLF1 algorithm the first vertex to be colored with the
current initial color is selected from Uj according to the maximum chromaticity and then
maximum chromatic degree in the uncolored subgraph U. The remaining vertices to be
given colors starting with the current initial color are assigned colors based on maximum
chromaticity, maximum U2 chromatic degree, and minimum Uj degree. A pseudo-code
form of the RLF1 coloring algorithm as given by Roberts [3] is given in Figure 29 where
A(v;<U>) represents the chromatic degree of vertex v in the set U.
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For each v e
V,Let LB(v) =
Let i = 1.
Let U = V.
Let U, =
Let t/T = 0 .
WHILE U * 0
/* Select the first vertex to be assigned the current color i as its initial color. */
Let s = max
{C(u)\ u e U
j } .
Let
Q= fu e
UjI C(u) =
sj.
Select a vertex v g
Qsuch that A(v;<U>) = max (A(u;<U>)\ u e
Assign vertex v the color sequence I[i,i + C(v) -1
For each u e U such that u is adjacent to v, let
LB(u) = max {LB(u),i + C(v)}.
U2 - UyU fu e
U,\ uis adjacent to vj.
U,=
U, - ((vj U fu eU.\ u is adjacent to vj).
U= U - M /* Select the remaining vertices to be assigned the current color i as their initial
color. */
WHILE U j * 0
Let s - max fC(u)\ u e U}j.
Let Q = fu e
UtI C(u) =
sj.
Let t - max (A(u;<U2 U (uj>) I n e_ OK
Let F = f u e Q \
A(u;U2
U fuj>) - C(u) = t).
Select a vertex v
e Rsuch that A(v;<Uj>) =
(A(u;<U j>)\ u e R
Assign vertex v the color sequence Ifi,i + C(v) ~1 ].
For each we
Usuch that u is adjacent to v, let
LB(u) = max {LB(u),i + C(v)j.
U2 - U2 U fue U,\ u is adjacent to vj.
U, = U, —({vj U
/ w e U,\ u is adjacent to vj).
ir=U-fvj.
END WHILE
IF U * 0 THEN
i = min fLB(u)) u e Uj.
U, = fueU\
= ij.

U2 = U - Uj.

END IF
END WHILE
Figure 29: Recursive-Largest-First

Recursive-Largest-First-by-Degree. The RLFD1 algorithm is not much different than
the RLF1 algorithm except that degree is used instead of chromatic degree. The first
vertex to be assigned colors with the current initial color is taken from Uj according to
maximum chromaticity and maximum degree in the uncolored subgraph U. The
remaining vertices to be assigned colors beginning with the current initial color are
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selected from Uj according to maximum chromaticity, maximum U2 degree, and
minimum Uj degree. The pseudo-code form of the RLFD1 algorithm as taken from [3] is
given in Figure 30.
For each v s V, Let LB(v) = 1.
Let i = 1.
Let U = V.
Let U, = U.
Let
lit = 0 .

WHILE V* <2
/* Select the first vertex to be assigned the current color i as its initial color. */
Lets =
max fC(u)\u
e
U}J.
Let
Q-fue
Uj\ C(u) =s}.
Select a vertx
e
Q such that d(v;<U>) = max fQJ.
Assign vertex v the color sequence I[i,i + C(v) -1 ].
For each
u e Usuch that u is adjacent to v, let
LB(u) =
max (LB(u),i+ C(v)J.
U2 =
U y U (u eU,\ u is adjacent to v).
u ,=
U,- ({vj U fu e
U,I u is adjacent to vj).
l T = U - ( vj.
/* Select the remaining vertices to be assigned the current color i as their
initial color. */

W HILE U j * 0

Let s = max (C(u)\ u e U,J.
Let Q = ( u b Ujl C(u) = sj.
Let t = max (k.(u;<U2 U (u)>)\ u e QJ.
Let R = fu e Q\ A
(u;U2U fuj>) = tj.
Select a vertex v e R such that A(v;<U}>) = min fA(u;<U}>)\ u e RJ.
Assign vertex v the color sequence I[i,i + C(v) —J].
For each
u e Usuch that u is adjacent to v,
letLB(u) = max
(LB(u),i+ C(v)J.
[A =
U2 U fu eU,\ u is adjacent to vj.
U, = i f . - f f v j U fueU,\ u is adjacent to vj).
U=U-fvj.
END WHILE
IF U * 0 THEN
i = min
I u e UJ.
U, = fuU\=
LB(u)
H
U2 = U - U ',iEND IF
END WHILE
Figure 30: Recursive-Largest-First-by-Degree (RLFD1) Algorithm
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COMPARISON OF THE HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS
In the literature the algorithms are tested and compared against each other. The
algorithms are tested using randomly generated graphs as described in the introduction.
Some of the authors extended the tests using different distributions and parameters.
Table XXII taken from Roberts [3] shows for each pair of coloring algorithms the number
of trials for which algorithm A used no more colors than algorithm B. The results were
from 90 trials using various distributions and parameters. The average row and column
were added to the original table given by Roberts [3]. The values in the average row
show on the average how often the algorithm in that column is worse than the other
algorithms. The average column shows how often on the average the algorithm in that
row is better than the other algorithms.
Table XXII: Comparison of Coloring Algorithms: Number of Experiments for which
Algorithm A Required No More Colors Than Algorithm B
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It was found that none of the algorithms were superior for all graphs. However, as
Roberts mentions in his conclusions, the three vertex-sequential with interchange
algorithms (LF1I,LFPHI, AND LFCDI) performed superior to the other algorithms on
graphs with fewer vertices and low edge densities while the two color sequential
algorithms (RLF1 and RLFD1) were better on graph with more vertices and high edge
densities. This is demonstrated in Figure 31 which shows the number of wins for the 5
algorithms on 90 random graphs with edge densities of .2. The number of wins is defined
to be the number of times an algorithm used no more colors to color a graph than any of
the other algorithms. In Roberts’ experiments, he compared twelve algorithms. The six
methods chosen for Figure 31 were the best of the twelve.

Oakes [1] found that the

Dsatur and Dsaturll algorithms he developed were competitive with the other algorithms
as illustrated in Figures 32-35 for graphs with .2 and .5 edge densities. Figure 34 and
Figure 35 also show the probabilistic upper and lower bounds in Oakes [1] for the
random composite graphs. As the figures illustrate, none of the heuristic methods are
very good when compared with the probabilistic upper and lower bounds.

Figure 31: Number of Wins vs. Number of Vertices for Random Composite Graphs
with .2 Edge Density
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Figure 32: Number of Wins vs. Number of Vertices for Random Composite Graphs
with .2 Edge Density

Dsatur
DsaturH
LF1I
-E 3--

RLF1
LF2I

Figure 33: Number of Wins vs. Number of Vertices for Random Composite Graphs
with .5 Edge Density
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Figure 34: Comparison of Heuristic Algorithm Results and the Probabilistic Bounds
for graphs with 50 Vertices and .2 Edge Density
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Figure 35: Comparison of Heuristic Algorithm Results and the Probabilistic Bounds
for graphs with 50 Vertices and .5 Edge Density
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Figure 36: Comparison of the Stochastic and Heuristic Algorithms for .5 Edge
Density Graphs

Table XXIII: Estimated Error and Relative Estimated Error of the Mean HCA for .5
Edge Density Graphs
Estimated Error

Relative Estimated Error

Vertices

SA

GA

Best
Heuristic

SA

GA

Best
Heuristic

50
100
200
300

-.7
1.4
7.5
11.5

-.3
3.8
15.3
NA

2.1
4.6
9.1
10.9

-4.3%
5.5%
17.5%
20.0%

-1.8%
14.8%
35.8%
NA

12.9%
17.9%
21.3%
18.9%
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Table XXTV: GA 16 Node Results For 50 Vertex .2 Edge Density Graphs

;

Graph

HCA

Time (sec.)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Avg.

9
8
10
10
7
9
9
7
8
9
8
9
11
8
8
9
9
7
9
8
8
7
7
8
9
8.44

132
132
133
132
133
132
130
130
132
132
130
132
131
131
130
132
133
130
134
132
129
132
131
130
129
131

1

Table XXV: GA 16 Node Results For .2 Edge Density Graphs
Vertices
100

200

Graph

HCA

Time (sec.)

HCA

Time (sec.)

0
1
2
3
Avg.

14
14
15
15
14.5

451
462
450
451
454

26

1719

26

1719
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Table XXVI: GA 1 Node Results For 50 Vertex .5 Edge Density Graphs
Nodes
KOX)

1 (PMX)
Graph

HCA

Time (sec.)

HCA

Time (sec.)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Avg.

17
16
17
16
14
19
19
15
16
18
16
17
17
18
15
17
17
14
17
16
17
14
15
15
17
16.36

1958
1965
2016
2069
2000
1984
1949
2006
1967
1964
2027
1968
1965
2033
1950
2007
1972
1955
1991
1918
2033
1519
2012
1991
2001
1969

17
16
17
17
14
19
19
15
16
17
16
17
16
17
15
17
19
15
17
17
16
14
14
15
17
16.36

2121
2097
2110
2139
2130
2106
2172
2120
2137
2132
2099
2104
2123
2139
2095
2105
2107
2083
2083
1577
2119
2074
2062
2103
1326
2059

1
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Table XXVII: GA 2 and 4 Node Results For 50 Vertex .5 Edge Density Graphs
Nodes
4

2
Graph

HCA

Time (sec.)

HCA

Time (sec.)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Avg.

17
16
18
16
14
18
18
14
15
17
16
17
16
17
16
16
19
14
16
16
17
14
14
14
18
16.12

1262
1229
1242
1265
1219
1258
1268
1239
1233
1246
1182
1254
1256
1254
1211
1222
1259
1167
1245
1254
1215
1235
1138
1220
1247
1233

18
16
18
17
14
18
18
15
16
16
16
18
15
17
16
16
18
15
16
16
17
14
15
15
17
16.28

614
614
615
630
596
622
615
596
415
599
620
611
609
628
591
603
627
608
608
582
626
605
583
606
601
601
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Table XXVIII: GA 8 and 16 Node Results For 50 Vertex .5 Edge Density Graphs
Nodes
8

1

1

16

Graph

HCA

Time (sec.)

HCA

Time (sec.)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Avg.

16
16
18
16
14
18
18
15
16
17
16
17
16
17
15
16
18
15
16
16
16
14
14
14
17
16.04

300
285
304
299
293
295
299
293
293
285
304
298
302
308
293
295
310
301
290
301
296
286
291
291
298
296

17
16
17
17
14
18
18
15
15
16
16
17
16
17
15
16
18
15
16
16
17
14
14
14
17
16.04

147
140
150
144
144
148
149
145
148
149
147
139
144
142
146
146
149
140
143
142
140
145
138
144
146
145
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Table XXIX: GA 16 Node Results For .5 Edge Density Graphs
Vertices
200

100
Graph

HCA

Time (sec.)

HCA

Time (sec.)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

27
29
29
28
31
31
31
32
29
29
30
31
31
28
29
28
24
29
31
30
29
30
30
28
31
29.4

507
500
515
504
488
514
517
495
515
517
506
511
503
509
506
512
526
511
522
444
512
518
518
502
519
508

57
59

1953
1948

58.0

1951

15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Avg.

APPENDIX D
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Table XXX: SA 1 and 2 Node Results For 50 Vertex .2 Edge Density Graphs
Nodes
2

1
Graph

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Avg.

9
8
10
10
7
9
9
7
8
9
8
9
11
8
8
9
9
7
8
8
8
7
7
7
9
8.36

832
575
360
479
232
205
391
208
178
228
731
269
1819
479
602
682
429
794
188
596
377
141
237
397
144
462

689
479
305
400
195
175
329
176
152
193
606
228
1497
399
496
563
360
649
162
493
317
122
200
330
119
385

9
8
10
10
7
9
9
7
8
9
8
9
11
8
8
9
9
7
8
8
8
7
7
7
9
8.36

963
210
746
912
391
361
1015
409
429
294
487
108
1618
621
294
442
622
606
336
942
258
512
177
370
330
538

408
92
315
379
163
153
426
171
179
126
205
48
670
259
124
185
261
251
143
390
110
214
77
157
140
226
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Table XXXI: SA 4 and 8 Node Results For 50 Vertex .2 Edge Density Graphs
Nodes
4

8

Graph

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

9
8
10
10
7
9
9
7
8
9
8
9
11
8
8
9
9
7
8
8
9
7
7
7
9
8.40

1016
780
437
738
412
378
704
260
350
324
532
312
1022
357
613
1137
430
781
394
897
710
646
277
296
286
564

218
165
93
154
86
80
148
55
74
69
112
67
213
75
127
235
91
161
84
186
149
134
59
63
61
118

9
8
10
10
7
9
9
7
8
9
8
9
11
8
8
9
9
7
8
8
8
7
7
8
9
8.40

785
380
1108
880
575
434
551
264
785
721
610
519
1776
476
644
704
568
898
608
906
784
456
424
812
543
688

85
41
116
92
60
46
58
28
82
76
64
55
185
50
67
74
60
93
64
95
83
48
45
85
57
72

16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Avg.
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Table XXXII: SA 16 Node Results for .2 Edge Density Graphs
Vertices
50

100

Graph

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Avg.

9
9
10
10
7
9
9
7
8
9
8
9
11
8
8
9
9
7
8
8
8
7
7
8
9
8.44

920
926
545
801
576
484
846
545
776
544
680
704
1344
376
318
644
705
760
462
820
808
865
439
846
708
698

56
55
33
47
33
29
50
32
46
33
40
41
78
22
19
38
42
44
27
48
48
51
26
49
42
41

13
12
14
13
13
13
14
15
13
13
12
14
14
13
13
13
15
13
15
12
13
13
13
13
13
13.28

512
512
680
498
481
503
605
503
408
464
456
530
576
564
416
545
608
616
576
432
368
552
561
592
456
521

319
309
427
315
304
320
384
322
261
294
291
344
364
355
267
342
387
388
368
271
236
354
355
369
288
330
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Table XXXIII: SA 16 Node Results for .2 Edge Density Graphs
Vertices
200

300

Graph

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

0
1
2
3
4
Avg.

24
23
21
24
24
23.2

560
605
548
504
496
543

3962
4246
3798
3581
3492
3816

30

904

26261
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Table XXXIV: SA 1 and 2 Node Results For 50 Vertex .5 Edge Density Graphs
Nodes
-

j

Graph

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Avg.

16
16
17
16
13
18
18
14
16
17
16
18
15
17
15
16
17
14
16
16
17
14
14
15
17
15.92

309
308
175
285
380
253
290
428
367
323
479
168
286
315
330
386
333
551
564
265
171
390
431
553
296
345

302
299
176
280
363
251
287
413
356
314
465
168
280
309
319
373
328
524
543
259
172
375
413
528
291
336

16
15
17
16
13
17
18
15
15
16
15
17
16
17
15
16
18
14
16
16
17
14
14
14
16
15.72

191
414
157
186
370
243
151
399
157
406
294
199
249
163
294
577
179
450
244
214
264
374
313
503
231
289

95
200
79
93
176
121
77
192
79
197
145
99
123
82
143
275
90
215
120
106
129
179
152
241
113
141
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Table XXXV: SA 4 and 8 Node Results For 50 Vertex .5 Edge Density Graphs
Nodes
4

8

~

Graph

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Avg.

16
15
17
16
13
17
18
14
15
16
15
16
15
17
15
16
17
14
16
16
16
14
14
15
16
15.56

304
402
169
222
505
382
420
337
272
382
448
333
233
513
637
465
112
492
325
401
185
316
714
812
513
396

74
97
42
54
119
93
103
83
66
92
108
81
57
124
152
112
29
117
79
95
46
76
171
192
124
95

16
16
18
16
13
17
18
15
15
17
15
17
16
16
15
16
17
14
16
15
16
14
14
14
16
15.68

551
372
273
305
708
169
647
473
296
108
284
344
559
561
556
596
233
433
492
688
338
212
528
280
353
414

67
45
34
37
84
21
79
58
36
14
35
42
67
68
67
72
29
52
60
83
42
26
63
34
43
50
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Table XXXVI: SA 16 Node Results for .5 Edge Density Graphs
Vertices
100

50
Graph

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Avg.

16
15
17
15
13
17
18
15
15
16
15
17
15
17
15
16
18
14
16
16
16
14
14
14
16
15.60

624
688
567
240
754
625
512
416
241
360
321
279
400
637
641
576
640
529
240
304
391
100
752
711
320
475

44
48
41
18
52
45
38
30
18
26
24
20
29
46
44
40
46
37
17
22
28
8
52
50
23
34

25
26
28
27
27
27
28
29
27
27
27
30
27
26
26
27
30
27
29
26
26
26
26
25
27
27.04

823
721
832
976
625
856
472
462
856
984
562
813
657
657
976
856
568
768
584
792
832
855
820
964
736
762

653
566
636
738
479
659
364
362
656
751
433
629
506
500
733
648
446
584
452
602
627
651
628
723
566
561
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Table XXXVII: SA 16 Node Results for .5 Edge Density Graphs
Vertices
300

200
Graph

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

HCA

IMI

Time (sec.)

0
1
2
3
4
Avg.

49
51
47
52
52
50.20

640
696
660
721
688
681

5495
5959
5576
6199
5897
5825

69

737

26113

69

737

26113

APPENDIX E
Genetic Algorithm Program Listings
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j

*************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************

cgc_genetic±
This is the header hie.

**************************************************************************************
************************************************************************************* J

#include <string.h>
#include <stdioJi>
#include <math.h>
#ifdef_STDC_
#include <stdlib.h>
#endif

/* memcpy */
I*

loglO, pow */

#ifndef HYDRA
#dehne HYDRA 0
#endif
#ifndef SDSC
#dehne SDSC 0
#endif
#ifndef BATCH
#dehne BATCH 0
#endif
#dehne ALL.NODES -1
#dehne ROULET 2
#dehne RANK 1
#dehne ELITIST 2

I* selection method and reproduction strategy values

#dehne ORDER 1
#dehne SCRAMBLE 2
#dehne POSITION 3
#dehne INVERSION 4

/*

#dehne PMX 1
#dehne OX 2
#dehne CX 3
#dehne ER 4

I* types of crossovers */

types of mutations */

/* message types
#dehne REPORT 20
#dehne FINISHED 30
#dehne GRPH.MSG 40
#dehne CHROM_MSG 45
#dehne BEST_OF_BEST 50
#dehne TIMEl.MSG 60
#dehne TIME2_MSG 70
#dehne ORDR_XCH 80
#dehne CLR_XCH 85
#dehne POP_MSG90
#dehne PARAMETERS 100
#dehne VERTEX unsigned int
#defme VERTEX1 unsigned char

/* data types */

#dehne HOST.PID 0
#dehne NODE_PID 0
#dehne LOOP for(;;)
#dehne MAX(A,B) ((A) > (B) ? (A):(B))
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#define MIN(AfB) ((A) < (B) ? (A):(B))
typedef struct node_parameters
{
float conv,
crossover_rate,
density,
int
crossover_type,
graph_set,
max_chrom,
} PARAMETER.TYPE;

exchg_rate,seed,
maxTmutation_rate,
number_exchanged;
mutation_type,
number_of_generalions,
reproduction_strategy,

selection_method,
vertices,
pop_size;

typedef struct generational_report
int

best,

node_number,

bestjica,

generationjiumber;

float mean_hca
offline_performance,

offline_performance_hca,
variance,

variance_hca,
mean;

} report_message;

typedef struct Best_type {
VERTEX cost, hca;
VERTEX1same;
) BEST_TYPE;
/* function protypes */
#ifdef_STDC_
/* give prototypes *1
j ******************************************************************************** *****
crossover stuff for gen_erossx
************************************************************** ******************* ****

J

void build_child ( VERTEX *child, int "“next, int vertices);
void crossover ( VERTEX "“parentl, VERTEX *parent2, VERTEX "“childl, VERTEX *child2,
float crossover_rate, int crossovertype, int vertices, char ^changed,
char *parent_array, int *cycle_array, int "next);
void cx ( VERTEX "“parentl, VERTEX *parent2, VERTEX "childl, VERTEX *child2, int vertices,
char *parent_array, int "cycle_array);
void cycle ( VERTEX "“parentl, VERTEX *parent2, int vertices, int *cycle_array, int start, int cnt);
void er ( VERTEX "“parentl, VERTEX *parent2, VERTEX *childl, VERTEX *chiid2, int vertices,
int "“next);
void find_crossover_points ( int *cross_ptl, int *cross_pt2, int vertices);
int find_next ( VERTEX "“parent, int vert, int vertices);
int in_cross ( VERTEX vertex, int lo_cross, int hi_cross, VERTEX "“parent);
void ox ( VERTEX "parentl, VERTEX *parent2, VERTEX "childl, VERTEX *child2, int vertices);
void OX_swap ( VERTEX "parentl, VERTEX *parent2, VERTEX *child, int vertices, int lo_cross,
int hi_cross);
void pmx ( VERTEX "“parentl, VERTEX *parent2, VERTEX "“childl, VERTEX *child2, int vertices);
void swapl ( VERTEX vertl, VERTEX vert2, VERTEX "“child, int high, int low );
void swap2 ( VERTEX vertl, VERTEX vert2, VERTEX "child, int high, int low, int vertices);
j *************************************************************************************
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graph generation stuff for gen.c
*************************************************************************************
void add_edge ( VERTEX1 *graph, int i, intj );
void gen_chroma ( VERTEX1 *chroma, int vertices, int graph_type);
void gen_graph ( VERTEX1 *graph, int vertices, float density);
int is_adjacent ( VERTEX1 *graph, int i, intj );
j *************************************************************************************
generation stuff for cen_cenerate.c
*************************************************************************************j
void generation ( VERTEX1 *graph, VERTEX **oJd_generation, VERTEX **new_generaiion,
unsigned long suinflmess, int *color_classes, VERTEX ^colors, VERTEX1 *s,
VERTEX! *chrom& char *parent_array, int *cycle_array, int *next,
VERTEX *temp_array, float *table, PARAMETER_TYPE p );
void make„rank_table ( float *rank_table, int popsize, float max);
void make_sum_table ( float *sum_table, int popsize, int cost_place, VERTEX **population,
unsigned long sum^fitncss);
float partial_sum ( int N, float max, int rank);
int select ( VERTEX **populaiion, int vertices, int popsize, unsigned long sumfitness );
int select2 ( int popsize, float *table, unsigned long sum );
j

*************************************************************************************

initial coloring stuff from genJniLcLr.c
************************************************************************************* j
int init_color( VERTEX! *graph,VERTEX! *chroma,VERTEX1 VERTEX ^colors, int vertices,
int max, VERTEX *order);
I *************************************************************************************

mutation stuff from gen_muLc

************************************************************************************* j

void inversion ( VERTEX ^member, int vertices);
void mutation ( VERTEX ^member, float mutation_rate, int mutation_type, int vertices, char ^changed,
int *order_anay, VERTEX *temp_array );
void order_mutation ( VERTEX ^member, int vertices);
void position ( VERTEX ^member, int vertices, VERTEX *temp_array );
void scramble_mutation ( VERTEX *member, int vertices, int *order_array);
j *************************************************************************************

parameter stuff from gen_paramx

******************************************************* ****************************** j
void geLnode_numbers ( FILE *fp, int *node_numbers, int *node_count);
void get_parameters ( TELE *fp, PAIUVMETER_TYPE *p, int node_numbersD, int ,i‘node_count7
int **pop_size, int **generations, float **mute_rate, float **max,
float **cro$s_rate, foat **new_data, int *stop, float **mim_cxch,
float **exch_rate, VERTEX! **graph, VERTEX! **chroma, int *loop,

int *optimize, int *avg_n, int ^details);
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void print__parameters ( FILE *fp, PARAMETER_TYPE parametersG );
void read_results ( int ♦start, FILE *fp, float ^cost, float *bca, unsigned long int ♦time );
I *************************************************************************************
print stuff from pmtarr e
************************************************************************************* /
void printarr (char *s, VERTEX *a, int r, int c);
void printarrl ( char *, VERTEX1 ♦, int, int, FILE * );
void print_grapb ( VERTEX1 *, int, FILE * );
void print_report ( FILE *fp, report_message report);
j *************************************************************************************
random number generation stuff fromrandom.c
*************************************************************************************/
long double Lfmod ( long double x, long double y );
long double randm O’.
void srandm ( long double seed);
j

*************************************************************************************

statistics stuff from gen_stats.c

j *************************************************************************************

void statistics ( VERTEX **current_generation, int pop_size, unsigned long *besl_array,
VERTEX *hca_best_anay, int generaiion_number, int max_gen,
int vertices, unsigned long ♦sum, char collect_stat);
float calculate_mean ( VERTEX **current_generation, intpop_size, int vertices, unsigned long *sum);
float calculate_mean_hca ( VERTEX **curreni_generation, int pop_size, int vertices,
unsigned long *sum);
float calculate_variance ( VERTEX **current_generation, int pop_size, float mean, int vertices);
float calculate_variance_hca ( VERTEX **current_generation, int pop.size, float mean, int vertices);
j *************************************************************************************

utility stuff from gen„util.c
*************************************************************************************/
void allocate_memory ( PARAMETER_TYPE parameters, unsigned long ♦*best_array,
VERTEX! ♦♦chroma, VERTEX ♦♦colors, int ♦*color_classes,
int ♦*cycle_array, VERTEXI ♦♦graph, VERTEX ♦♦hca_besi_array1
VERTEX **new_generation, VERTEX ***new_gen_order, int ♦♦next,
VERTEX ♦♦ohLgeneration, VERTEX ♦♦♦old_gen_order,
char ♦♦parenL.anay, VERTEX1 **s, float ♦♦table,
VERTEX ♦*temp_arrayf unsigned long graph_size);
int binary_search ( int low, int high, float random, float ♦table);
void check_best ( BEST_TYPE *best, VERTEX cost, VERTEX hca);
void check_memory ( void ♦object, char ♦name);
void check_order ( VERTEX *population, int vertices);
int colorvertex ( VERTEX1, int, VERTEX *, VERTEX! *, int);
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void exchange ( VERTEX ‘generation, VERTEX “ gen_order, int popsize, int vertices,
int number.exchanged, int send_to);
VERTEX find_fitness ( VERTEX] 'graph, VERTEX ‘colors, int vertices, int max, int *color_classes,
VERTEX ‘hca, float density );
void make.population ( int vertices, int popsize, VERTEX “ population, int max, VERTEX1 ‘graph,
VERTEX! ‘chroma, int *color_classes. VERTEX ‘colors, VERTEX1 *s,
float density);
int partition ( VERTEX “ population, int left, int right, VERTEX ‘temp, int costjocation);
void q_sort ( int left, int right, VERTEX “ population, VERTEX ‘temp, int costjocation);
void quicksort ( VERTEX “ population, int pop.size, int vertices, VERTEX ‘temp);
void reallocate_memory ( PARAMETER_TYPE parameters, unsigned long “ best.array,
VERTEX “ hca_best_array, VERTEX “ old_generation,
VERTEX “ new^eneralion, VERTEX *“ old_gen_order,
VERTEX *“ new_gen_order, int ‘popsize, int ‘generations,
float “ table);
void update_avail_colors ( int vertex.VERTEX1 ‘solution,VERTEX1 ‘graph, int start, int stop,
int vertices,lnt max,int vert, VERTEX ‘order);
int verify ( VERTEX1 *, VERTEX *, int, int, VERTEX1 *, int);
j *************************************************************************************
utility stuff for host_utilx
*************************************************************************************j
float find^alpha ( double *beta, float *theta, float *param);
void find_s ( double *st double *theta_minus_mean, int m, int p);
void get_new_parameters ( float *theta, float *param);
void get_new_theta ( float *theta, float *new_theta, float alpha, double *beta, int p, float *param );
void make_A_andJ) ( double *A, double *theta_minus_mean, double *s, double *b, float *S, int m,
int p);
void make.theta ( float ‘theta, double *theta_mean, double *thetajninus_inean, int m, int p);
void matrix.multiply ( double ‘A, double *B, double *C, int rows.A, int cols.A, int cols.B );
void put_theta_in_param ( PARAMETER.TYPE *p, float ‘theta, float ‘param);
float run_for_parameters ( PARAMETER.TYPE parameters□, FILE ‘fp.out, int details);
int same.tbeta ( float ‘thetal, float ‘tbeta2, int p);
void solve ( double ‘A, double ‘b, double ‘beta, intp);
void transpose.matrix ( double ‘A, double ‘At, int rows, int cols);
#else /‘ old style prototypes */
VERTEX find.fimessO;
float calculate.meanO;
float calculate.mean.hcaQ;
float calculate.varianceO;
float calculate.variance.hcaQ;

void find_s();
void gen.chromaO;
void gen_graph();
void generationO;
void get_new_parametersO;
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void get_new_Lheta();
void get_node_numbersO;
void get_parametersO;
void inversionO;
void make_A_and_bO;
void make_populationO;
void make_rank_tableO;
void make_sum_tableO;
void make_thetaO;
void mutationO;
void order_mutation();
void oxO;
void pmx();
void positionO;
void print^reportO;
void primarrO;
void printarrlQ;
void pui„lhetajn_param0;
void (L.sorL0;
void quick_sort();
void read_resuHsO;
void reallocate_memoryO;
void scramble_mutation();
void solveO;
void srandmO;
void statisticsO;
void swaplO;
void swap20;

float find_alphaO;
float partiaLsiim();
float nm_for_jparameters();
int binary_searcta();
int colorvertex();
int find_nextO;
int in_cross();
int init_color();
int is_adjacent();
int panitionO;
int same_thetaO;
int selectO;
int select2Q;
int verifyO;
void OX_swap();
void add_edge();
void allocate^memoryO;
void build_childO;
void check_best();
void check_memory();
void check_order();
void crossoverO;
void cxO;
void cycleO;
void er();
void exchangeO;
void find_CTOssover_points0;
void update^avaiLcolorsO;
void prim__grapli();
void prinLparametersO;
#if! HYDRA
long double LftnodO;
long double randmO;
#endif

#endif
j *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************

HOST PROGRAM: gen_hosLc

**************************************************************************************

*************************************************************************************/

#include “cgc_genetic.h”
/* up_bound as fromJack Oak’s dissertation */
float up_bound[40] = { 10.5,15.0,18.8,22.4,25.9,29.1,32.1,35.2,38.1,
41.0. 43.7.46.5.49.3.52.0.54.7.57.3.59.8.62.3,
64.9.67.4.18.6.29.3.38.7.47.5.55.9.64.1.72.0,
79.5.87.0.
94.3.101.3.108.4.115.6.122.7.129.4,
136.1,142.6,149.2,155.8,162J2};
main(argc, argv)
int argc;
char *argv[|;
{
char *description;
double *A, *b, *beta, *s, *theta_mean, *theta_minus_mean;
FILE *fp_in, *fp_out;
float alpha. *cross_rate, density, *exch_rate, 11,12,13, ’max, *mute_ratc,
*new_data. *new_tbeia, *num_exch, old_l, param[192], seed, *S, *theta,
♦thetal, *theta2, *theta3, *tbetas;
avg_N, details, *generations, graphs, graph_set, i, i2, j, k[8], loop,
int
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m, max_chrom, node, node_count, node_numbers[16], number_of_nodes,
optimize, p, *pop_stze, row, runs, stop[8], trial, vertices;
PAilAMETER_TYPE parameters[17];
unsigned long int gmph_stze;
VERTEX1 *chroma, *graph;
#if! HYDRA && ! BATCH
getcube( argv[3], argv[4], NULL, 0);
#endif
setpid(HOST_PID);
!oad( "controller”, 0, NODE_PID);
for ( i=l; i < numnodesO; i++ )
load(“node”, i, NODE_PID);
check_memory( fpjn = (FILE *) fopen(argv[l], ‘Y’), “fjpjn**);
check_memory( fp_out = (FILE *) fopen(argv[2], “w”), "fp_out”);
check_memory(description = (char *) malloc(80*sizeof(char)), “description” );
fgets(description,80,fpjn);
get_parameters( fpjn, &parameiers(16], node_numbers, &node_cotmL, &pop_sizef ^generations,
&mute_ratet &max, &cross_raie, &new_daia, stop, &num__cxch, &exch_rate,
&graph, &chroma, &ioop, &optimize, &avg_N, &details);
graph_set = parameters[16].graph_set;
vertices = parameters[16].vertices;
density = parameters[16].density;
seed = parameters[16].seed;
for ( i= 0 ; i < numnodesO; i-H -) {

parameters[i].graph_set = graph_set;
parameters[i].vertices = vertices;
parameters[i],density = density;
parameters[i].seed = seed;

j
/* calculate max */
row s ( density <= .25 ) ?0 : 1;
max_chrom = ( vertices < 50) ? up_bound[row*20] :
up_bound [ro w *2G+vertices/50-1];
m ax_chrom = m ax_chrom *3;
graph_size = ((vertices*vertices + vertices)/2+l)/8 + 1;
for ( i= 0 ; i < numnodesQ; i+ + ) {

parameters[i].pop_size = parameters[i].number_of_generations = 0;
parameters[i].max_chrom = max_chrom;

}
csend(GRPH_MSG, graph,graph_size*graph_set*sizeof(VERTEX1), ALL_NODES, NODEJTO );
csend(CHROM_MSG, chroma,vertices*graph_set*sizeof(VERTEXl), ALL_NODES, NODE_PID );
number_of_nodes = 0;
while(! feof(fpJn)) {
node_count = 0;
get_parameters( fpjn, &parameters[16], node_numbers, &node_count, &pop_size,
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^generations, &mute_rate, &max, &cross_rate, &new_data, stop,
&num_exch, &exch_rate, &graph, &chroma, &loop, &optimize, &avg_N,
&details);
number_of_nodes += node_count;
for(i=0; i < node_count; i++) {
node = *(node_numbers+i);
P = 0;
param[12*node] = param[12*node+l] = mute_rate[0];
if ( stopfO] > 1) {
param[12*node+l] = mute_rate[l];
P++;
)
param[12*node+2] = paramfl2*node+3] = new_data[0];
if ( stop[1J> 1 ) {
param[12*node+3] = new_data(l);
P++;
}
param[12*node+4J = param[12*node+5] = max[0];
if ( stop[2] > 1) {
param[12*node+5] = max[l];
p++;
)
param[12*node+6] = param[12*node+7] = cross_rate[0];
if ( stop[3] > 1) {
param[12*node+7] = cross_rate[l];
P++;
}
param[12*node+8] = param[12*node+9] = num_exch[0];
if ( stop[6] > 1 ) {
param[12*node+9] = num_exch[l];
P++;
)
param[12*node+10] = param[12*node+ll] = exch_rate[0];
if ( stop[7] > 1) {
param[12*node+ll] = exch_rate(l];
fh-+;
)
parameters[node],crossover_type = parameters[16].crossover_type;
parametersfnode]jnutation_type = parameters[16]jnutation_type;
parameters[node]jeproduction_strategy =
parameters[16]jeproduction_straiegy;
parameters[node].selection_method = parameters[16].selection_method;
#if H Y D R A

HTOCF(&parameters[node]jnutation_rate, 1);
HTOCF(&parameters[node].crossover_raie, 1);
HTOCF(&parameters[node]max, 1);
HTOCFf&parameters[node].seed, 1);
HTOCF(&parameters[node].density,l);
HTOCF(&parameters[node].conv, 1);
HTOCL(&parameters[node].pop_size,l);
HTOCL(&parameters[node].crossover_type,1);
HTOCL(&parameters[node).mutation_type, 1);
HTOCL(&parameters[node].reproduction_strategy,l);
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HTOCL(&parameters[node].selection_inethod,l);

HTOCL(&parameters (node] ,number_of_generaiioas, 1);
HTOCL(&parameters]node] .exchg_raie, 1);
HTOCLf &parameters! node j.numbcr_exchanged, 1);
HTOCL(&parameiers[ node] .vertices, 1);
HTOCLf &parameters [node] .graph_seu 1);
HTOCL(&parameters(node].max_chrom,l);
#endif
csend(PARAMETERS, &parameters[node], sizeof(PARAMETER_TYPE), node,
NODE.PID);
#if HYDRA
CTOHF(&parameters[node] jnutation_rate,l);
CTOHFf &parameters[ node] .crossover_rate, 1);
CTOHF(&parameters[nodej.max,l);
CTOHF(&parameters[node].seed,l);
CTOHF(&parameters[node].density,l);
CTOHF(&paramelers]node] .conv, 1);
CTOHL(&parameters[node] .pop_size,l);
CTOHL(&parameters[node].crossover_type,l);
CTOHL(&parameterslnodej.mutation_type,l);
CTOHL( &paramcters[node] .reproduction_strategy, 1);
CTOHL(&parametersfnode].selcction_method,l);
CTOHL(&parrnneters[n(vte] .number_of_generations, 1);
CTOHL(&parameters[node].exchg_raie, 1);
CTOHL(&parameters|node] .numbcr^exchanged, 1);
CTOHL(&parameters[nodej.vertices,l);
CTOHL(&parameters[node].grapb_seul);
CTOHL( &.parameters [node] .max_chrom ,1);
#endif

}

fgete(fpjn);
} / * while ( !feof( fp_in))

*1

fclose( fp_in);
fprintf(fp_out,“\n%s”,description);
fprintf(fp_out,“%d graphs with %d vertices and edge density of %.3f\n”, graph_set, vertices,density);
if ( number_of_nodes != 1 && number_of_nodes != 2 && number_of_nodes != &&
number_of_nodes != 8 && number„of_nodes != 16 II □umber_of_nodes 1= numnodesO ) (
fprintf(stderr,“\n The number of nodes must be a power of 2");
fprintf(stderr,“\n number_of_nodes = %d numnodes = %d\n", number_of_nodes, numnodesO);
exit(1);
} /* if ( number_of_nodes != 1... *1
m = pow((double) 2,(double) p);

check_memory( S = (float *) malloc(m*sizeof(float)), “S”);
if ( optimize) {
check_memory( theta_mean = (double *) malloc(p *sizeof(double)), “theta_mean”);
check_memory( theta_minus_mean = (double *) malloc(m*p*sizeof(double)),
“theta_minus_mean");
check_memory( thetas = (float *) malloc(m*p*sizeof(float)), “thetas");
check_memory( s = (double *) malloc(p*sizeof(double)), “s”);
check_memory( A = (double

*)malloc((p+l)*(p+l)*sizeof(double)), “A” );
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check_memory( b = (double *) malloc((j>fl)*sizeof(double)), “b” );
check_memory( theta = (float *) malloc(p*sizeof(float)), “theta” );
check_memory( thetal = (float *) malloc(p*sizeof(float)), “tbetal” );
check_memory( theta2 = (float *) malloc(p*sizeof(float)), “theta2” );
check_memory( theta3 = (float *) malloc(p*sizeof(float)), “theta3” );
check_memory( beta = (double *) malloc((p+l)*sizeof(double)), “beta” );

check_memory( new_theta = (float *) malloc(p*sizeof(float)), “new_theta” );
} /* if ( optimize) */
j = 0;
for ( i=0; i < 6; i++ )
if ( param[2*i] !- param[2*i+l])
theia[)-H-] = (param[2*i] + param[2*i+l])/2;
for ( j=0; j < number_of_ncxies; j++ ) {

parameters [j]. mu tation_raie = param[j*12];
parameters fj]. con v ~ param[j*12-f2];
parameters [jj. max = param(j*1244];
parameters fj], crosso ver_rate = param[j*12+6);
parameter$[j].pop_size = pop_$ize[Q];
parameters U]mumber_ofjceneraiions - generations[0];
parameters [j).number_exchanged = param[j*12+8];
parameters [j].exchg_raie = paramfj* 12+10];

)
for ( runs=0; runs < loop; runs++) {
trial = 0;
for ( k[0]=0; k[0] < stop[0]; k[0]-H-) {
if ( stopfO] > 1 )
for ( j=0; j < numbcr_of_nodes; j++ )
parameters Q]*mutaiion_rate = param[j*12+k[0]];
for( k[l]=0; kflj < stop[l]; k[l]++ ) {
if ( stopfl] > 1 )
for ( j=G; j < iiumber_of_nocles; j++ )
parameters!]].conv - param[j*12+2+k[l]];
for ( k[2]=0; k[2] < stop[2]; k[2]++ ) {
if ( stop[2] > 1 )
for ( j=0; j < number_of„nodes; j ++ )
parameters [j]jiiax = param []*\ 2+4+k [2] ];
for {k[3]=0; k[3] < stop[3]; k[3]++ ) {
if ( stop[3] > 1)
for ( j=G; j < mimber_of_nodes; j++ )
parameters(j].crossover_raie = param|j*12+6+k[3]];
for ( k[4]=G; k[4] < stop[61; k[4]++) {
if ( stop[6] > 1 )
for ( j=0; j < number_of_nodes; j++ )
param etors [j ].number_exchan ged = param[j*12+8+k[4]];
for ( k[5]=0; k[5] < stop[7]; k[5]++) {
if ( stop[7] > 1)
for ( j=G; j < number_of_node$; j++ )
parameters!]],exchg_rate = param[j*12+10+k[5]];
for ( k[6]=0; k[6] < stop[4); k[6]++) (
if(stop[4] > 1 )
for (j=0; j < mimbcr_of_nodes; j++ )
parameters [j].pop_size = pop_size[k[6]];
for ( k[7}=0; k[7] < stop[5]; k[7]++ ) {
if ( siop[5] > 1)
for ( j=0; j < mimber_of_nodes; j+ + )
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parameters [j].number_of_generations = generations[k[7]];
j=0;

for ( i=0; i < 6; i++)
if ( param[2*i] != paramf2*i+l])
tbetas[trial*p+j++] = param[2*i+k[i]];
11 = 0 ;
for ( i=0; i < avg_N; i++)
11
+= run_for_parameters( parameters, fp_out, details);
S [trial] = ll/avg_N;
trial++;

} /* for(k[7]=0...
} /* for ( k[6]=0... */
} /* for(k[5]=0... */
} /* for (k[4]=0... */
} /* for( k[3]=0... */
)
I *for ( k[2]=0... */
} /* for ( k[l]=0... */
) /* for ( k[0]=0... */
if ( optimize) {
fprintf(fp_out,“\n******** parameter optimization *********t‘\n”);
make_theta(thetas, theta_mean, theta_minus_mean, m, p);
find_s(s, theta_minus_mean, m, p);
make_A_and_b(A, theta_minus_mean, s, b, S, m, p+1);

/*

for ( i=0; i <= p; i++) {
for ( i2=0; i2 <= p; i2++)
fprintf(fp_out,“ %4.1f A[i*(j>fl)+i2]);
fprintf(fp_out,”l %8.1f\n“,b[i]);
}*/
solve(A, b, beta, p+1);

for ( i=0; i <= p; i++) {
fprintf(fp_out,”beta[%d] = %7.1f “,i, betafi]);

}

fprintf(fp_out,”\n“);
put_theta_in_param( parameters, theta, param);
11 = 0;
for ( i=0; i < avg_N; i++ )
11
+= run_for_parameters( parameters, fp_out, details );
if ( iruns)
11 = ll/avg_N;
slsc
11 = (ll+old_l)/(avg_N+l);
memcpy( thetal, theta, p*sizeof(float));
alpha = find_alpha( beta, theta, param);
memqjy(theta2,theta,p*sizeof(float));
get_new_theta(theta,theta2, alpha, beta, p, param);
put_theta_in_param( parameters, theta2, param);
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12 = 0 ;

for ( i=0; i < avg_N; i++ )
12
+= run_for_parameters( parameters, fp_out, details);
12 = 12/avg_N;
if (12 <=11) {
alpha = alpha*2;
memcpy( theta3, theta2,p*sizeof(float));
get_new_theta( theta, lheta3. alpha, beta, p, param );
put_theta_in_param( parameters, tbeta3, param);
13= 0;
for ( i=0; i < avg_N; i++)
13
+= nin_for_parameters( parameters, fp_out, details );
13 = 13/avg_N;
while (13 < 12 && !same_theta(theta2, theta3, p)) {
memcpy( thetal, theta2, p*sizeof(float));
11 = 12;
memcpy( theta2, theta3, p*sizeof(floal));
12 = 13;
alpha = alpha*2;
get_new_theta( theta, theta3, alpha, beta, p, param );
put_theta_in_param( parameters, tbeta3, param);
13 = 0;
for ( i=0; i < avg_N; i++ )
13 += run_for_parameters( parameters, fp_out, details);
13 = 13/avg_N;
) /* while

*1

for ( i=0; i < p; i++)
thetafi] = (thetal [i] + theta3[i])/2;
) /* if 12 <= 11 */
else {
for ( i=0; i < p; i++ )
thcta[i] = (thetal [i] + theta2[i])/2;
put_theta_in_param( parameters, theta, param);
fprintf( fp_out, “\nAt the Local min\n");
13 = 0;
for ( i=0; i < avg_N; i++)
13 += nm_for_parameters( parameters, fp_out, details);
13 = 13/avg_N;
if (12 < 13 ) (
for ( i=0; i < p; i++)
theta[i] = theta2[i];
old_l = 12;

}

else
o ld j = 13;
get_new_parameters( theta, param);
fprintf(fp_out,“\nNew parameters for next run\n”);
fprintf(fp_out,“\nmute = %5.3f, %5.3f; new_data= %5.3f, %5.3f;’\ param[0], param[l],
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param[2], param[3]);
fprintf(fp_out,“\nmax = %5.3f, %5.3f; cross_rate= %5.3f, %5.3f;”, param[4], param[5],
param[6], param[7]);
fprintf(fp_out,“\nnum_exch = %5.3f, %5.3f; exch_rate = %5.3f, %5.3f\n”, param[8],
paramf9], param[10], param fll]);

fflusb( fp_out);

} /* if ( optimize > 1) */
} /* for ( nins=0... */

fclose( fp_out);
kiUcube(-l ,NODE_PID);
#if '.BATCH
relcube(argv[3]);
#endif
)
j *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************
host_util.c: various utilities for the host
**************************************************************************************
************************************************************************************* j
#include “cgc_genetic.h”
/ *************************************************************************************

prinLrepon
*************************************************************************************
j
#ifdef_STDC_
void priiu_report( FILE *fp, report_message report)
#else
void print_report( fp, report)
FILE *fp;
report_message report;
#endif
fprintf(fp, “\nFor the % d th generation on node %d\n’\
report.generation_number, report.node_number);
fprintf(fp, “\t The mean is %f, hca mean is %f\n”t reportjnean, repartmean_hca);
fprintf(fp, “\t The variance is %f, hca variance is %f\n”, reportvariance, report varianceJica);
fjMintf(fi), “\t The offline performance is %ft hca is %f\n’\ report.offline_performance,
report.offline_performance_hca);
fprintf(fp, “\t The best is %d, best hca is %d\n”, reportbest, reportbest_hca);
} /* prinLreport */
j *************************************************************************************
check_memory
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
void check__memory( void *object char *name)
#else
void cbeck_memory( object name)
void ^object
char *name;
#endif
{
if ( object = NULL ) {
primf(“\nMemory allocation error for %s\n”, name);
exit( 1);
}
} /* cbeck_memory */
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/ ******************************************* 4*****************************************

read_grapb

************************************************************************************* j
# ifd e f__STDC__
void read_graph( int vertices, VERTEX 1 ^chroma, VERTEX 1 *graph, int graph_size, FILE *fp )
#else
void rea<Lgraph( vertices, chroma, graph, graph_size, fp )
VERTEX! *chroma, *graph;
int vertices, graph_size;
FILE *fp;
#endif
{ i n t i j , v ertl, vert2, temp;
char dummy[80);
fscanf( fp,“%*$%*s%*s%*s%*s%*s%*d%*s%*d%*s,\dummy,dummy,dummy,dummy,
dummy,dummy, &i,
dummy, &i,dummy);
for ( i=0; i < vertices; i++ ) {
fscanf( fp, “%dM,& vertl);
fscanf( fp, “% d",& tem p);
chroma[i] = temp;
add_edge( graph, i, i );
] /* for ( i=0;... */
fscanf( fp “%*s”);
while ( !feof(fp)) (
fscanf( fp, “%d’\& v ertl);
fscanf( f^), ,t%d,,,&vert2);
add__edge( graph, vert2-l, v e r tl- 1 );
) /* while */

*/
*************************************************************************************

) /* read_graph
I

make_ theta

*************************************************************************************

j

# ifd e f__STDC__
void make_theta( float * theta, double *theta_mean, double *theta^minus_mean, int m, int p )
#else
void make_theta(theta, theta_mean, tbeta_minus_mean, m, p)
double *theta_mean, *theta_minus_mean;
float *theta;
int m, p;
#endif
{ int i j ;
for ( i=0; i < p; i+ + ) {
theta_mean[i] = 0;
f o r ( j= 0 ;j < m ;j+ + )
theta_mean[i] += tbeta[j*p+i];
tbeta_mean[i] = theta_mean[i]/m;

)
for ( i=0; i < m; i++ )
for ( j=0; j < p; j-H -)
theta_minus_mean[i*pH-j] = theta[i*p+j]-theta_mean[j];
} / * m ake_theta */
J

*************************************************************************************
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make_A_and_b
*************************************************************************************j
#ifdef_STDC_
void make_A_and_b (double *A, double *theta_minus_mean, double *s, double *b, float *S,
int m, int p)
#else
void make_A_and_b( A, theta_minus_mean, s, b, S, m, p)
double *A, *theta_minus_mean, *s, *b;
float *S;
int m, p;
#endif
{ inti,j, k;
memset(A,0,p1'p*sizeof(double));
A[0] = m;
for ( i=l; i < p; i-H-)
A[i*p+i] = m-1;
b[0] = 0;
for ( j=0; j < m; j+ + )
b[0] += S[j];

for ( i=l; i < p; i++ ) {
b[i] = 0;
for ( j=0; j < m; j++ )
b[i] += S|j]*thetajminus_mean[j*(p-l)+i-l];
b[i] = b[i]/s[i-l];
} /* fo r(i= l... */
} I*m
ake_A */

j *************************************************************************************
flnd_s

*************************************************************************************j

#ifdef_STDC_
void find_s (double *s, double *theta_minusjmean, int m, int p)
#else
void find_s (s, thetajminus_mean, m, p)
double *s, *theta_minus_mean;
int m, p;
#endif
{ int i, j;
double sum;
for ( i=0; i < p; i++) {
sum = 0;
for ( j=0; j < m; j+ + )
sum += (theta_nunus_meanft*p+i]*them_minus_mean[j*p+i]);
s[i] = sqrt( sum/(m-l));

}

} t* find_s */

/ *************************************************************************************
solve

*************************************************************************************

#ifdef _STDC_
void soi ve( double *A, double *b, double *beta, int p )
#else
void solve( A, b, beta, p )
double *A, *b, *beta;

#endif

j
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{ inti;
beta[0] = b[0]/A[0];
for ( i=l; i < p; i++)
beta[i] = b[i]/A[i*p+i];
} /* solve */
/

***********************************************************************************

get_new_theta

*************************************************************************************j

#ifdef_STDC_
void get_new_theta( float *theta, float *new_theta, float alpha, double *beta, int p, float *param)
#else
void gel_new_theta( theta, newjheta, alpha, beta, p, param)
float *new_theta, *theta, alpha, *param;
double *beta;
int p;
#endif
( int i, j;
float old_theta;
j = 0;
for ( i=0; i < 6; i++)
if ( param[2*i] != param[2*i+l]) {
old_theta = new_theta[j];
new_theta[j] = theta(j] - alpha*beta(j+l];
if ( i!= 2) {
if ( new_theta[j] < 0 )
new_theta[j] = old_tbeta/2;
else if ( new_theta[j] > 1)
new_theta[j] = (old_theta+l)/2;
}
else {
if ( new_theta(j] < 1)
new_theta[j] = (old_theta+l)/2;
else if ( new_theta[j] > 2)
new_theta[j] = (old_theta + 2)/2;
}
j++;
)
} /* get_new_theta */
I *************************************************************************************
get_new_parameters
*************************************************************************************j
#ifdef_STDC_
void get_new_parameters( float *theta, float *param)
#else
void get_new_parameters( theta, param)
float *theta, *param;
#endif
{ float change;
int i, j;
j = 0;
for ( i=0; i < 6; i-H-) {
change = (param[2*i+l] - param[2*i])/4;
if ( change) {
param[2*i] = theta[j] - change;
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param[2*i+l] = thetafj] + change;
if ( i!= 2 ) [
if ( param[2*i] < 0 )
param [2*i] = theta[j]/2;
else if ( param[2*i+l] > 1 )
param(2*i+l] = ( theu»[j] + l)/2:

)
else {
if ( paramf2*i] < 1 )
param[2*i] - (lheta|j]+l)/2;
else if ( paramf2*i+l) > 2)
param[2*i+l] = (lheta[j] + 2)/2;

)
} /* if ( change ) *1
}
I*o
f r( i=0;...) */
for( i=l; i < numnodesO; i++)
j++;

for (j=0; j < 6; j+ + ) {
param[12*i+2*j] = param[2*j];
param[12*i+2*j+l] = param[2*j+l];

)
) /*get_new_parameters */
j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ¥ * # ¥ # # # # # * * * * * * * +♦ * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * +* + + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

same_beta
************+*++++++*++++++*+++*++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++41++++*****+*+++*++**++*++j
#ifdef_STDC_
int same_Lheta( float *thetal, float *theta2, int p )
#else
int same_theta( thetal, theta2, p )
float *thetal, *theta2;
int p;
#endif
{ inti;
for ( i=0; i < p; i++ )
if ( thetal [i] != theta2[i])
return 0;
return 1;
} /* same_theta */

j *************************************************************************************
nin_for_parameters

************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC__
float mn_for_parameters( PARAMETER_TYPE parameters0, FILE *fp_out, int details )
#else
float run_for_parameters ( parameters, fp_out, details )
PARAMETER_TYPE parameters Q;
int details;
FILE *fp_out;
#endif
( BEST_TYPE sum, best;
int j, number_of_nodes, number_of_nodes_done, temp;
repon_message report;
float avg_cost, avgjica, avg_time, tsec, tottsec, hca;
unsigned long min, sec. time, totmin, totsec;
number_of_nodes = numnodesO;
for ( j=0; j < number_of_nodes; j+ + ) {
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#if HYDRA
HTOCF(&parameters[j]jnutation_rate,1);
HTOCF<&parameters(j].crossover_rate,1);
HTOCF(&parameters(j].max, 1);
HTOCF(&parameters0).seed, 1);
HTOCF(&parameters[j].density,1);
HTOCF(&parameters[j].conv,l);
HTOCL(&parameters[j].pop_size,l);
HTOCL(&parameters0].crossover_type,l);
HTOCL(&parameters0].mutation_type, 1);
HTOCL(&parameters(jj.reproduction_stralegy, 1);
HTCXX(&parameters[j].selection_method,l);
HTOCL(&paramet£rs0].ninnber_ofgenerations. 1);
HT(XH&parameters[j].exchg_rate, 1);
HTOCF(&parametereQ].number_exchanged, 1);
HTOCL(&parameters[j].vertices, 1);
HTOCL(&parameters[j].graph_set,l);
HTOCL(&parametersO].max_chrom,l);
#endif
csend(PARAMETERS, &parameters[j], sizeof(PARAMETER_TYPE), j, NODE_PED);
#if HYDRA
CTOHF(&parameters [j]jnu tation_rate, 1);
CTOHF(&parametersQ].erossover_rate, 1);
CTOHF(&parameters[j] .max, 1);
CTOHF(&parameters[j].seed, 1);
CTOHF(&parameters[j).density,l);
CTOHF(&parameieis0]-conv, 1);
CTOHL(&parameters(j] .pop_sizc, 1);
CTOHL(&parameters[j].crossover_iype,l);
CTOHL(&parametersQ].mutauon_type,l);
CTOHL(&parameters(j] .reproduction_strategy,l);
CTOHL(&parameters 0] .seleciion_method, 1);
CIT)HL(&parameters[j).number_of_generaiions, 1);
CTOHF(&parameters[j j.exchg_rate, 1);
CTOHF(&parameters [j] .number_excbanged, 1);
CTOHL(&parameters[j] .vertices, 1);
CTOHL (&parametersfj J.graph_set, 1);
CTOHL(&parameters[j] .max_cbrom, 1);
#endif

print_parameters(fp_out, parameters);
fflush(fp_out);
sum.cost = sum.hca = 0;
fpnntf( fp_out, “\n
time time”);
fprintf( fp_out, “\ngraph cost hca (secs) (min:secs)\n”);
for (j=0; j < parameters[0].graph_set; j++) {
nmnber_of_nodes_done = 0;
while(number_of_nodes_done != number_of_nodes) {
while(iprobe(REPORT)) (
crecv(REPORT, &report, sizeof(report));
#if HYDRA
CTOHL(&report.generation_number,l);
CTOHL(&report.node_number, 1);
CTOHL(&report.best, 1);
CTOHL(&report.best_hca,l);
CTOHF(&reportmean, 1);
CTOHF(&reportvariance,1);
CTOHF(&reporLoffline_performance,l);
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CTOHF(&reportmean_hca, 1);
CTOHF(&repon.variance_hca, 1);
CTOHF(&reporLoffline_perfonnance_hca,l);

#endif

print_reporl( fp_out, report);
fflush( fp_out);
) /* while ( iprobe(REPORT)) */
while(iprobe(FINTSHED)) {
crecv(FINISHED, &temp, 0);
number_of_nodes_done++;
] /* while ( iprobe(FINISHED)) */
} /* while ( number_of_nodes_done...
while(iprobe(REPORT)) {
crecv(REPORT, &report, sizeof(report));

#if HYDRA
CTOHL(&reportgeneration_number,l);
CTOHL(&reportnode_nuinber, 1);
CTOHL(&reportbest, 1);
CTOHL(&report.best_hca, 1);
CTOHF(&report.mean,l);

CTOHF(&report. variance. 1);
CTOHF(&report.offline_performance,l);
CTOHF(&i epoi t jnean_hca, 1);
CTOHF(&report.variance_hca, 1);
CTOHF(&report.offline_performance_hca,l);

#endif
print_report( fp_out, report);
} /* while ( iprobe(REPORT)) *1
crecv(BEST_OF_BEST, &best, sizeof(best));

#if HYDRA
CTOHL(&best.cost,l);

#endif

CTOHL(&besLhca.l);
sum.cost += best,cost;
sum.hca += besthca;

/* get the time to solve this graph from the controller *7
crecv( TME1_MSG, &time, sizeof( time));
#if HYDRA
CTOHL(&time, 1);
#endif
tsec = time/1000.0;
min = time/60000;
sec = tsec - min * 60;
if (details) {
fprintf( fp_out,“\n%2d %5d %3d %7.1f %4d:%02d”, j, besLcost, besLhca, tsec, min,
sec);
ffiush( fp_out);
}
} /* for(j=0;, j < parameters[0].graph_set...
I*

get the time to solve this set of graph from the controller */

crecv( TIME2_MSG, &time, sizeof( time));
#if HYDRA
CTOHL(&time,1);
#endif
tottsec = time/1000.0;
totmin = time/60000;
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totsec = tottsec - totmin * 60;
tsec = time/(paramet£TstO].graph_set*1000.0);
min = time/(parameters[0].graph_set*60000);
sec = tsec-min*60;
avg_cost = (float) sinnxost/parameterstO].graph_set;
avg__hca = (float) sum.bca/parameters[0].graph„set;
avg_time = tsec;
fprintf( fp_ouC*\nAVG %6.1f %6.2f%9.1f %4d:%02d’\ avg_cost,
avg„hca, isec, min, sec );
fprintf( fp_ou(,‘‘VnTota) Time
tottsec, totmin, totsec);
fflush( fp_out);

%7.1f %4d:%02d\n\n”,

return avg_cost;
j *************************************************************************************
find_alpha
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
float find_alpha (double *beta, float *theta, float *param )
#else
float find_alpha (beta, theta, param)
double *beta;
float *param, *theta;
#endif
( float alpha, alpba2;
inti, j;
alpha = 999;

j = 0;

for ( i=0; i < 6; i++) {
if ( param[2*i] != param[2*i+l]) {
(beta(j+l] < 0) ? (alpha2 = (theta[j]-(iheta(j]+param[2*i+1])/2)/beta[j+1]):
(alpha2 = (tbeta[j]-(iheta[j]+param[2*i])/2)/beta[j+l]);

if ( alpha > alpha2)
alpha = alpha2;
j++;
return alpha;

/ *************************************************************************************
put_theta_in_param
************************************************** *********************************** j
#ifdef_STDC_
void put_lheiajn_param( PARAMETER_TYPE pG, float *theta, float *param)
#else
void put_lheta_in_param( p, theta, param)
PARAMETER.TYPE pG;
float *theta, *param;
#endif
{ int i, j;
j = 0;
if ( param[0] != param[l]) {
for ( i=0; i < numnodesO; i++)
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p[i]jnutation_rate = theta[j];

)

j++;

if ( paramf2] != param[3]) (
for ( i=0: i < numnodesO; >++ )

}

p[i].conv = LheLa[j];
j++;

if ( param[4] != paramf5]) (
for ( i=G; i < numnodesO; i++ )
p[i].max = theta[j];

)

j++;

if ( paramjd] != param|7]) {
for ( i=0; i < numnodesO; i++ )
p[i].crossover_rate = theta[j];

}

j++;

if ( param[8] != param[9]) {
for ( i=0; i < numnodesO; i++ )
p[i].number_exchanged = tbeta[j];

j++;
}
if ( poroinflO] !■ panimfl 1]) {
for ( i=0; i < numnodesO;'++ )
p[i].exchg_rate = thetalj];
j++;
)

} /* put_theta_in_param *1
j

*************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************
gen_param.c: input and output of parameters

**************************************************************************************
************************************************************************************* j

#include “cgc_genetic.1T
f

*************************************************************************************

get_parameters
This function gets the parameters from the data file.

************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC__
void get_parameters( FILE *fp, PAJIAMETER.TYFE *p, int node_numbers[], int *node_count,
int **pop_sizeTint ** generations,float **mutejrate, float **max, float **cross„ratef
float **new_data, int *stop, float **num_excht float **exch_rate, VERTEX! **graph,
VERTEX1 **chroma, int *loop, int ^optimize, int *avg_n, int ^details )
#else
void get_parameters(fp, p, node_numbers, node.count, pop.size, generations, mute_rate,
max, cross_rate, new.data, stop, num_exch, exch__rate, graph, chroma, loop, optimize, avg_n,
details)
FILE *fp;
float **cross_rate, **exch_rate, **max, **mute_rate, **new_data, **num_exch;
int ^^generations, *node_count, node_numbers [], **pop_size, *stop, *loop, ^optimize,
*avg_n, *details;
PARAMETER.TYPE *p;
VERTEX 1 **graph, **chroma;
#endif
{ char symbol[50], temp[10], *data_file;
FILE *data_fp;
int count, i;
unsigned long graph.size;
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count = fscanf(fp, “%s’\ symbol);
while(count != -1 && (strcmp(syinbol>“HND_NODES”)) && (strcmp(symbol,“NODE_DEF”))) {
if ( !strcmp( symbol. "GRAPHS" ))
fscanf(fp, “%d”, &p->graph_set);
else if { !strcmp( symbol, “VERTICES” )) (
fscanfffp, “%d", &p->vertices);
graph_size = ((p->vertices*p->vertices + p->vertices)/2+l)/8 + 1;
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “EDGE_DENSITY” ))
fscanf(fp, "%r, &p->density);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “REAL_SEED” ))
fscanf(fp, “% f\ &p->seed);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “LOOP” ))
fscanf(fp, “%d", loop);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “OPTIMIZE" ))
fscanf(fp, "%d”, optimize);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “REPEAT'))
fscanfifp, “%d”. avg_n);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, "DETAILS” ))
fscanf(fp, "%d", details);
else if ( !$trcmp{ symbol, “STOP_VALUES” ))
for ( i=0; i < 8; i-H )
fscanf(fp, “%d", stop+i);
else if (!strcmp(symbol, “MU 1ATION_RATE”)) {
chcck_memory{*muie_rate = (float *) malloc(stop[0)*sizeof(float)), “mute_rate” );
for ( i=0; i < stop[0] ; i++ )
fscanf(fp, “%r', *mute_rate+i);

)

else if { !strcmp(symbol,“CONVERGENCE_RATE”)) (
check_memory(*new_data = (float *) malloc(stop[l]*sizeof(float)), “new_data” );
for ( i=0; i < stop! 1J; i-H-)
fscanf(fp,"%r, *new_data+i);

)

else if (Istrcmpfsymbol, “MAX”)) {
check_memory(*max = (float *) malloc(stop[2]*sizeof(float)), “max” );
for ( i=0; i < stop[2]; i++ )
fscanf(fp, “%f’, *max+i);

}

else if (!stronp(symbol, "CROSSOVER_RATE")) {
check_memory(*cross_rate = (float *) malloc(stop[3]*sizeof(float)), “cross_rate” );
for ( i=Q; i < stop[3]; i++ )
fscanf(fp, “%f”, *cross_rale+i);

)

else if (!strcmp(symbol, “P0PULAT10N_SIZE”)) {
cbeck_memory(*pop_size = (int *) malloc(stop[4]*sizeof(int)), “pop_size” );
for ( i=0; i < stop[4]; i+-f ) {
fscanf(fp, “%d”, *pop_size+i);
if ( *(*pop_size+i) % 2)
(*(*pop_size+i))+-t-;

}

else if (!strcmp(symbol. “KUMBER_OF_GENERATIONS")) (
check_memory(*generations = (int *) malloc(stop[5]*sizeof(int)), “generations” );
for ( i=0; i < stop[5]; i-H - )
fscanf(fp, "%d", *generations+i);

)

else if (!strcmp(symbol, “NUMBER_EXCHANGED")) {
check_memory(*num_exch = (float *) malloc(stop[6]*sizeof(float)), “num_exch”);
for ( i=0; i < stop[6]; i-H )
fscanf(fp, “%f", "‘num_exch+i);
else if (!strcmp(syinboI, “EXCHANGE.RATE")) {
check_memory(*exch_rate = (float *) malloc(stop[7]*sizeof(float)), “exch_rate”);
for ( i=0; i < stop[7]; i++ )
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fscanf(fp, “%F\ *exch_rate+i);
else if (!(strcmp(symbol, “CROSSOVER_TYPE”))) (
fscanftfp, “%s", temp);
if (KstrcmpOemp, “PMX”)))
p->crossover_type = 1;
else if (!(strcmp(temp, “OX”)))
p*>crossover_type = 2;
else if (!(strcmp(temp, “CX”)))
p->crossover_iype = 3;
else if (Kstrcmpftemp, “ER”)))
p-xrossover_type = 4;
else (
fprintffstderr, “Invalid Crossover Type %s \n”, symbol);
exit(l);

}

}

else if (!(strcmp(symbol, “MUTATION_TYPE”))) {
fscanfffp, “%s”, lemp);
if (KstrcmpOemp, “ORDER”)))
p->muiation_type = 1;
else if (!(strcmp(temp, “SCRAMBLF’)))
p->mutation_typc = 2;
else if (KstrcmpOemp, “POSITION”)))
p->mutaiion_lype = 3;
else if (Kstrcmp(temp, “INVERSION”)))
p->mutation_type = 4;
else {

fprintf(stderT, “Invalid Mutation Type %s \n”, symbol);
exit(l);

)
else if (!(strcmp(symbol, “REPRODUCTTON.STRATEGY”))) (
fscanfdp, “%s”, temp);
if (KstrcmpOemp, “RANK”)))
p->reproduction_strategy = T,
else if (Kstrcmp(temp,“ELmST”)))
p->reproduction_strategy = 2 ;
else {
fprintf(stderr, “Invalid Reproduction Strategy %s \n”, symbol);
exit(l);

}
else if (!strcmp(symbol, “SELECTTON.METHOD”)) {
fscanfOp, “%s", temp);
if (Kstrcmpftemp, “RANK")))
p->selection_method = 1;
else if (!(strcmp(temp, “ROULET’)))
p->selection_metbod = 2;
else {
fprintf(stderr, “Invalid Selection Method %s \n”, symbol);
exit( 1);

}

)

else if (!strcmp(symbol, “NODF’))
get_node_numbers(fp, node_numbers, node_count);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol. “GRAPHJTLES")) {
cbeck_memory(*chroma = (VERTEX 1 *) malloc(p->vertices’,‘p->graph_set*
sizeoffVERTEXl)), “chroma” );

check_memory( *graph = (VERTEX1 *) calloc(graph_size*p->graph_set, sizeof(VERTEXl)),
“graph");
check_memory( data_file = (char *) malloc(80*sizeof(char)), “data_file” );
for ( i=0; i < p->graph_set; i++) {
fscanf(fjp,“%s”,data_file);
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check_memory( data.fp = (FILE *) fopen(daia_file,“r"), “daia.fp" ):
read_graph( p->vemces,(*ebromaH4i*p->vertices),(*graph)-i-{i*graph_size), graph.size,
data_fp);
fclose( data_fp);
£ree( datnJile);
}
else {
fprintf(stderr, “Invalid Parameter type %s \n”, symbol);
exit(l);
}
count = fscanf(fp, “%s”, symbol);
} /* while ( count !=-l...) *1
} /* get_parameters *1
I *************************************************************************************
get_node_numbers
This function gets the node numbers on the darn line NODE # # #.
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
void get_node_numbers( FILE *fp, int *node_numbers, int *node_count)
#else
void get_node_numbers(fp, node_numbers, node_count)
FILE *fp;
int *node_count, *node_numbers;
#endif
{ char c, buffer[3];
int count = 0, i = 0;
while((c = getc(fp)) != ‘\n’) {
i f ( c = “ ){
if ( i ) {
buffer[i] = ‘\0’;
sscanf (buffer,“%d”,(node_numbers+count));
count ++;
i = 0;
} /* if (i != 0) */
} /* if (c == ‘ ‘) *1
else {
bufferfi] = c;
i++;
}
} /*while */
if ( i ) {
buffer[i] = ‘\0’;
sscanf (buffer,“%d”,(node_numbers+count));
count++;
} /* if ( i!= 0) */
*node_count = count;
} t*get_node_numbers */
/ *************************************************************************************
print_parameters
************************************************************************************* j

#ifdef_STDC_
void print_parameters( FILE *fp, PARAMETER_TYPE pQ )
#else
void print_parameters( fp, p )
FILE *fp;
PARAMETER.TYPE pD;
#endif

char *tempterossover_type, *temp_mutation_type, *temp_reproduction_strategy,
*temp_seleciion_jnethod;
inti;
for (i = 0; i < numnodesO; i-H-) {
switch(p[i]jnutation_type) {
case ORDER:
temp_mutation_type = “ORDER”;
break;
case SCRAMBLE:
temp_mutation_type = “SCRAMBLE”;
break;
case POSITION:
temp_mutation_type = “POSITION”;
break;
case INVERSION:
temp_mutation__type = “INVERSION”;
break;
default:
temp_mutation_type = “undefined”;
break;
j

switch(p[i]xrossover_type) {
case PMX:
temp_crossover_type = “PMX”;
break;
case OX:
temp_crossover_type = “OX”;
break;
case CX:
temp__crossover_type = “CX”;
break;
case ER:
temp_crossoverjype = “ER”;
break;
default:
temp_crossover_type = “undefined”;
break;
switch(p[i]j*eproduction_strategy) {
case RANK:
temp_reproduction_strategy = “All Random”;
break;
case ELITIST:
temp_reproduction_strategy = “Elitist” ;
break;
default:
temp_reproduction_strategy = “undefined”;
break;
switeh(p[i].selection_method) {
case RANK:
temp_selection_method = “Linear Ranking”;
break;
case ROULET:
temp_selection_method = “Roulette wheel”;
break;
default:
temp_selection_method = “undefined”;
break;
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}
fprintf(fp “\nFbr node %dThe Settings are:\n", i);
fprintf(fp “\nGenerations:%4d %s crossover rate: %5.3f\ p[i].number_of_generations,
temp_crossover_iype, p[i].crossover_rate);
fprintf(fp,ll\nPop size: %4d %s mutation rate: %5.3f\ p[i].pop_size,
temp.mutation.type, p[i].mutation_raie);
fprintf(fp,**\nMax: %5.3f
convergence factor: %5.3f\ p[i]jnax, p[i].conv);
fprintf(fp,*‘\nThe reproduction strategy is set at %s\n’\ iemp_reproduction_strategy);
fprintf(fp/The selection method is set at %s\nM
, temp.seiectionjEnethod);
fprintfl(fp/‘%d (%5.3f) Exchanges every %d (%5Jf)generations\n"t
(int) (p[i]Jiumber_exchanged*p[i].pop_$ize)>p[i].number_exchanged,
(int) (p[i].exchg_rate*p[i].number.of_generaUons), p[i].exchg_rate);
) /* for ( i=0; i < ninnjiodes...) */
} /* prinLparameters */
j

*************************************************************************************
***************************************************************************************

statistics.c: print statistics during the run if you want to
**************************************************************************************
*************************************************************************************

j

#include “cgc genetic.h”
#ifdef_STDC_
void statistics( VERTEX **eurreni_generation, int pop.size, unsigned long *besLarray,
VERTEX *hca_best_array, int generation.mimber, int max_gen, ini vertices, unsigned long *sum,
char collect.stat)
#else
void statistics(current_generation, pop.size, best.array, hca^best.array, generation_number,
max_gen, vertices, sum, collect.stai)
VERTEX **eurrentj»eoeraLioii, *hca_best_array;
int pop.size, generation.number, max_gen, vertices;
unsigned long *sum, *best_array;
char collect_stat;
#endif
{ report_message report;
reportjnean^hca = caJculate_mean„hca(cuirem^generation, pop.size, vertices, sum);
reportjnean = calcu]ate_mean(current_generaiion, pop.size, vertices+l, sum);
if ( collect.stat) {
reporLoffline^performance = (float) *(best_array + max_gen)/(generation_number+1);
reportoffline.perfonnance.bca = (float) *(hca_best_array + max_gen)/(generation_number+l);
reporLgeneration_number = genexation_number,
reportnode.number = mynodeQ;
reportvariance = calculate.variance(current_generationt pop.size, reportjnean, vertices+1);
reportbest = *(cuirent^enerarion[pop_size-l]+vertices+l);
reportvariance.hca - calculate_variance_hca(euiTeDt_generation?pop.size, reportjnean.hca,
vertices);
reportbest.hca = *(current_generation[pop.size-1]+vertices);
isend(REPORT, &report, sizeof(report_message), myhostO, HOST.PID);
) /* if ( collect.stat) */
} /* statistics */
I *************************************************************************************

calcuiatejmean
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
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float calculat£_mean( VERTEX **current_generation, int pop_size, int cost_location,
unsigned long *sum)
#else

float calculate_mean(current_generation, pop_size, cost_location, sum)
VERTEX **current_generation;
int pop_si2e, costjocation;
unsigned long "‘sum;
#endif
{ int i;
(•sum) = 0;
for(i=0; i<pop_size; i++)

(•sum) += *(current_generation[i]+costJocation);
return ((float)(*sum) / pop_size);
} /* calculate_mean */
j *************************************************************************************

calculate_variance
*************************************************************************************j
#ifdef_STDC_
float calculate_variance( VERTEX **current_generation, intpop_size, float mean, int costjocation )
#else

float calculate_variance(current_generation, popjize, mean, costjocation )
VERTEX **current_generation;
int pop_size, costjocation;
float mean;
#endif
{ int i;
float sum = 0.0;
for(i=0; i<pop_size; i++)
sum += (*(current^eneration[i]+costjocation)-mean)*(*(current_generation[i]+costjoeation)
-mean);
return (sum/(pop_size-1));
) /* calculate_variance */
j *************************************************************************************
calculaie_mean_faca
*************************************************************************************/

#ifdef_STDC_
float calculate_mean_hca( VERTEX **current_generationt int pop_size, int vertices,
unsigned long *sum)
#else
float calculate_mean_hca( current_generation, pop_size, vertices, sum)
VERTEX **current_generation;
int pop_size, vertices;
unsigned long *sum;
#endif
{ inti;
(•sum) = 0;
for(i=0; i<pop_size; i++)
(*sum) += *(cuirent_generation[i]+vertices);
return ((float)(*sum) / pop_size);
} /* calculate_mean_hca */
j *************************************************************************************
calculate_variance_hca

************************************************************************************* j
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#ifdef_STDC_
float ealculate_variance_hca( VERTEX **current_j$eneration, int pop_size,
float mean, int vertices )
#else
float calculate,variance_hca(current_generation, pop_size, mean, vertices)
VERTEX **current_generation;
int pop_size, vertices;
float mean;
#endif

{ int i;
float sum = 0.0;
for(i=0; i<pop_size; i++)

sum += (^(currem_generation[i]+vertices)-mean)*(*(current_generation[i]+vertices)-mean);
return (sum/(pop_size-l));

) /* calculate_variance_bca */

I *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************
gen_control.c
This is the controller which is placed on node 0.

**************************************************************************************
************************************************************************************* j
#include ucgc_genetic.h”
main 0 {
BEST_TYPE best, current_best;
char collect_stat, *paient_array, remake_rank;
float max, *table;

int *color,classcs» *cycie_array, *next, deportation_count, dimension,
generations, i, k, node, num_nodes, popsize, q, send_io;

PARAMETERJIYPE parameters;

unsigned long *be$Larrayt grapb_size, group_$tart, groupJime, order size, sum, time, time_start;
VERTEX **new_gen_order, **old_gen_order, **temp_order, *colors, *hca_besi„arra>\
*index, +new_generadon, *old_generation, *temp, *temp_array, *temp_generaiion;

VERTEX1 *chroma, *graph, *s;
/* initialize */
node = mynodeQ;
num_nodes = numnodesO;
dimension = nodedimO;
/* get starting parameters from the host */
crecv( PARAMETERS, &parameters, sizeof(parameters));
/* allocate memory */
graph_size = ((parameters.vertices*parameters.vertices+ parameters.vertices)/2+l)/8 + 1;
allocate_memory(parameters, &best_array, &chroma, &colors, &color_classes, &cycle_array,
&graph, &hca„best_amy, &new_generationT&new_gen_order, &next,
&oid_generation, &oid_gen_order, &parent_anay, &s, &table, &temp_array,
graph_size);

crecv(GRPH_MSG, graph, graph_size*parameters.graph_set*sizeof(VERTEXl));
crecv(CHROM_MSG, chroma, parameters,vertices^parameters.graph_set*sizeof(VERTEX1));
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max = 0;
remake_rank = 0;
popsize = parameters.pop„size;
generations = parameters.munber_of_generations;
time_start = group_start = mclockO;
/* loop to solve all graphs */
for( q=0;; q++) {
besLcost = besLhca = 999999;
besLsame = 1;
deportaiion_count = 0;
srandm(parameters.seed);
if (! (q % parameters.graph_set)) {
crecv( PARAMETERS, &parameters, sizeof( parameters));
if ( parameters.selection_method == RANK && {parameter$.pop_size != popsize II
parameiers.max 1= max ))
remake_rank = 1;
max = parameters .max;
reallocate_memory(parameters, &best_array, &bca_besi_array, &old_generation,
(fenew^eneration, &old_gen_order, &new_gen_ordcr, &popsize,
&generations, &table);
if ( remake_rank) {
make__rank_table( table, parameters.pop_size, parameters.max);
remake_rank = 0;
} /* if ( ramakejrank) */
)/* if (! (q %-..)) */
make_population(parameters.vertices, parameters.pop_size, old_gen_order,
parameters.max_chnom, &grapb[(q%parameters+grapb_set)*graph_size],
&chroma[(q%parameters.graph_sei)*parameters.vertices], color_classes,
colors, s, parameters.density );
quick_sort (old_gen_order, parameters.pop_size, parameters.vertices, temp );
index = (old_gen__order[parameters.pop_size-l] + parameters.vertices+1);
besLarrayfO] = bes L_array[parameters .number_of_generations] = *index;
hca__best__array[0] = hca_best_airay[parameters.number_of_generalions] = *(index-l);
cbeck_best( fcbest, *index, *(index-1));
if ( parameters.selection_method = R O U L E T )
statistics( old_gen_order, parameters.pop_size, best_array, bca_best_array,
0, parameters.number_of^generations, parameters.vertices. &sum, 0 );
for ( i=l; i < parameters.number_of_generations; i- H - ) {
/* printf(“\n\tNode %d Currently on the %d th generation\n”,node,i);*/
generation(&graph[(q%parameters.graph_set)*graph_size], old_gen_order, new_gen_order,
sum, color.classes, colors, s,
&chroma[(q%parametera.graph_$et)*parameters. vertices], parent_array,
cycle_array, next, temp_array, table,parameters);
quicksort (new_gen_order, parameters.pop^size, parameters.vertices, temp );

if (!(i %(int)(parameters.exchg_rate*parameters.number_of_generations)) &&. dimension){
/* i%exchg_rate=0 &dimen!=0 */
send_to = node A((int)pow(2.0,(double)(+-Kieportation_count % dimension)));
excbange(old_generationTnew_gen_order, parameters.pop_size, parameters, vertices,
(int) (parameters.numbeT_exchanged*parameters.pop_size). send^to);
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quick_sort(new_gen_order, parameters.pop.size, parameters.vertices, temp );
) /* if ( !(i % (int) ...)) */

index = (new_gen_order[parameters.pop_size-l] + parameters.vertices+1);
best_array[i] = ♦index;
hca_best_ajray[i] - ♦(index-1);
best_array[parameters.number_of__gen^auons] += ♦index;
hca_best_airay[parameters.number_of_generaiions) += ♦(index-1);

check_best( &best, *index, *(index-l));
k = parameiers.pop.size-1;
whilef *index == best.cost)

index = (new_gen_order[—k]+parameters.vertices+l);

/*

if (({floatKparameters.pop_size - k - l))/((float)(parameters.pop_size)) > parameters.conv) {
printf(“\n **♦♦*♦ converged on node %d at
hca = %dt gen s %cf\
node, best.cosu besLhca, i );*/

make_popillation(parameters,vertices, (int)(0.9‘kparameters.pop_size), new„gen_order,
parameters.max_chrom,
&graphf(q%parameiers.graph_set)*graph„sizc],
&chroma[(q%parameters.graph_set)*parameters.vertices],color_classes,
colors, s, parameters.density);
quick_sort(new_gen_order, parameters.pop_size, parameters.vertices, temp);
index = (new_gen_order [parameters.pop_size-1] + parameters,vertices+l);
if ( besLarray[i] > ♦index ) {
best_array[i] = ♦index;
hca_besl_airay[i] = *(index-l);

check_best( &best, *index, *(index-l));
} /* if ( best_array[i] > new_generation [index]) */

} /* if (((float) (pop_size ... ♦/
collect_stat = ( i % 1000) ?0 :1;
/♦ if you want to collect stats, set the 1000 to whatever
generation you want to collect them for */
if ( parameters.selection_method = ROULETII collect_stat)
statistics(new_gen_order, parameters.pop_sLze, best^array,
hca_best_array, i, parameiers.number_of__generaiionsT
parameters, vertices, &sum> collect„stai);
temp_generation = old_generation;
oid_generation = new__generaiion;

new_generation = temp_generation;
temp_order = old_gen_order?
old_gen_order = new_gen_order,
new_gen_order = temp_order,
} /* for ( i=l; i < number_of_generations ...* /

csend( FINISHED, &best, 0, myhostO, HOST.PID );
current_best.cost = bestcost;
current_best.hca = besthca;
current_best.same = best-same;
for(i=l; i < num_nodes ; i++) {
crecv(BEST_OF_BEST, &best, sizeoffbest));
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cbeck_best( &current_best, besLcost, besthca);
} /* for( i=l; i < number_of_node$... */
csend(BEST_OF_BEST, &current__best, sizeof(current_best), myhostO, HOST_PID);
time = mclockO - dme.start;
csend( TIME1_MSG, &time, sizeof(time),myhostO, HOST_PID);
/* get time for this set of graph and send to the host */
if (! ((q+1) %parameters.graph_set)) {
group_time = mclockO - group_start;
csend( TIME2_MSG, &group_time, sizeof(group_time),myhostO* HOST_PID );
group_start = mclockO;
} /* if ((q+1) %parameters.graph_set = 0) */
time_start = mclockQ;
} /* for ( q=0;;q++) */
) /* main */
I *************************************************************************************
** ******* **** *** * * ****** * ** *** *** **** ****** * ** *** ***** * * ** *** * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * ** *****

gen_node.c
This is the node program for all nodes except the controller(node 0).
*********************************************4****************************************
************************************************************************************* j
#include “cgc_genetic.h”
mainO {
BESTJTYPE best;
char collect_stat, *parenLarray, remakejrank:
float max, *table;
int *color_classes, *cycle_array, *next, deportation_count, dimension,
generations, i, k, node, num_exchg, num_nodes, popsize, q, send_to;
PARAMETERJTYPE parameters;
unsigned long *best_array, graph_size, order_sizeTsum;
VERTEX * *new_gen_order, **old_gen_order, **tetnp_order, ^colors, *hca_best__array,
♦index, *new_generation, *old_generation, *temp, *temp_array, *temp^generation;
VERTEX1 *graph, *chroma, *s;
node = mynodeQ;
num_nodes = numnodesO;
dimension = nodedimQ;
/* get initial parameters from the host */
crecv( PARAMETERS, &parameters, sizeof(parameters));
/* allocate memory *1
graph_size = ((parameters.vertices*parameters.vertices+parameters.vertices )/2+l)/8+l;
allocate_memory(parameters, &best_array, &chroma, &colors, &color_classes, &cycle_array,
&graph, &hca_best_array. &new_generaiion, &new_gen_order, &next,
&old_generation, &old_gen_ortler, &parent_arrayf &is, Stable, &temp_array,

graph_size);

crecv(GRPH_MSG, graph, graph_size*parameters.graph_set*sizeof(VERTEX1));
crecv(CHROM_MSG, chroma, parameters.vertices*parameters.graph_set,*,sizeof(VERTEXl));
max = 0;
remake_rank = 0;
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popsize = paiameters.pop_stze;
generations = parametei^number_of__generations;
for ( q-0;; q-h- ) (
bestcost wbesthca = 999999;
besLsame = 1;
deportation_count = 0;
/♦ set the seed for the randomnumber generator */
srandm( pow((double) (node*0.0623*parameters.seed), (double) node/2.0));
if ( ! (q % parameters.graph_set)) {
crecv( PARAMETERS, &parameters, sizeof( parameters));
if ( parameters.selection_method == RANK && (parameters.pop_size != popsize II
parameters.max != max))
remake_rank = 1;
max = parametersmax;
reallocaie_memory{ parameters, &best_arrayt &hca_best_array, &oId__generaiion,
&new_generation, &old_gen_order, ^new^gen^order, &popsize,
^generations, &table);
if ( remake_rank ) {
make_rank_table( table, parameters,pop size, parameters.max);
remake_rank = 0;
} /♦ if ( remake_rank) */
}/* if ( ! (q %...)) ♦/
make_population( parameters.vertices, parameters.pop_size, old_gen_order,
parameters.max_chrom,
&graph[(q%parameters.graph_set)*graph_size],
&chroma[(q%parameters.graph_set)*parameters.vertices],
color_dasses, colors, s, parameters,density);
quick_sort( olti^genjDrder, parameters.pQp_size, parameters.vertices, temp );
index = (old_gen_order[parameters.pop_size-l] + parameters, vertices* I):
best_array[0] = besl_amy[parameters.number_of_generatiGns] = ♦index;
hea_besi_array[0] = hca_best_array[parameters.number_of_generaiions] - *(index-l);

check_best( &best, ♦index, *(index-l));
if (parameters.selection_method = ROULET)
statistics( old_gen_order, parameters.pop_size, best_array, hca_besLarray,
0, paiameters.number__of_generations, parameters.vertices, &sum, 0);
for ( i=l; i < parameters.number_of_generations; i++) {
/♦ printf(“\nU\tNode %d Currently on the %d th generadon^node,!};*/
generation(&graph[(q%parameters.graph_set)♦graph_size], old_gen_order, new_gen_order,
sum, color_classes, colors, s,
&chroma[(q%parameters.gmph_set)*parameters.veitices],
parent_anay, cycle_anay, next, temp.array, table, parameters);
quicksort ( new_gen_order, parameters.pop_size, parameters.vertices, temp );
if ( !(i % (int) (parameters.exchg_rate*parameters.ninnber_oregenerations)) && dimension ){
/* i%exchg_rate==0 &dimen!=0 */
send_to = node A((int)pow(2.0,(double)(-t-Kieportation_count % dimension)));
exchange(old_generauoii, new_gen_orderTparameters.pop_.size,
parameters.vertices,(mtXparameters,mimber_exchanged*parameters.pop_size),
send_to);
quick_sort(new_gen_order, parameters.pop_size, parameters.vertices, temp );
} /♦ if ( !(i %(int)...)) */
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index = (new_gen_order[parameters.pop_size-l] + parameters.vertices*1);
besi_array[i] = ♦index;
hca_best_anay[t] = *(index-l);
best^array [parameters.niimber_ofj;enerationsj += ♦index;
bca„best„ajTayiparameters.nuniber_of_generaiions] += ♦(index-1);

check_best( &best, *index, *(index-1));
k = parameters.pop_size-1;
while( ♦index = besi.cost)
index = (new_gen_order[—k]+parameters.vertices+l);
/*

if (((float)(parameters.pop,jiize -1- k - l))/((float)(parameters.pop„size)) >
parameters.conv ) (
printf(“\n ****** converged on node %d at %d, hca = %d, gen « %d\n"
node, besi.cost, besLhca, i );*/

make_population(parameters,vertices, (int)(0.9*parameters.pop_size), new_gen_order,
parameters«max__chrom,
&graph[ (q%parameters.graph_set)* graph_size),
&chroma! (q%parameters,graph„set) ♦parameters .vertices],
color_classes, colors, s, parameters.density );

quiek_sort(new_gen_order, parameters.popjsize, parameters.vertices, temp );
index = (new_gen_order[parameters.pop_size-l]+parameters.vertices+l);
if ( best_array[i] > *index ) {
best_array[i] = ♦index;
hca„besi_ajray[i] = *(index-l);
checkj>esi( &best, *index, ♦(index-1));
} /* if ( best_array[i] > new_generation[index]) */
} /* if (((float) (popjsize ... */
col!ect_stat - ( i % 1000) ? 0: 1;

/* if you want to collect stats, set the 1000 to whatever
generation you want to coUect them for ♦/
if ( parameters.selection_method = ROULETII col!ect_stat)
statistics(new_gen_order, parameters.popjsize, best_array, hca_best_array,
i, parameters.number_of_generations, parameters.vertices. &sum,
colleet_stat);
temp_generation = okLgeneration;
old_generation = new_generation;

new_generation = temp_generation;
temp_order = old_gen_order;
old_gen_order = new_gen_order,
new_gen_order = temp^order;
} /♦ for ( i=l; i < number_of_genemtions ... */

csend( BEST_OF_BEST, &best sizeoffbest), 0, NODE_PID);
csend( FINISHED, &best, 0, myhostO, HOST_PID );
} /♦ for ( q=0;;q++) */
} /♦ main */

j *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************
gen_util.c
various
utilities
for
the
controller
and
nodes
**************************************************************************************
*************************************************************************************j
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#include “cgc_genetic.h”
J

*************************************************************************************

colorvertex
This function colors vertex with the first available slot of consecutive colors available
in solution. Available slots are represented with a 0 in solution.
************************************************************************************* j
#if STDC
int colorvertex(VERTEXl chromauiiUvertex,VERTEX *colors,VERTEXl *solution, int max )
#else
int colorvertex( chroma, vertex, colors, solution, max )
VERTEX *colors;
VERTEX1 chroma, ^solution;
int max, vertex;
#endif
{ int i,j, consec, start;
long where;
consec = 0;
for ( i=0; i < max; i++ ) {
where = (long) vertex*max + i;
if (! solution[where]) {
if ( ! consec )
start = i;
c nn

*

} /* if ( solution[where] == 0 ) */
else
consec = 0;
if ( consec == chroma) {
colors[0] = start;
colorsfl] = start + chroma-1;
break;
} /* if ( consec = chroma) */
) /* for ( i=0, i < max; i-H-) *1
if ( i = max )
printf(“\n upper bound is too small in colorvertex\n”);
reuim colors[l];
} /* colorvertex */
f *************************************************************************************

update_avail_colors
This function updates the available colors list after a vertex has been colord
It marks all adjacent vertices to the vertex just colored so they won’t use any of
the same colors. The solution array is marked by putting Ts in the position
corresponding to colors just used in coloring the adjacent vertex.

*************************************************************************************j

#ifdef_STDC_
void update_avail_colors( int vertex,VERTEX1 *solution,VERTEXl *graph,
int start, int stop,int vertices,int max,
int vert, VERTEX *order)
#else
void update_avail_colors( vertex, solution, graph, start, stop, vertices,
max,vert, order)
VERTEX *order,
VERTEX1 *graph, ^solution;
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#endif

int vertices, vert, max, vertex, start, stop;

{ VERTEX where,ij;
for ( i=vert+l; i < vertices; i++ ) {
where = order[i];
if ( where != vertex &&is_adjacent(graph, where, vertex))
for (j=start; j <= stop; j++)
solution[(long)where*max+j] = 1;
} /* for ( i=vert+l ... */
) /* update_avail_colors */
j *************************************************************************************
verify_solution
This function verifies that the solution found is valid and the reported approximated
chromatic number is correct. It is used for testing. It’s calls are commented out to keep
the
programfrom slowing down.
******** ******* ***************************************** I . , * , * , , ********************** j
#ifdef_STDC_
int verify( VERTEX1 *graph, VERTEX *colors, intc, int vertices, VERTEX1 *chroma, int max)
#else
int verify( graph, colors, c, vertices, chroma, max)
VERTEX *colors;
VERTEX1 ♦graph, *chroma;
int vertices,c,max;
#endif
{ int i, j, hca,startl,start2,stopl,stop2;
hca = 0;
for ( i=0; i < vertices; i++) {
startl = colors[2*i];
stopl = colors[2*i + 1];
for (j=i+l; j < vertices; j++) {
start2 = colors[2♦_)];
stop2 = colors[2*j+l];
if ( is_adjacent( graph, i, j ) && !(stopl < start2 IIstop2 < startl))
printf(“\nVERIFY: problem with vertices %d and %d, is adj = %d\n”, i,j,
is_adjacent( graph, i, j ));
) /* for (j=i+l.„) */
if ( stopl > hca)
hca = stopl;
if ( stopl-startl+1 != chroma[i]) /* inconect number of colors ♦/
printf(“\nVERIFY; incorrect number of colors\n”);
} /♦ for ( i=0;... */
if ( -H-hca != c) /* incorrect approximation of chromaticity ♦/
printf(“\nVERIFY: inconect chromaticity approximation\n”);
else
return 0;
/♦ solution is a valid one */
} /* verify */
J

*************************************************************************************

makejopulation
This is the function to make the original population and to remake 90 % of the
population
when the system converges.
*************************************************************************************j
#ifdef_STDC_
void make_populadon( int vertices, int popsize, VERTEX *"“population, int max,
VERTEX1 "“graph, VERTEX1 "“chroma, int *color_classes, VERTEX ♦colors, VERTEX1 *s,
float density)
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#else
void make_population( vertices, popsize, population, max, graph, chroma, color_classes, colors,
s, density)
VERTEX **population, ^colors;
VERTEX1 *graph,*chroma, *s;
float density;
int popsize, vertices, max, *color_classes;
#endif
{ VERTEX hca;
int i,j, k, random, 1, m, vfy;
for ( k=0; k < popsize; k++ ) {
*populauon[k] = ((int) (randmO*10000) %vertices);
for ( i=l; i < vertices; i-H - ) {
do {
random= ((int) (randm()*10000) % vertices);
for (j=0; j < i; j++ )
if ( random = *(population[k]+j))
break;
} while (j != i );
*(population[k)+i) = random;
} /* for ( i=l; i < vertices;,,. */
/*

check_order( populationfk], vertices );*/
init_color(graph, chroma, s, colors, vertices, max, populationfk));

t*

*(population[k]+vertices*1) = find_fitness(graph,colors, vertices, max, coior_classes,
populaiioofk]+vertices, density);
verify( graph,colors, *(population[k]+vertices>+l,vertices, chroma, max ); */
) /* for ( k=0; k < popsize... */

) /* make^population */
/ *************************************************************************************
find_fitness
This is the function which finds the fitness value for a population member.
*************************************************************************************
j
#ifdef_STDC_
VERTEX find_fitness( VERTEX1 -graph, VERTEX *colors, int vertices, int max,
int *color_classes, VERTEX -hca, float density )
#else
VERTEX find_fltness( graph, colors, vertices, max, color_classes, hca, density)
VERTEX *colors, -hca;
VERTEX1 -graph;
float density;
int vertices, max, *color_classes;
#endif
{ int i, j, startl, start2, stopl, stop2;
long int cost, sum_colors_squared;
memset( color_classes, 0, max*sizeof(int));
-hca = 0;
for ( i=0; i < vertices; i++) {
startl = colors[2*i];
stopl = colors[2-i + 1];
for (j=startl; j <= stopl; j++)
color_classes[j]-H-;
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if ( stopl > (*hca))
(*hca) = stopl;
} /* for i=0; i < vertices... *1
sum_colors_squared = 0;
for( i=0; i <= (*hca); i++ )
suni„colors„squared += (long) color_classes[i]*color_classes[i];
if ( density < .45 )
cost = (long)(*hca)*max*4 - sum_colors_squared;
else
cost = (long)(*hca)*max*2 - sum_colors_squared;
if ( cost < 0 )
printf(“\ncost is negative: %d\n”,cost);
return cost;
} /* find fitness */
I ************************** ****************************************** *****************
quicksort
*************************************************************************************j

#ifdef_STDC_
void quick_sort( VERTEX **population, int pop_size, int vertices, VERTEX *temp )
#else
void quick_sort( population, pop_size, vertices, temp)
VERTEX **population, *temp;
int pop_size, vertices;
#endif
{
q_sort( 0, pop_size-l, population, temp, vertices+1);
} /* quicksort */
J *************************************************************************************
q_sort
*************************************************************************************j

#ifdef_STDC_
void q_sort( int left, int right, VERTEX *‘population, VERTEX ‘temp, int costjocation)
#else
void q_sort( left, right, population, temp, costjocation)
VERTEX “ population, ‘temp;
int left, right, costjocation;
#endif
{ int middle;
if ( left < right) {
middle = partition( population, left, right, temp, costjocation);
q_sort( left, (middle-1), population, temp, costjocation);
q_sort( (middle* 1), right .population, temp, costjocation );
} /* if ( left < right) */
} /* q_sort */
f *************************************************************************************
partition
************************************************************************************* j
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#ifdef_STDC_
int partition( VERTEX **population, int left, int right, VERTEX *temp, int costjocation )
#else
int partition( population, left, right, temp, costjocation )
VERTEX **population, *temp;
int left, right, costjocation;
#endif
{int pivot, left_pos, right_pos, middle;
pivot = left;
lefLpos = left;
right_pos = right;
while ( left_pos < right_pos ) {
while ( *tpopulauon[leftj>os]+costJocation) >= *(population[pivot]+
costjocation) && (lefLpos <= right))
left_pos-H-;
while ( *(population[right_pos]+costJocation) < *(population[pivot]+
costjocation) && (right_pos >= left))
right_pos—;
if ( left_pos < right_pos ) {
temp = population[lefLpos];
populationfleft_pos] = population[right_pos];
population[right[_pos] = temp;
) /* if ( le f L p o s < r ig h t _ p o s ) */
) /* while ( lefLpos < righLpos ) */
middle = righLpos;
temp = populationfleft];
populationfleft] = population[right_pos];
population[right_pos] = temp;
return middle;
} /* partition */
j *************************************************************************************
checkjjest
This function checks the current solution with the best so far.
If the current is better it replaces the best.
****************************************************************»********************j
#ifdef_STDC_
void check_best( BEST_TYPE *best, VERTEX cost, VERTEX hca)
#else
void check_best( best, cost, hca)
BEST.TYPE *besq
VERTEX cost, hca;
#endif
{
if ( best->cost > cost) {
best->cost = cost;
if ( best->hca >= hca) {
best->hca = hca;
best->same= 1;
} /* if ( best-> hca >= hca)
*/
else{
best->same = 0;
printf(“\nNODE %d: got lower cost but higher hca\n”, mynodeO);
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} /* else */
) /* if ( best-> cost > cost)
*1
else if ( best->bca > hca) {
best->hca = hca;
best->same = 0;
printf(“\nNODE %d: got lower hca but not lower cost\n”, mynodeO);
} /* else if ( best-> hca > hca) */
) /* check_best */
f *************************************************************************************

exchange
This function handles the exchange of members of the population between nodes.
*************************************************************************************/
#ifdef_STDC_
void exchange( VERTEX ^generation, VERTEX **gen_order, int popsize, int vertices,
int number_exchangedTint send_to )
#else
void exchange( generation, gen_order, popsize, vertices, number.exchanged, send_to)
VERTEX ^generation, **gen_order,
int popsize, vertices, number_exchanged, send_to;
#endif
{int size, size2, i, start;
size = vertices+2;
size2 = size*sizeof(VERTEX);
start = popsize-number_exchanged;
for ( i=0; i < mimber_exchanged; i - H - )
memcpy(&generation[i*size], gen_order[start+i], size2);
csend(mynode(), generation, size2*number_exchanged, send_to, NODE_PID );
crecv(send_to, generation, size2*number_exchanged);
for ( i=0; i < number_exchanged; i++)
memcpyC gen_orderti]1&generation[i*size], size2);
} /* exchange */
I *************************************************************************************
check_order
This function checks that the vertex order of a population member is valid.
Again, this is for testing and all calls to it are commented out
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
void check_order( VERTEX *population, int vertices )
#else
void chedc_order( population, vertices)
VERTEX J|tpopulation;
int vertices;
#endif
{int i, j;
for ( i=0; i < vertices; i-H-) {
j - 0 ;

while (*(population+j) != i) {
j++;
if (j >= vertices )
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printf(“\n“ * error order not valid *“ , i ■ %d\n”,i);
})
) /* check.order */
j *************************************************************************************
allocate.memory
This function allocates most of the memory for the data structures used in the program.
*************************************************************************************/
#ifdef_STDC_
void allocate_memory( PARAMETER.TYPE parameters, unsigned long “ best.array,
VERTEX1 *‘chroma, VERTEX “‘colors, int “ color.classes, int “ cycle.array,
VERTEX1 “ graph, VERTEX “ hca.best.array, VERTEX “ new_generation,
VERTEX *“ new_gen_order, int “ next, VERTEX “ old_generation, VERTEX “ *old_gen_order,
char “ parent.array, VERTEX1 “ s, float “ table, VERTEX “ temp.array,
unsigned long grapb.size)
#else
void allocate_memoryt parameters, best.array, chroma, colors,color.classes, cycle.arniy,
graph, hca_best_array, new_generaiion, new_gen_order, next, oldgeneration, old_gen_order,
parent_array, s, table, temp.array, graph.size)
VERTEX ““colors, “ hca_best_array, “ new_generation, “ *new_gen_order,
“ old_generation, ***old_gen_order, “ temp.array;
VERTEX1 “ chroma, “ s, ““graph;
unsigned long ““best.array, graph.size;
int ““color.classes, “ cycle.array, ““next;
char ““parent.array;
float ““table;
PARAMETER.TYPE parameters;
#endif
{ inti;
check.memory(“chroma = (VERTEX1 *) malloc(parameters.vertices*parameters.graph_set*
sizeof(VERTEXl)), “chroma”);
check_memory(“best_array = (unsigned long “) maUoc((parametere.number_of_generations+l)“
sizeof(unsigned long)), "best_array”);
check_memory(*bca_best_array = (VERTEX *) malloc((parameters.nuinber_of_generations+l)“
sizeof(VERTEX)), “hca.best.array”);
check_memory(“old_generation = (VERTEX *)
mailoc((long)parameters.pop_size*(parameters.vertices+2)*sizeof(VERTEX)),
“old_generation”);
check_memory(*new_generation = (VERTEX *) malloc((long)parameters.pop_size*
(parameters.vertices+2)“sizeof(VERTEX)), “new_generation" );
check.memory(*colors = (VERTEX *) malloc(parameters.vertices*2*sizeof(VERTEX)),
“colors”);
check_memory(*color_classes = (int *) caUoc( parameters.max.chrom, sizeof(int)),
“color.classes”);
check_memory(*graph = (VERTEX1 *) malloc( graph_size*parameters.graph_set*
sizeof(VERTEXl)), “graph”);
check_memory(*s = (VERTEX1 *) malloc((long)parameters.vertices*parametersjnax_chrom*
sizeof(VERTEXl)), “s”);
if ( parameters.crossover.type — CX) {
check_memory(“parent_array = (char *) calloc(parameters.vertices, sizeof(char)),
“parent.array”);
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check_memory(*cycle_array = (int *) calloc(parameters.vertices, sizeof(int)), “cycle.array”);
} /* if ( parameiers.crossover.type = CX ) */
else if (parameters.mutaiion_type = SCRAMBLE)
check.memory(‘cycle,array = (int *) calloc(parameters.vertices, sizeof(int)), “cycle_aiTay” );
if ( parameters.crossover.type ===ER)
check_memory(*next = (int *) malloc(parameters.vertices*3*sizeof(int)), “next”);
if ( parametersjnutation.type == POSITION )
cbeck_memory(‘temp.array = (VERTEX *) malloc(parameters.vertices*sizeof(VERTEX)),
“temp.array”);
check_memory(*table = (float *) maUoc(parameters.pop_size*sizeof(float)), “table”);
check_memory(*old_gen_order = (VERTEX **) malloc(parameters.pop_size*
sizeof(VERTEX *)), “oId_gen_onier”);
check_memory(*new_gen_order = (VERTEX **) malloc(parameters.pop_size*
sizeof(VERTEX *)), “new_gen_order”);
for ( i=0; i < parameters.pop.size; i++ ) [
(*old_gen_oitler)[i] = &(*old_generation)[(]ong)i*(parameters.vertices+2)];
(*new_gen_order)[i] = &(*new_generaiion)[(long)i*(parameters.vertices+2)];
) /* for ( i=0... */
} /* allocate memory */
/ ****************************************************************************** *******
check_memory
This function is used to check if the memory allocation worked correctly.
Every malloc or calloc is checked.

************************************************************************************* j

#ifdef_STDC_
void check_memory( void *object, char *name)
#else
void check_memory( object, name )
void ^object;
char *name;
#endif
(
if ( object == NULL) {
printf(“\nMemory allocation error for %s\n”, name);
exit( 1);
}
} /* check.memory */
/ *************************************************************************************
reallocate.memory
This function is used to reallocate memory when data structures need to change size
during the optimazition process when the parameters are changing.
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
void ieaUocate_memory( PARAMETER_TYPE parameters, unsigned long **best_arrayt
VERTEX **hca_best_array, VERTEX **old_generation, VERTEX **new_generation,
VERTEX *** old_gen_order, VERTEX ***new_gen_order, int *popsize, int ^generations,
float **table)
#else
void reallocate_memory( parameters, best_array, hca_best_array, old_generation, new_generation,
old_gen_order, new_gen_order, popsize, generations, table)
VERTEX **hca_best_array, **old_generation, **new_generation, ***old_gen_order,
***new_gen.order,
int *popsize, ^generations;
PARAMETER.TYPE parameters;
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#endif

unsigned long ♦♦best.array;
float **table;

{ int i;
if ( ♦generations != parameters.number_of_generations ) {
♦generations = parameters,number.of.generations;
check_memory(*best_array = (unsigned long *) realloc(*best_array,(*generations+l)*
sizeoflunsigned long)), “best.array");
check_memory(*hca_best_array = (VERTEX *) realloc(*hca_best_array,(*generations+l)*
sizeof(VERTEX)), “hca.best.array” );
} /♦ if ( *generations . . . * /
if ( *popsize != parameters.pop.size) {
♦popsize = parameters.pop.size;
check.memory(♦old_generation = (VERTEX *) realloc(*old_generation, (long)*popsize*
(parameters.venices+2)*sizeof(VERTEX)), “old_generation”);
check_memory(*new_generation = (VERTEX ♦) realloc(*new_generation,(long)*popsize*
(parameters.vertices+2)*sizeof(VERTEX)), “new_generation”);
check_memory(*old_gen_order = (VERTEX ♦*) realloc(♦old_gen_order, ♦popsize*
sizeof(VERTEX *)), “old_gen_order”);
check_memory(*new_gen_order = (VERTEX **) realloc(*new_gen_order,*popsize*
sizeof(VERTEX *)),“new_gen_order”);
check_memory(*table - (float *) realloc(*table, *popsize*sizeof(float)), “table” );
for ( i=0; i < parameters.pop.size; i++ ){
(*old_gen_order)[i] = &(*old_generation)[i*(parameters.vertices+2)];
(♦new_gen_order)[i) = &(*new_generauon)[i*(parameters.vertices+2)];
} /* for ( i=0; i < parameters.pop.size... */
} /* if ( *popsize != parameters.pop.size ) */
} /* reallocate.memory */
j **4c***************************************************************** *****************
**************************************************************************************
gen_generate.c
This file has routines in it that generate the next generation. Both roulette wheel and
ranking
are implemented. As well as normal and Elitist selection,
**************************************************************************************
************************************************************************************* j
/ *************************************************************************************
generation
************************************************************************************* j
#include “cgc_genetic.1T
#ifdef_STDC_
void generation(VERTEXl *graph, VERTEX **old_generadon, VERTEX **new_generation,
unsigned long sumfitness, int *color_classes, VERTEX *colors, VERTEX1 *s,
VERTEX1 *chroma, char *parent_array, int *cycle_array, int *next, VERTEX *temp_array,
float *table, PARAMETER.TYPE p)
#else
void generation(graph, old_generation, new_generation, sumfitness, color.classes, colors, s,
chroma, parent.array, cycle.array, next, temp.array, table, p )
VERTEX1 *graph, *s, *chroma;
VERTEX **old_generation, **new_generation, *colors, *temp.array;
int *color_classes, *cycle_array, *next;
float *table;
unsigned long sumfitness;
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char *parent.array;
PAJL^METER.TYPE p;

#endif
{ VERTEX *parentl, *parent2, *childl, *child2;
int i, si, s2, end;
char changed, changed2;
if (p.selection.meLhod = ROLJLET)
make_sum.table(table, p.pop.size, p.vertices+1, old^generation, sumfitness);
if ( p.reproduction.strategy == ELITIST) {
new_generaiion[p»pop_size-l] - oJd_^eneration[p.pop_size-l];
new.gen£rauon[p,pQp_size-2] = old.generauon[p.pop.size-2];
end “ p.pop_size - 2;
}
else
end = p.pop.size;
for ( i=0; i < end; i+=2) {
childl = new_generation[i];
child2 = new_generation[i+l];
if ( p.selection.method == RANK ) (
si = seiect2( p.pop.size, table, p.pop.size );
s2 = seleet2( p.pop.size, table, p.pop_size);
}
else (
si = select2( p.pop.size, table, sumfitness );
s2 = select2( p.pop_size, table, sumfitness );
}
parentl = old_generation[sl];
parent2 = o!d_generation[s2];
memcpy( childl, parentl, (p.vertices+2)*sizeof(VERTEX));
memcpy( child2, parent2, (p.vertices+2)*sizeof(VERTEX));
crossover(parentl, parent2, childl, child2, p.crossover.rate, p.crossover.type,
p.vertices, &changed, parent.array, cycle_array, next);
/* check_order( childl, p,vertices );
check.order( child2, p,vertices );*/
mutation( childl, p.mutation_rate, pjnutation.type, p.vertices, &changed2, cycle.array,
temp.array);
if ( changed IIchanged2) {
init_color( graph, chroma, s, colors, p.vertices, pjnax.chrom, childl);

/*

child! [p.vertices+1] = find_fitness(graph, colors, p.vertices, p.max.chrom,
color.classes, &childl[p.vertices], p.density );
verify( graph, colors, *(cfaildl+p.vertices}+L p.vertices, chroma, pjnax.chrom );*/
} /* if ( changed IIchanged2 ) *1
mutation( childl, p.mutation.rate, pjnutation.type, p.vertices, &changed2, cycle.array,
temp.array);
if ( changed IIchanged2) {
init_color( graph, chroma, s, colors, p.vertices, pjnax.chrom, child2);
child2[p.vertices+l] = find_fimess(grapht colors, p.vertices, p.max.chrom,
color.classes, &chiid2[p,venices], p.density);
/* verify( graph, colors, *(child2+p.vertices)+l* p.vertices, chrana, p.max.chrom );*/
j
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/*

cheek_order( childl, p.vertices );
check_order( child2(p.vertices );*/

) /* for ( i=l; i < p.pop_size... */
} /* generation */
/ *************************************************************************************

select2
This function randomly selects a parent based on the values in table which are either
roulette values or rank values.
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
int select2( int popsize, float *table, unsigned long sum )
#else
int select2( popsize, table, sum )
float *table;
int popsize;
unsigned long sum;
#endif
{
return binary search( 0, popsize-1, (float) randm()*suin, table);
) /*select2

*1

/ *************************************************************************************

binary_search
This routine does a binary search on table to select a parent

************************************************************************************* j

#ifdef_STDC_
int binary_search( int low, int high, float random, float *table)
#else
int binary_search( low, high, random, table)
float random, *table;
int low, high;
#endif
{
if ( high - low < 2)
return ( tablefhigh] > random) ? high : low;
(table[(high+low)/2] < random) ? (high = (high+low)/2):(low = (high+low)/2);
binary_search( low, high, random, table );
} /* binary_search */
j *************************************************************************************
partial_sum
This routine helps in making the rank table.

*************************************************************************************

#ifdef_STDC_
float partial_sum( int N, float max, int rank)
#else
float partial_sum( N, max, rank)
int N, rank;
float max;
#endif
{ int min;

j
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min =

2 - max;

return N-((rank-l)*min + (max-min)*((long)(rank-2)*(rank-l))/(2*(N-l)));
} /* partiaLsum */
j *************************************************************************************
make_rank_table
This is the routine for making the rank table from which parents are randomly selected.
****************************************♦**..*»**.*»***************************
******j
#ifdef_STDC_
void make_rank_table( float *rank_table, int popsize, float max)
#else
void make_rank_table( rank_table, popsize, max )
float *rank_table, max;
int popsize;
#endif
( int i;
for {1=0; i < popsize; i++ )
rank_tabie(i] = partial_sum( popsize,max, i+1 );
} /* make_rank_table */
j ************************* ********* ******************************** *******************
make_sum_table
This routine makes the roulette table fromparents are selected.
*************************************************************************************
j
#ifdef_STDC_
void make_sum_table( float *sum_table, int popsize, int cost_place, VERTEX ""“population,
unsigned long sum_fimess)
#else
void make_sum_table( sum_table, popsize, cost_place, population, sum_fimess)
VERTEX *"“population;
float *sum_table;
int popsize, cost_place;
unsigned long sum_fimess;
#endif
{ inti;
sum_table[popsize-l] = *(population[popsize-1] + cost_place)/(float) sum_fimess;
for ( i=popsize~2; i > -1; i—)
sum_table[i] = sum_table[i+l] + "“(population[i] + cost_place)/(float) sum_fimess;
} /* make_sum_table *1
/ *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************

gen_cross.c
These routines perform random crossover of crossover„type.
*********ne*****4c******************************************************************★ ***
*************************************************************************************

j

#include “cgc^genetic.h”
/ *************************************************************************************
crossover
************************************************************************************* j
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#ifdef_S TT>C_
void crossover VERTEX ♦parent!, VERTEX ♦parent2, VERTEX ♦childl, VERTEX ♦child2>
float crossover_rate, int crossoverjype, ini vertices, char ♦changed, char *pareiu_array,
int *cycle_array, int *next)
#else
void crossoveKparentl, parent2, childl, child2, crossover_raLe, crossover_type, vertices,
changed, parent_anay, cycie_array, next)
VERTEX ♦parentl, ♦parents, ♦childl, ♦child2;
float crossover_rate;
int crossover_type, vertices, *cycle_array, *next;
char *changed, ♦parent_array;
#endif
{
if ( randmO <= crossover_rate) {
♦changed = 1;
switch(crossover_type) {
case PMX:
pmx( parentl, parents, childl, child2, vertices);
break;
case OX:
ox(parentl, parent2, childl, child2, vertices );
break;
case CX:
cx(parentl, parent2, childl, child2, vertices, parent.array, cycle.array);
break;
case ER:
er(parentl, parents, childl, child2, vertices, next);
break;
default:
fprintf(stderr, “invalid crossover type parameter %d \n”, crossover.type);
exit(l);
} /* switch */
} /* if randmO <= pcross */
else
♦changed = 0;
} /* crossover */
j *************************************************************************************

pmx
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
void pmx( VERTEX *parentl, VERTEX *parent2, VERTEX *childl, VERTEX *child2,
int vertices)
#else
void pmx( parentl, parent2, childl, child2, vertices )
VERTEX *parentl, ♦parents, ♦childl, ♦childl;
int vertices;
#endif
{ int hi_test, lo_cross, hi_cross, j,i;
find_crossover_points( &lo_cross, &hi_cross, vertices);
hi_test = (hi_cross + 1) %vertices;
j = lo_cross;
while (j != hi_test) {
swapl( childl [j], parent2[j], childl, lo_cross, hLcross );
swapl( child2[j], parentl [j]t child2, lo_cross, hi_cross );
j = (j+1) % vertices;
} /* while ♦/
j = lo_cross;
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while (j != hi_test) [
swap2( childl [j], paient2|j])childl, lo_cros$, hi_cross, vertices );
swap2( childly], parentl [j], child2, lo_cross, hi_cross, vertices );
j - (j+1) %vertices;
} /* while */
memcpy( &childl[lo_cross], &parent2[lo_cross], (hi_cross - lo_cross + l)*sizeof(VERTEX));
memcpy( &child2[lo_cross], &parentl[lo_cross], (hi_cross - lo_cross + l)*sizeof(VERTEX));
} /* pmx */
j *************************************************************************************
find_cro$$overjpoints
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC__
void find_cmssover_points( int *cross_ptl, int *cross_pt2, int vertices )
#else
void find_crossover_jx)ints( cross_ptl, cross_pt2, vertices )
int *cross_ptl, *cross_pt2, vertices;
#endif
{ int temp;
do {
*cross_ptl = ((int) (randmO*10000)) %vertices;
*cross_pt2 = ((int) (randmO*10000)) % vertices;
} while( *cross__ptl — *cross_pt2 );
/* do while both the same */
if ( *cross_ptl > *cross_pt2) (
temp = *cross_ptl;
*cross_ptl = *cross_pt2;
*cross_pL2 - temp;
} /* if ( *cro$s_ptl > *cross_pt2) */
} /* find crossover */
j *************************************************************************************
swapl
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
void swapl ( VERTEX vertl, VERTEX vert2, VERTEX "“child, int low, int high )
#else
void swapl( vertl, vert2, child, low, high)
VERTEX vertl, vert2, *child;
int low, high;
#endif
{ int i;
for ( i=low; i <= high; i++)
if ( child[i] = vert2)
child[i] = vertl;
} /* swapl */
f *************************************************************************************

swap2

*************************************************************************************

#ifdef_STDC_
void swap2( VERTEX vertl, VERTEX vert2, VERTEX *child, int low, int high,
int vertices)

j
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#else
void swap2( vertl, vert2, child, low, high, vertices)
VERTEX vertl, vert2, ‘child;
int low, high, vertices;
#endif
( int i;
for ( i=0; i < low && child[i] != verl2; i++ );
if ( i < low)
child[i] = vertl;
else {
for ( i=higb+l; i < vertices &&childfi] != vert2; i++);
if ( i != vertices)
childfi] = vertl;
}
} /* swap2 */
I *************************************************************************************
ox
*+++++++*++**++++*+++++++++++*++++++++++++11*+++++++++*+*++++++++*+**+*++++*++++*+++++j

#ifdef_STDC_
void ox( VERTEX *parentl, VERTEX *parent2, VERTEX *childl, VERTEX ♦chilcH,
int vertices )
#else
void ox( parentl, parent2, childl, childl, vertices )
VERTEX *parenll, ♦parent!, *childl, *child!;
int vertices;
#endif
( int lo_cross, hi_cross;
find_crossover_points( &lo_cross, &hLcross, vertices);
OX_swap( parentl, parent2, childl, vertices, lo_cross, hi_cross );
OX_swap( parent2, parentl, child2, vertices, lo_cross, hi_cross );
} /* OX */
/ *++*++************++++*+*++***++*+++*++++++++++*++*+++++++++++++**++++**++++++*+*+*+*
QX_swap
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
void OX_swap( VERTEX *parentl, VERTEX *parent2, VERTEX *child, int vertices,
int lo_cross, int hi_cross )
#else
void OX_swap( parentl, parentl, child, vertices, lo_cross, hi_cross)
VERTEX ♦parentl, ♦parent!, ♦child;
int lo_cross, hi_cross;
#endif

{ int from, to;
from = to = (hLcross + 1) %vertices;
while ( to !~ lo_cross ) {
while ( in_cross( parent2[firom], lo_cross, hi_cross, parentl))
from = (from+1) % vertices;
child[to] = parent2[from];
from= (from+1) %vertices;
to = (to+1) %vertices;
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) /* while ( to != lo_cross) */
memcpy( child+lo_cross, parentl+lo_cross, (hi_cross - lo_cross + l)*sizeof(VERTEX));
} /* OX_swap */
/ *************************************************************************************
in_cross
************************************************************************************* /
#ifdef_STDC_
int in_cross( VERTEX vertex, int 1o_ ctoss, int hi_cross, VERTEX *parent)
#else
int in_cross( vertex, lo_cross, hi_cross, parent)
VERTEX vertex, ♦parent;
int lo_cross, hi_cross;
#endif
{ inti;
for ( i=lo_cross; i <= hi_cross && vertex != parent[i]; i++);
return (i > hi_cross) ? 0 : 1;

} /* in_cross */
j
*******************************************************************************
CX

************************************************************************************* j

#ifdef_STDC_
void cx( VERTEX *parentl, VERTEX *parent2, VERTEX *childl, VERTEX *child2, int vertices,
char *parent_array, int *cycle_airay )
#else
void cx( parentl, parent2, childl, child2, vertices, parent.array, cycle.array )
VERTEX *parentl,
*childl, *child2;
int vertices, ^cycle.array;
char *parent_array;
#endif
{ int i, start, cnt;
memset( cycle.array, 0, vertices*sizeof(int));

start = cnt = 0;
while ( start < vertices) {
cycle( parentl, parent2, vertices, cycle.array, start, -H-cnt);
for ( i=start+l; i < vertices && cycle.arrayfi] != 0; i+ + );
start = i;

)
for ( i=0; i < cnt; i++)
if (randmO< .5 )
parent_array[i] = 1;
for ( i=0; i < vertices; i++ ) {

if ( parent_array[cycle_array[i]-l]) {
childl [i] = parentl [i];
child2[i] = parent2[i];
)
else {
childl [i] = parent2[i];
child2[i] = parentl [i];
)
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} /* for ( i=0; i < vertices..)

}

*/

I *cx */

I I***.*********************************************************************************
cycle
It************************************************************************************j
#ifdef_STDC_
void cycle( VERTEX *parentlPVERTEX *parent2, int vertices, int *cycle_array, int start, int cnt)
#else
void eycle( parentl, parent2, vertices, cycle.array, start, cnt)
VERTEX *parentlf *parent2;
int vertices, *cycle_array, start, cnt;
#endif
{ intposl, pos2;
posl = -1;
pos2 = start;
while(posl != start) {
for ( posl=0; posl < vertices && parentl [posl] != parent2[pos2]; posl++ );
cycle.array[posl] = cnt;
pos2 = posl;
}
) /* cycle */
j *************************************************************************************
er
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
void er( VERTEX *parentl, VERTEX *parent2, VERTEX *childl, VERTEX *child2, int vertices,
int *next)
#else
void er{ parentl, paient2, childl, child2, vertices, next)
VERTEX *paremlf *parent2, *childl, *child2;
int vertices, *next;
#endif
{ int i;
memset( &next[vertices*2], 1, vertices*$izeof(int));
for ( i=0; i < vertices; i++) {
nextfi] = find_next( parentl, i, vertices );
next[vertices+i] = find.next( parent2, i, vertices );
childl [0] = parentl [0];
child2[0] = parent2[0];
build_child( childl, next, vertices );
memset( &next[vertices*2], 1, vertices*sizeof(int));
build_child( child2, next, vertices);
} /* er *1
j *************************************************************************************
build_child
*************************************************************************************j
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#ifdef_STDC_
void build_chiid( VERTEX ♦child, int ♦next, int vertices )
#else
void build_child( child, next, vertices )
VERTEX *child;
int ♦next, vertices;
#endif
{ int i, vert, random;
for ( i=l; i < vertices; i++ ) {
random = (rand()*10) %2;
vert = next[random*vertices+child[i-l]];
if ( next[vertices*2 + vert])
child[i] = vert;
else {

vert = next[((random+l)%2)*vertices + child[i-l]];
if ( next[2*vertices + vert])
child[i] = vert;
else {
for ( vert=0; !next[2*vertices+vert]; vert++);
child[i] = vert;
) /♦ else */
} I* else ♦/
} /♦ for ( ♦ /
) /* build.child */
I *************************************************************************************
find_next
*************************************************************************************
#ifdef_STDC_
int find_next( VERTEX *parent, int vert, int vertices)
#else
find_next( parent, vert, vertices )
VERTEX *parent;
int vert, vertices;
#endif
{ int i;
for ( i=0; vert != parent[i]; i++);
return parent[(i+l)%vertices];
) /*find_next */
j **************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************
gen_mute.c
These
routines
perform
random
m
utation
of
mutation.type,
**************************************************************************************
*************************************************************************************j

/ *************************************************************************************

mutation
************************************************************************************* j
#include “cgc_genetic.h”
#ifdef_STDC_
void muiadon( VERTEX ♦member, float mutation.rate, int mutation_type, int vertices,
char *changed, int *order_array, VERTEX ♦temp.array )
#else
void mutation( member, mutation__rate, mutation.type, vertices, changed, order_array, temp_array )
VERTEX *member, *temp.array;
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float mutation_rate;
int mutation_type, vertices, *order_array;
char ^changed;

#endif
{
if ( randm() <= mutation_rate) {
♦changed = 1;
switch{ rnutation_type) {
case ORDER:
order_mutation( member, vertices);
break;
case SCRAMBLE:
scramble_mutation( member, vertices, order_array );
break;
case POSITION:
position( member, vertices, temp_array );
break;
case INVERSION:
inversion( member, vertices);
break;
default:
fprintf( stderr,“ invalid mutation parameter %d \n”,mutation_type);
exi t( 1 );
} /* switchf mutation^type ) */

} /* if ( randm() <= muiauonjate ) */
else
♦changed = 0;
} /* mutation */
j *************************************************************************************
order_mutation
************************************************************************************* y
#ifdef _STDC_
void order_mutation( VERTEX *member, int vertices )
#else
void order_mutation( member, vertices )
VERTEX *member;
int vertices;
#endif
{ VERTEX temp;
int pointl, point2;
find_crossover_points( &pointl, &point2, vertices);
temp = memberfpointl];
memberfpointl] = member[point2];
member[point21 = temp;
} /* order mutation */
I *************************************************************************************

scramble .mutation
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
void scramble_mutation( VERTEX ^member, int vertices, int *order_array )
#else
void scramble_mutation( member, vertices, order_array )
VERTEX ♦member,
int vertices, ♦order_array;
#endif
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{ int pointl, point2, length, random, ij;
find_crossover_points( &pointl, &point2, vertices);
length = point2 - pointl + 1;
order_array[0] = ((int) (randmO*10000)) %length;
for ( i=l; i < length; i-H-) {
do {
random = ((int) (randmO*10000)) %length;
for (j=0; j < i; j++ )
if ( random == order_array[j])
break;
} while (j != i );
order„array[i] = random;
} /* lor ( i=0, i < length... */
for ( i=0; i < length; i++ )
order_array[i) - member[pointl+order_array[i]];
for ( U=0; i < length; i- H - )
member[pointl+i] = order_array[i];
} /* scramble_mutation */
I

*************************************************************************************

position
*************************************************************************************j
#ifdef _STDC_
void posilion( VERTEX ^member, int vertices, VERTEX *temp_array )
#else
void position( member, vertices, temp_array)
VERTEX ^member, *temp_array;
int vertices;
#endif
{ VERTEX temp;
int pointl, point2;
find_crossover_points( &pointl, &point2, vertices);
temp = member[point2];
memcpy(temp_array, &member[pointl], (pomt2-pointl)*sizeof(VERTEX));
memcpy(&member[pointl+l], iemp_array, (point2-pointl)*stzeof(VERTEX));
member[pointl] = temp;
} /* position */
I *************************************************************************************
inversion
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
void inversion( VERTEX ^member, int vertices)
#else
void inversion( member, vertices )
VERTEX ^member;
int vertices;
#endif
{ int i,j, pointl, point2, middle;
VERTEX temp;
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find_crossover_points( &pointl, &point2, vertices);
middle = (pointl+point2)/2;
for ( i=pointl, j=0; i <= middle; i++, j++ ) (
temp = member[i];
member[i] = member[point2-j];
member[point2-j] = temp;
} /* for( i=point...
*1
} I* inversion */
j ***** 4rt|c******a|c**********************************************************************
******************************Hr*******************************************************
gen_init_clr.c
**************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************

j *************************************************************************************
init_color
************************************************************************************* j
#include “cgc^genetic.h"
#ifdef_STDC_
int imt_coior( VERTEX! *graph,VER'IEXl *chroma,VERTEXl *s,VERTEX *colors,
int vertices,int max, VERTTiX *order)
#else
int init_color(graph, chroma, s, colors, vertices, max, order)
VERTEX! *graph, ^chroma, *s;

#endif

VERTEX *colors, *order;
int vertices, max;

( inti,hca;
VERTEX vert;
/* get an initial coloring by vertex sequential method */
memset(s, (VERTEX1) 0,(long)vertices*max*sizeof(VERTEX1));
hca = 0;
for ( i=0; i < vertices; i++) {
vert = order[i];
if ( colorvertex( chroma[vert], vert, &colors[vert*2], s, max) > hca)
hca = colors[vert*2+l];
update_avail_colors( vert, s, graph, colors[vert*2],colors[vert*2+l], vertices, max, i, order);
} /* for (M3; i < vertices... */
f*

hca is one more than the highest color used since we start coloring at 0 so return hca + 1 */

return++hca;
) /* init_color */
j *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************
random,c
This code generates a random number in the interval (0,1). It is called by using “randmO”,
If you wish to set the seed use “srandmffloatmg point number)". Be sure that you use something
of type float, double, or long double for the seed, an integer won't work correctly. A constant
will work also if it is float, double, or long double. If you don't set the seed the seed starts at .5.
**************************************************************************************

*************************************************************************************j
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#include <stdio.h> /* only needed for the test program */
long double ix = 0.3; /* this is the seed if you don't change it */
/♦main 0 {

thisis a little lest programto see if it works
on the system you are using, uncomment it to try it

inti;
for( i=l;i<10;i++)
printf(“\n%.19f\n”,randm());
)*/

j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Lfmod
*************************************************************************************j
long double Lfmod( x, y )
long double x, y;
return (long double) (x - y * (int) (x/y));
)j *************************************************************************************
randm
*************************************************************************************j
long double randm()
{
ix = ix*40692.0‘
ix = Lfmod( ix, (long double) 2.147483399e9);
return ix*4.656613413e-10;
#ifdef_STDC_
void srandm( long double seed)
#else
void srandm( seed)
long double seed;
#endif
{
ix = seed;
)
j *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************
genx
**************************************************************************************
*************************************************************************************j
These subroutines generate the incidence matrix and the chromaticity array for a composite
graph. They were used for the initial program testing and debugging. Once the program worked,
the
graphs were read in.
**************************************************************************************
************************************************************************************* j
j *************************************************************************************
gen_chrom
************************************************************************************* j
#include “cgc_genedc.h”
static unsigned int mask_table[8] = {1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128};
#ifdef_STDC_
void gen_chroma(VERTEX1 “chroma, int vertices,int graph_type)
#else
void gen_chroma(chroma, vertices, graph_type)
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VERTEX1 ♦chroma;
int vertices,graph_type,

#endif
{
int i;
float random;
if ( grapb^type = 0 ) {
for (i = 0; i < vertices; i++) {
random = randmO;
if (random <= 0.582)
chromati] = (VERTEX1) 1;
else if (random<= 0.873)
chroma[i] = (VERTEX1) 2;
else if (random <= 0.970)
chromati] = (VERTEX1) 3;
else if (random <= 0.994)
chroma[i] = (VERTEX1) 4;
else if (random <= 0.999)
chromati] = (VERTEX1) 5;
else
chroma[i] = (VERTEX1) 6;
} /* for
*1
) I* if */
else {
for (i = 0; i < vertices; i++) {
random = randmO;
if (random<= 0.582)
chroma[i] = (VERTEX1) 6;
else if (random <= 0.873)
chromati] = (VERTEX1) 5;
else if (random <= 0.970)
chromati] = (VERTEX1) 4;
else if (random <= 0.994)
chromati] = (VERTEX1) 3;
else if (random<= 0.999)
chromati] = (VERTEX1) 2;
else
chromati] = (VERTEX1) 1;
} /* for */
) /* else */
} /* gen_chroma */
j *************************************************************************************
gen_graph
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STE>C_
void gen_graph(VERTEXl ♦graph, int vertices, float density)
#else
void gen_graph(graph, vertices, density)
VERTEX1 ♦graph;
int vertices;
float density;
#endif
t
int i, j;
float random;
for (i = 0; i < vertices; i-H-) {
add_edge(graph,i,i);
for (j = 0; j < i; j++) {
random= randmO;
if (random < density)
add_edge(graph,i,j);
) /* for (j=0...) */
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} /* for (i=0...) */
} /* gen_graph *1
J *****4i************+******************************************************************
add_edge
*************************************************************************************j
#ifdef_STDC_
void add_edge(VERTEX1 *graph, int i, int j)
#else
void add_edge(graph, i, j)
VERTEX1 *graph;
int ij;
#endif
{
int n, bit, bite;
n = i * (i+1) / 2 + j;
bite = n / 8;
bit = n %8;
graphfbite] 1=mask_table[bit];
} /* add_edge */

/

*************************************************************************************

is_adjacent
*************************************************************************************
j
#ifdef_STDC_
int is_adjacent(VERTEXl *graph, int i, intj)
#else
int is_adjacent( graph, i, j )
VERTEX1 ’"graph;
int i, j;
#endif
int n, bit, bite;
if ( i < j ) {
n = i;
i=j!
j = n;
}
n = i * (i+ l)/2 + j;
bite = n / 8;
bit = n %8;
return ( graph[bite] &mask_table[bit]) ? 1: 0;
} /* is_adjacent */
/ *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************

host_gen.c
This file includes the functions: add_edge and is_adjactent which are the same is in gen.c
****««*************************ft******************************************************
************************************************************************************* j
#*************************************************************************************
#*************************************************************************************
#
makefile

#*************************************************************************************
#************************************************************************************ j
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#
# This makefile maintains files for genetic composite graph coloring
#
# Type “make clean” to clean off the object and executable files
#
help:
©echo
©echo “You must specity the type of node you wish to build a node”
©echo “executable for, choose one of the following:”
©echo
©echo “ make umr (for 386 nodes with 387 coprocessors at umr)”
©echo “ make sdsc (for i860 nodes at SDSCr
©echo “ make hydra (for host on hydra at sdsc)”
©echo “ make ipse (for host on ipse at hydra)”
©echo “ make batch (for host,batch at sdsc on ipse)”
umr: controller node host
sdsc:

make “CC=icc” “CFLAGS=-01” controller
make “COicc” “CFLAGS=-01” node

host: gen_hosLo
$(CC) -o host gen_host.o host_gen,o hosLutil.o gen_param.o -host -lm
#
# for making the host on hydra you must make sdsc first then make hydra
# both from hvdra
#
hydra:

hydra_host.o
$(CC) -DHYDRA -DSDSC -o hydra hydra_host.o hydra_gen.o hydra_util.o \
hydra_param.o -lm -lhost

hydra_hosto:

cgc_genetic.h hydra_gen.o hydra_param.o hydra_util.o gen_hostx
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -DHYDRA -DSDSC -c -o hydraJiosLo gen_hostx

hydra_param.o:

cgc_genetic.h gen_paramx
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -DHYDRA -c -o hydraj>aiam.o gen_paramx

hydra_gen.o:

host_genx
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -DHYDRA -c -o hydra^en.o host„genx

hydra_utilx:

cgc_geneticJi host_utilx
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -DHYDRA -c -o hydra_util.o host_utilx

#
# For making the host on ipse first make sdsc on hydra then make ipse on ipse
#
ipse: ipscjhost
$(CC) -o ipse gen_host.o host_gen.o hosLutil.o gen_param.o -host -lm
ipsc_host

cgc_geneiieJi hosLgen.o gen_param,o hosLutil.o
SCCC) $(CFLAGS) -DSDSC -c geojmstx

#
# For running in batch on ipse first make sdsc on hydra then make batch on ipse
#
batch:

batch_host
$(CC) -DSDSC -DBATCH -o bat gen_hosto hosLgen.o host_util.o gen_param.o \
-host -lm
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bau±_host:

cgc_genetic.h hosLgen.o gen_param.o hosLutil.o
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -DSDSC -DBATCH -c gen.hosLc

gen_hosto:

cgc_geneticJ) host_gen.o gen_param.o host_util.o
S(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c gen_host.c

controller:

gen_control.o
$(CC) -o controller gen_control.o gen.o prntarr.o gen_util.o random.o \
gen_stats.o gen_init_clr.o gen_cross.o gen_mut.o gen_generate.o $(LDFLAGS) \
-node -lm

gen_control.o:

cgc_genetic.h gen.o prntarr.o gen_stats.o gen_generate.o
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c gen_control.c

node: gen_node.o
$(CC) -o node gen_node.o gen_util.o random.o gen.opmtarr.o gen_stats.o \
gen_init_clr.o gen_cross.o gen_mulo gen_generate.o $(LDFLAGS) -node -lm
gen_node.o: cgc_geneticJi gen_stats.o gen.o gen_generate.o
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c gen_node.c
gen_init_clr.o:
pmtarr.o:

$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c gen_init_clr.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c pmtarr.c

gen.o:

random.o pmtarr.o
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c gen.c

gen_param.o:

cgc_genetic.h
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c gen_param.c

hosLgen.o:

$(CC) $(CFLAGS) - c

hosLutil.o:

gen_util.o:

hosLgen.c

cgc_genetic±

$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c host_util.c
cgc_genetic.h random.o gen_init_clr.o
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c gen_util.c

gen_stats.o:

cgc_genetic.h
$(CC) S(CFLAGS) -c gen_stats.c

test_stats.o:

cgc_genetic.h
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c test_stats.c

gen_mut.o:

cgc_genetic.h
S(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c gen_muLc

gen_cross.o:

cgc_genetic.h
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c gen_cross.c

gen_generate.o:
random.o:
clean:

cgc_genetic.h gen_util.o gen_mut.o gen_cross.o gen_init_clr.o random.o
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c gen_generate.c

S(CC) $(CFLAGS) —
c random.c
rmhydra controller node ipse batch host *.o

I **************************************************************************+**********
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input
This is a sample input file.
+********«********»*********************+•********************************************
*************************************************************************************/
2-4-93, SDSC, 16 nodes, graphs 0
GRAPHS 1
VERTICES 200
EDGE_DENSITY 0.5
REAL.SEED 25.0
LOOP 1
OPTIMIZE 0
REPEAT 1
STOP.VALUES
11111111
DETAILS 1
GRAPH.FTLES
/users/u99/ul 1362/graphs/g200p50.001
NODE.DEF
NODE 1 247 8 9 10 11
MUTATION.TYPE SCRAMBLE
MUTATION.RATE .005
CONVERGENCE.RATE .248
MAX 1.34
CROSSOVER.TYPE PMX
CROSSOVER.RATE .763
POPULATION.SIZE 60
NUMBER_OF_GENERATIONS 300
NUMBER.EXCHANGED .2
EXCHANGE.RATE .3
SELECTION.METHOD RANK
REPRODUCTION.STRATEGY ELITIST
END NODES
NODE 0 3 5 6 12 13 14 15
CONVERGENCE.RATE .213
MAX 1.343
CROSSOVER.TYPE OX
CROSSOVER.RATE .755
END.NODES

APPENDIX F
Simulated Annealing Program Listings
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/ *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************

cgc.h
This
is
the
header
file
**************************************************************************************
************************************************************************************* j
#include <stdioJi>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h> /* memcpy */
#ifdef_STDC__
#include <stdlib.h>
#endif
#include <cube.h>
#ifndef HYDRA
#define HYDRA 0
#endif
#ifhdef SDSC
#define SDSC 0
#endif
#ifndef BATCH
#define BATCH 0
#endif
typedef struct Parameters (
unsigned int
L,
max,
graph.set,
limit,
vertices,
mutation_type;
float deltal,
density,
seed,
delta2,
INITPROB, sigma_theta,
sigma_f;
} PARAMETER.TYPE;
typedef struct Result {
unsigned int
c.star,
c_star_hca,
last_k;
} RESULT.TYPE;
#define LOOP
for(;;)
#define EXIT
break
#define INFINITY 99999
#define FALSE 0
#define TRUE 1
typedef enum {
false = FALSE, true = TRUE
} bool;
#define ORDER 1
#define SCRAMBLE 2
#define POSITION 3
#define INVERSION 4

/*

generic stuff */

types of mutations *1

#define SOL.MSG 0
/* message types */
#define EXIT.MSG 1
#define FNL_SOL_MSG 2
#define PRM.MSG 3
#define GRPH.MSG 4
#define INIT.MSG 5
#define TRIAL.MSG 6
#define TIMEl.MSG 7
#define TIME2_MSG 8
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#define CHROM.MSG 9
#define MAX(A, B)
#define MIN(A, B)

((A) > (B) ? (A): (B))
((A) < (B) ? (A): (B))

#define NODE_PID 0
tdefine HOST.PID 1
#define ALL_NODES -1L
#define ALL_PIDS -1L
#define CTRL_NODE 0L

/*min and max macros */

•/* Node numbers and process id’s ♦/

#define VERTEX unsigned long int
#define VERTEX1 unsigned char
#ifdef_STDC_
/* gen.c prototypes */
void add.edge ( VERTEX1 *graph, int i, intj);
void gen_chroma ( VERTEX1 *chroma, int vertices, int graph_type);
void gen_graph ( VERTEX1 *graph, int vertices, float density);
int is_adjacent ( VERTEX1 *graph, int i, int j);
/* sa_param.c prototypes */
void get_parameters ( PARAMETER_TYPE *p, FILE *fp, int "“loop, int ^optimize,
int *avg_n, int *stop, float ♦♦deltal, float **delta2,
float **size,float ♦♦sigma.f, float **initprob,
VERTEX1 **graph, VERTEX1 **chroma);
void print_parameters ( FILE *fp, PARAMETER_TYPE p, char *description);
/* sa_util.c prototypes */
void accept_cbeck ( VERTEX *s, VERTEX *sl, VERTEX *s_star, float t, unsigned int *since_change,
int cost_position);
void aIlocate_memory ( FARAMETER_TYPE parameters, VERTEX1 **chroma, VERTEX **colors,
int **color_classes, int **cycle_array, VERTEX1 **graph,
VERTEX1 **s_array, VERTEX **temp_array, unsigned long graph_size,
VERTEX ♦"‘costs, VERTEX **finaI_solution, VERTEX **init_msg,
VERTEX **s, VERTEX **sl, VERTEX "t*s_star, VERTEX "‘"‘solution,
unsigned int *"‘s_change, unsigned int length,
unsigned int finaljength, unsigned int sol_size);
void check_best ( VERTEX *s, VERTEX *s_star, int cost_position);
void check.memory ( void *object, char *name);
void check.order ( VERTEX *population, int vertices );
int colorvertex ( VERTEX1 chroma,int vertex,VERTEX ♦colors,VERTEX1 ♦solution, int max);
void complex.move ( VERTEX *s, VERTEX *sl, VERTEX *s_star, int k, int m, int P, float T,
unsigned int ♦since.change, int cost_position);
VERTEX find.fitness ( VERTEX1 *graph, VERTEX *colors, int vertices, int max, int "“color.classes,
VERTEX "“hca, float density);
void prepare.last_sol_to.send ( VERTEX ♦solution, int last.k, VERTEX ♦s.star, unsigned int sol.size,
unsigned int change);
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void prepare_sol_to_send ( VERTEX 'solution, VERTEX *s, VERTEX 's_star, int soLsize, float T);
void seperate_final_solution ( VERTEX 'solution, int 'iasLk, VERTEX *s_star, unsigned ini soLsize,
unsigned int 'change, int cost_position );
void seperate.solution ( VERTEX 'solution, VERTEX *sl, VERTEX *$_star, int soLsize, float *Tl.
int cost_posiuan);

float Standard.deviation ( VERTEX 'costs, unsigned long n);
int stop_criterion ( float t, float tf, int L, float sigma, float sigma.f, int 'consec, int limit);
float temp_update ( float t, float delta, float sigma);
void update_avaiLcolors ( int vertex,VERTEX 1 *solution,VERTEXl 'graph, int start, int stop,
int vertices,int max, int vert, VERTEX 'order );
int verify ( VERTEX1 'graph, VERTEX 'colors, int c, int vertices, VERTEX1 'chroma, int max );
/* sa_host_util.c prototypes '/
float find_alpha ( double 'beta, float 'theta, float 'param );
void find_s ( double *s, double 'theta.minus.mean, int m, int p);
void get_new_paraineters ( float 'theta, float 'param );
void get_new.theta ( float 'theta, float 'new.theta, float alpha, double 'beta, int p,
float 'param);
void make.A.and.b ( double 'A, double 'theta.minus.mean, double *s, double *b, float'S, intm,
int p);
void make.theta ( float 'theta, double *theta_mean, double 'theta.minus.mean, int m, int p );
void put_theta_in.param ( PARAMETER.TYPE *p, float 'theta, float 'param );
void read__graph ( int vertices, VERTEX1 'chroma, VERTEX1 'graph, int graph_size, FILE 'fp );
float run_for_parameters ( PAIIAMETER.TYPE p, FILE 'fp.out, char 'description,
unsigned int 's.change);

int same_theta ( float 'thetal, float'theta2, int p);
void solve ( double *A, double *b, double 'beta, int p );
/* sa.mutc prototypes */
void fmd_crossover_points ( int 'cross_ptl, int *cross_pt2, int vertices );
void inversion ( VERTEX 'member, int vertices );
void mutation ( VERTEX 'member, int mutation.type, int vertices, int 'order.array,
VERTEX 'temp.array);
void order_mutation ( VERTEX 'member, int vertices);
void position ( VERTEX *member, int vertices, VERTEX 'temp.array );
void scramble.mutation ( VERTEX 'member, int vertices, int 'order.array);
/* sa.init.clr.c prototypes */
int init.color ( VERTEX1 'graph,VERTEX1 'chroma,VERTEX1 's,VERTEX 'colors, int vertices,
int max, VERTEX 'order);
/* sa.new.soln.c prototypes '/
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void new_soln ( VERTEX1 ‘graph, VERTEX ‘s, VERTEX *sl, int ‘color.classes, VERTEX ‘colors,
VERTEX1 ‘s.array, VERTEX1 ‘chroma, int ‘cycle.array, VERTEX ‘temp.array,
PARAMFIERJTYPEp);
void random.start ( VERTEX *s, unsigned int vertices );
/* random number generation prototypes */
long double randmO;
void srandm ( long double seed);
#else
float find.alpha ();
float nin_for_parametersO;
float Standard.deviationO;
float temp.updateO;
int colorvertexO;
int init.colorO;
int init.colorO;
int same.thetaO;
int stop.criterionO;
void accept_check();
void add„edge();
void check.bestO;
void check.memoryO;

void check_ordei<);
void complex_move();
void find_crossover_pointsO;
void find_s 0;
void geLnew_parametersO;
void get_new_thetaO;
void inversionO;
void make_A_and_b 0;
void make_theta();
void mutationO;
void new^solnQ;
void order_mutation();

void positionO;
void prepare_last_sol_to_sendO;
void prepare_sol_to_send0;
void put_theta_in_param();
void random_start();
void read_graph0;
void scramble_mutation();
void seperate_final_solulion();
void seperate_solution();
void solveO;
void srandmQ;
void update_avail_colors();

#if! HYDRA
long double randmO;
long double LfmodO;
#endif
#endif
j *************************************************************************************
sa.hostx
This is the host program for the parallel simulated annealing program
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )|c* * * * * * * * * * * 4c4c* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
************************************************************************************* j
#include “cgc.h”
/* up_bound as fromJack Oak’s dissertation */
float up_bound[40] = { 10.5,15.0,18.8,22.4,25.9,29.1,32.1,35.2,38.1,
41.0. 43.7.46.5.49.3.52.0.54.7.57.3.59.8.62.3,
64.9.67.4.18.6.29.3.38.7.47.5.55.9.64.1.72.0,
79.5.87.0.
94.3.101.3.108.4.115.6.122.7.129.4,
136.1,142.6,149.2,155.8,162.2);
main (argc, argv)
int argc;
char *axgvQ;
{
char ‘description;
double *theta_mean, *theta_minus_mean, *s, ‘A, ‘b,*beta;
FILE ‘fp_in, *fp_out;
float alpha, avg_chain, ‘deltal, *delta2, ‘initprob, 11,12,13, *new_theta,
old_l, param[10], ‘S, *sigma_f, ‘size, ‘theta, ‘thetal, ‘theta2, ‘theta3, ‘thetas;
int avg_N, i, ii[5], i2, j, loop, m, num_nodes, optimize, p, row, runs, stop[5], trial;
PARAMETER_TYPE parameters;
unsigned int graph__size, sol.size, *s_change;
VERTEX1 ‘chroma, ‘graph;
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#if ! HYDRA && ! BATCH
geteube( argv[3], argv[4], NULL, 0);
#endif
/* set pid’s and load the nodes */
setpid(HOST_PID);

load(“coniroller*\0,NODE_PID);

num_nodes = numnodesO;
for ( i=l; i < num_nodes; i-H-)
load(“node”,i,NODE_PID);
check_memory( fp_in = fopen(argv[l],“r”), “fp_in” );
check_memory( fp_out = fopen(argv[2],“w”), “fp_out” );
/* malloc memory for the description to go on the top of the file */
check_memory(description = (char *) malloc(80*sizeof(char», “description” );
/* malloc memory for the array to store the number of iterations since the last
change in the solution for each node */
check_memory( s_change = ( unsigned int * ) malioc(num_nodes*
sizeof( unsigned int )),“s_change” );
/* Read the description from the file fp_in */
fgets(description,80,fp_in);
/* get user input */
get_parameters( ^parameters, fp_in, &loop, &optimize, &avg_N, stop, &deltal, &delta2,
&size, &sigma_f, &initprob, &graph, &chroma);
calculate the size needed to store the graph and allocate memory for the graph
and the chromaticity arrays */

/*

graph_size= ((parameters.vertices*parameters.vertices+parameters.vertices)/2+l)/8 + 1;
/* calculate max */
row = ( parameters.density <= .25 ) ? 0 : 1;
parameters.max = ( parameters.vertices < 50) ? up_bound[row*20]:
up_bound[row*20+parameters.vertices/50-l];
if ( parameters.density < .45 )
parameters.sigma_theta = parametersjnax*(15*parameters.max-2.5)*0.08;
else
parameters.sigma__theta = parameters.max*(6*parameters.max-2.5)*0.08;
parameters.max - paraxnetersjnax*3;
#if HYDRA
HTOCL(&parameters.L, 1);
HTOCLC&parameters.limit,1);
HTCKX(&parameters.max, 1);
HTOCL(&parameters,vertices, 1);
HTOCL(&parameters.graph_set, 1);
HTOCL(&parameters.mutation_type, 1);
HTOCF(&parameters.deltal, 1);
HTOCF(&paraineters.delta2,1);
HTOCF(&parameters.sigma_f, 1);
HTOCF(&parameters.density, I);
HTOCFf&parameters.INrrPROB,1);

HTOCF(&parameters.seed, 1);
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HTOCF(&parameters.sigma_theta, 1);
#endif
csend( PRM_MSG, &parameters, sizeof(parameters), ALL_NODES,
NODE_PID);
#if HYDRA
CTOHL(&parameters.!,, 1);
CTOHLf&parameters.limit 1);
CTOHL(&parameiers.max. 1);
CTOHL(&parameters.vertices, 1);
CTOHL(&paraxneters.graph_set, 1);
CTOHL(&parameters.mutation_iype, 1);
CTOHF(&parameters.delta1,1);
CTOHF(&parameters.delta2,1);
CTOHF(&paramciers.sigma_f,l);

CTOHF(&paraneters.density, 1);

CTOHF(&parameters.INITPROB ,1);

CTOHF(&paraincters.seed, 1);
CTOHF(&parameters.sigma_theta, 1);
#endif
csend(GRPH_MSG, graph, graph_size*parameters.graph_set*sizeof(VERTEXl), ALL_NODES,
NODE_PID);

csend(CHROM_MSG, chroma,parameters.vertices*parameters.graph_set*
sizeof(VERTEXl), ALL.NODES, NODE_PID);
param[0] = param[1] = deltal[0];
if ( stopfO] > 1) (
param[l] = deltal[l];

p++;

param[2] = param[3] = size[0];
if ( stop[l] > 1 ) {
param[3] = size[l];

p++;

param(4] = param[5] = sigma_f[0];
if ( stop[2] > 1) (
param[5] = sigma_f[l];
P++;

paxam[6] = param[7] = initprob[0];
if ( stop[3] > 1) {
param[7] = initprob[l];
p++;
param[8] = param[9] = delta2[0];
if ( stop[4] > 1) {
param[9] = delta2[l];
p++;
m = pow( (double) 2, (double) p);
check_memory( S = (float *) malloc(m'l‘sizeof(float)), “S");
if ( o p tim ize) {
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check.memory( theta^mean = (double *) malloc(p*sizeof(double)), “theta.mean”);
check_memory( theta_minus„mean = (double *) malloc(m*p*sizeof(double)),
“theta_minus_meaiT);
check_memory( thetas = (float *) malloc(m*p*sizeof(float)), “thetas”);
check_memory( s = (double *) malloc(p*sizeof(double)), “s");
check_memory( A = (double *) malloc((p+l)*(p+l)*sizeof(double)), “A” );
check_memory( b = (double *) malloc((p+l)*sizeof(double)), “b”);
check_memory( theta = (float *) malloc(p*sizeof(float)), “theta" );
check_memory( thetal = (float *) malloc(p*sizeof(float)), “thetal”);
check_memory( theta2 = (float *) malloc(p*sizeof(float)), “theta2”);
check_memory( theta3 = (float *) malloc(p*sizeof(float))?“theta3”);
check_memory( beta = (double *) malloc((p+l)*sizeof(double)), “beta” );
check_memory( new_theta = (float *) malloc(p*sizeof(float)), “new_theta” );
} /* if ( optimize ) */
j = 0;
for ( i=0; i < 5; i++)
if ( param[2*i] != param[2*i+l])
theta|j++] = (param[2*i] + param[2*i+l])/2;
for ( runs=0; runs < loop; runs++) {
trial = 0;
for ( ii[l]=0; ii[l] < stop[l]; ii[l]++){
parameiers.L = sqrt((double) parameters.vertices)*(parameters.vertices-l)*param[2+ii[l]];
for ( ii[3]=0; ii[3] < stop[3]; ii[3]++ ) {
parameters.fNITPROB = param[6+ii[3]];
for ( ii[2]=0; ii[2] < stop[2); ii[2]++) {
parameters.sigma_f = param[4+ii[2]];
for ( ii[0]=0; ii[0] < stop[0]; ii[0]++) {
parameters-deltal = param[ii[0]];
for ( ii[4]=0; ii[4] < stop[4]; ii[4]++) {
parameters.delta2 = param[8+ii[4]j;
j=ft
for ( i=0; i < 5; i++)
if ( param[2*i] != param[2*i+l])
thetas[trial*pr-j++] = param[2*i+ii[i]];
11= 0 ;

for ( i=0; i < avg_N; i++)
11 += run_for_parameters( parameters, fp_out, description, s_change);
S[trial] = ll/avg_N;
trial++;
} /* for ( ii[4]=0..) */
}
I*for( ii[0]=0.. )*/
} /* for ( ii[2]=0..) *1
} /* for ( ii[3]=0..)
} /* for ( ii[l]=0..) */
if ( o p tim ize) {

*1

fprintf(fp_out,“\n******** parameter optimization **********\n”);

make_theta(thetas, theta_mean, tbeta_minus_mean, m, p);
find_s(s, theta_minus_mean, m, p);
make_A_and_b(At theta_minus_mean, s, b, S, m, p+1);
for ( i=0; i <= p; i++ ) {
for ( i2=0; i2 <= p; i2++ )
printf(“ %4.1f “,A[i*(p+l)+i2]);
printf(“l %8.1f\n”,b[i]);
)*/
solve(A, b, beta, pH-1);
for ( i=0; i <= p; i++)
fprintf(fp_out,“beta[%d] = %7.1f “,i, beta[i]);
fprintf(fp_out,”\n“);
put_theta_in_param( &parameters, theta, param );
11 = 0 ;

for ( i=0; i < avg_N; i++ )
11 += run_for_paiameters( parameters, fp_out, description, s_change);
if ( Iruns )
11 = ll/avg_N;
else
11 = (ll+old_l)/(avg_N+1);
memcpy( thetal, theta, p*sizeof(float));
alpha = find_alpha( beta, theta, param);
memcpy(theta2,lheta,p*sizeof(float));
get_new_theta(theta,theta2, alpha, beta, p, param);
put_theta_in_param( &parameters, theta2, param);
12

=

0;

for ( i=0; i < avg_N; i++)
12
+= run_for_parameters( parameters, fp_out, description, s_change);
12 = 12/avg_N;
if (12 <= 11) {
alpha = alpha*2;
memcpy(theta3,theta2,p,',sizeof(Soat));
get_new_theta( theta, theta3, alpha, beta, p, param);
put_theta_in_param( &p>arameters, theta3, param);
13= 0;
for ( i=0; i < avg_N; i++)
13
+= run_for_parameters( parameters, fp_out, description, s_change);
13 = 13/avg_N;
while (13 < 12 & & !same_theta(theta2, thetaB, p)) {
memcpy( thetal, theta2, p*sizeof(float));
11 = 12;

memcpy( theta2, theta3, p*sizeof(float));
12 = 13;
alpha = alpba*2;
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get_new_theta( (beta, theta3, alpha, beta, p, param);
put_theta_in_param( &parameters, theta3, param);
13 = 0;
for ( i=0; i < avg_N; i++ )
13
+= run_for_parameters(parameters,fp_out, description, s_change);
13 = 13/avg_N;
) /* while */
for ( i=0; i < p; i++ )
thetafi] = (thetal [i] + theta3[i])/2;
} /* if 12 <=11 *1
else (
for ( i=0; i < p; i++)
thetafi] = (thetal [i] + theta2[i])/2;
put_theta_in_param( &parameters, theta, param);
fprintf( fp_out, “\n\nAt the Local min\n");
13 = 0;
for ( i=0; i < avg_N; i++ )
13 += run_for_parameters( parameters, fp_out, description, s_change );
13 = 13/avg_N;
if (12 < 13) {
for ( i=0; i < p; i++)
theta[i] = theta2[i];
old_l = 12;
)
else
oldj = 13;
get_new_parameters( theta, param);
fprintf(fp_out,“\nNew parameters for next run\n”);
fi>rintf(fi)_out,“\ndeltal = %.5f, %.5f; size = %7.2f, %7.2f;”, param[0], param[l],
param[2], param[3]);
fprintf(fp_out,“sigma_f = %.5f, %.5f; initprob = %.5f, %.5f\n”, param[4],
param[5], param[6], param[7]);
fprintf(fp_out,“delta2 = %.5f, %.5f\n”,param[8], param[9]);
fflush( fp_out);
) /* if ( optimize > 1) */
} /* for ( runs=0..)
*/
fclose(fp_out);
killcube(-1,NODE_PID);
#if! BATCH
relcube( argv[3]);
#endif
printf(“\nHOST: done\n”);
f *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************

sa_host_util.c

**************************************************************************************
************************************************************************************* j
j *************************************************************************************

nin_for_parameters

*************************************************************************************

j
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#include “cgc.h”
#ifdef_STDC_
float run_for_parameters(PARAMETER_TYPE p, FILE *fp_out, char ^description,
unsigned int *s_change)
#else
float njn_for_parameters( p, fp.out, description, s.change )
char ^description;
PARAMETER.TYPE p;
FILE *fp_out;
unsigned int *s_change;
#endif
(
float avg_chain, avg_cost, cost_sum, hca_sum, small_cbange, sum_small, tsec, totisec;
int i, num_nodes, q;
unsigned long int min, sec, time, totmin, totsec;
RESULT_TYPE result;
num_nodes = numnodesO;
#if HYDRA
HTOCL(&p.L,l);
HTOCL(&p.limit,l);
HTOCL(&p.max, 1);
HTOCL(&p. vertices, 1);
HTOCL(&p. graph_set, 1);
HTOCL(&p.mutation_type, 1);
HTOCF(&p.deltal, 1);
HTOCF(&p.delta2,l);
HTOCF(&p.sigma_f,l);
HTOCF(&p.density,l);
HTOCF(&p.INITPROB,1);
HTOCF(&p.seed,l);
HTOCF(&p.sigma_theta, 1);
#endif
csend( PRM.MSG, &p, sizeof(p), ALL_NODES, NODE.PID);
#if HYDRA
CTOHL(&p.L,l);
CTOHL(&p.limit,l);
CTOHL(&p.max, 1);
CTOHL(&p.vertices, 1);
CTOHL(&p.graph_set,l);
CTOHL(&p.mutation_type, 1);
CTOHF(&p.deltal, 1);
CTOHF(&p.delta2,l);
CTOHF(&p.sigma_f, 1);
CTOHF(&p.density,l);
CTOHF(&p.INITPROB,l);
CTOHF(&p.seed,l);
CTOHF(&p.sigma_theta,l);
#endif
/* Echo starting parameters */
print_parameters( fp_out, p, description);
fprintf( fp_out,“\n

AVG time time”);

^3rintf( fp_out,“Vngraph cost hca last_k change (secs) (min:secs)\n”);
fflush( fp_out);

cost_sum = hca_sum = avg_chain = sum_small = 0;
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for ( q=0; q < p.graph_set; q++) {
crecv( FNL_SOL_MSG, &result, sizeof(result));
crecv( FNL_SOL_MSG, s_change, ninn_jiodes*sizeof(unsigned int));
#if HYDRA
CTOHL(&resulLc_star, 1);
CTOHL(&result.c_star_hca, 1);
CTOHL(&resulLlastJc,l);
CTOHL(s_change, num_nodes);
#endif
small_change = s_change[0];
for ( i=l; i < num_nodes; i++ )
smalJ_change += s_change[i];
sum_small += smaU_change;
cosLsum += result.c_star;
hca_sum += result.c_star_hca;
/* add the number of the last markov chain to the sum for this set of graph */
avg_chain += result,la,st_k;

/* get the time to solve this graph *1
crecv( TIME1_MSG, &time, sizeof( time ));
#if HYDRA
CTOHL(&time, 1);
#endif
tsec = time/1000.0;
min = time/60000;
sec = tsec - min * 60;
fprintf(fp_out, “\n %2d %5d %3d %4d %6.1f %7.1f %4d:%02d’\ q,
resultx_star, resultc_star_hca, result.last_k, smalI_change/nuin__nodes,
tsec, min, sec);
fflush( fp_out);
} /* for ( q=0; q < p.graph.set; q++ ) */
I*

get the time to solve this set of graph from the controller */

crecv( TIME2_MSG, &time, sizeof( time ));
#if HYDRA
CTOHL(&time, 1);
#endif
tottsec = time/1000.0;
totmin = time/60000;
totsec = tottsec-totmin * 60;
tsec = time/1000.0/p. graph_set;
min = time/60000/p.graph_seq
sec = tsec - min * 60;
avg_cost = cost_sum/p.graph_set;
fprintf( fp_out, “\nAVG %6.1f %6.2f %8.2f%6.1f %6^%4d:%02d”,
avg^cost, hca_sum/p.graph_set, avg_chain/p.graph_set,
sum_small/(p.graph_set*mim_nodes), tsec, min, sec);
fprintf( fp_out,‘4\nTotal Time
%7.1f %4d:%02d\n\n’\
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tottsec, totmin, totsec);
fflush( fp_out);
return avg_cost;
} /* nin_for_parameters *1
j *************************************************************************************
read graph
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
void read_graph( int vertices, VERTEX1 *chroma, VERTEX1 *graph, int graph_size, FILE *fp)
#else
void read_graph( vertices, chroma, graph, graph_size, fp)
VERTEX1 *chroma, *graph;
int vertices, graph_size;
FILE *fp;
#endif
{ int i, j, vertl, vert2, temp;
char dummy[80];
fscanf( fp,“%*s%*s%*s%*s%*s%*s%*d%*s%*d%*s",dummy,dummy.dummy.dummy,
dummy.dummy, &i, dummy, &i,dummy);
for ( i=0; i < vertices; i++ ) {
fscanf( fp, “%d",&vertl);
fscanf( fp, “%d”,&temp);
chroma[i] = temp;
add_edge( graph, i, i );
} /* for ( i=0;„. *1
fscanf( fp,“%*s”);
while ( Ifeof(fp)) {
fscanf( fp, “%d”,&vertl);
fscanf( fp, “%d”,&vert2);
add_edge( graph, vert2-l, vertl-1);
} /* while */
} I* read_graph */
The following functions are the same as in host_util.c for the genetic algorithm.
check_memory
make_A_and_b
solve
find_s
make_theta
same_beta
****************^***^)*t*****^*****^*****#***************************** *****+********** j
I *************************************************************************************
get new theta
*************************************************************************************

#ifdef_STDC_
void get_new_theta( float *theta, float *new_theta, float alpha, double *beta, int p,
float *param)
#else
void get_new_theta( theta, new_theta, alpha, beta, p, param)
float *new_tbeta, *theta, alpha, *param;
double *beta;
int p;
#endif
{ inti.j;
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float old.tbeta;
j-0 ;
for ( i=0; i < 5; i-H -)
if ( param[2*i] != param[2*i+l]) {
old_tbeta = new_theta[j];
new_Lbeta[j] = thetafj] - alpha*beta[j+l];
1) (
if ( new_theta[j) < 0)
new_thetafj] = old_theta/2;
else if ( new_theta[j] > 1)
new_theta[j] = (old_theta+l)/2;
}
else
if ( new_theta(j] < 0)
new_theta[j] = okLtheta/2;
j++;
)
} /* get_new_theta */
J

*************** ***** **************** *************************************************

get_new__parameters
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
void get_new_parameters( float *theta, float *param)
#else
void get_new_parameters( theta, param)
float *theta, *param;
#endif
{ float change;
int i, j;
j = 0;
for ( i=0; i < 5; i++) {
change = (param[2*i+l] - param[2*i])/4;
if ( change ) {
param[2*i] = theta[j] - change;
param[2*i+l] = thetalj] + change;
if ( i!= 1) {
if ( param[2*i] < 0)
param[2*i] = theta(J]/2;
else if { param[2*i+l] > 1)
param^^i+l] = ( theta[j] + l)/2;
)
else
if ( param[2*i] < 0)
param[2*i] = theta[j]/2;
j++;
)
}
} /* get_new_parameters */
j *************************************************************************************
fmd_alpha

*************************************************************************************j

#ifdef_STDC_
float find_alpha (double *beta, float *theta, float *param)
#else
float fmd_alpha (beta, theta, param)
double *beta;
float *param, *theta;
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#endif
{ float alpha, alpha2;
int i, j;
alpha = 999;
j “ 0;
for ( i=0; i < 5; i++ ) {
if ( param[2*i] != param^i+l]) {
(beta[j+l] < 0) ? (alpha2 = (theta[jMtheta[j]+parani[2*i+l])/2)/beta[j+l]);
(alpha2 = (theta[j]-(theta[j]+param[2*i])/2)/
beta[j+l]);
if ( alpha > alpha2)
alpha = alpha2;
j++;
}/* if */

} /* for */

return alpha;
) /* find_alpha */
j

*************************************************************************************

put .theta in_ param
***•**********************************************************************************/
#ifdef_STDC_
void put_thetajn_param( PARAMETER.TYPE *p, float *tbeta, float *param )
#else
void put_theta_in_param( p, theta, param )
PARAMETER.TYPE *p;
float *theta, *param;
#endif
{ inti,j;
j = 0;
if ( param[0] != param[l])
p->deltal = theta[j-H-];

if ( param[2] != param[3])
p->L = sqrt((double)p->vertices)*(p->vertices-l)*theta|]-H-];
if ( param[4] != param[5])
p->sigma__f = theta[j++];
if ( param[6] != param[7])
p->INITPROB = theta[j++];
if ( param[8] != param[9])
p->delta2 = theta[j++];
} /* put_theta_in_param */
j *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************
sa_paiam.c
**************************************************************************************
++***++**4****************************************************************************j

/ *************************************************************************************

get_parameters

*************************************************************************************

#include “cgc.h”
#ifdef_STDC_
void get_parameters( PARAMETER.TYPE *p, FILE *fp, int *loop, int *optimize,
int *avg_n, int *stop, float **deltal, float **delta2, float **size, float **sigma_f,
float **initprob, VERTEX1 **graph, VERTEX1 **chroma)

j
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#else

void get_parameters( p, fp, loop, optimize, avg_n, stop, deltal, delta2, size, sigma_f,
ioitprob, graph, chroma)
VERTEX1 **graph. ♦’‘chroma;
int ’ loop. *optimize, *avgLn, ’stop;

#endif

FILE *fp;
float *’deltal, ” delta2, **initprob, **sigma^f, ’’size;
PARAMETER.TYPE *p;

{ int count, i;
char ’data.file, symbol[50], temp[10];
FILE *data_fp;
unsigned long int graph.size;
count = fscanf(fp,“%s”,symbol);
while ( count != EOF) {
if ( !strcmp( symbol, “GRAPHS” ))
fscanf(fp, “9fcd”, &p->graph_set);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “VERTICES”)) {

fscanf(fp, “%d”, &p->vertices);
graph.size = ((p->vertices*p->vertices +
p->vertices)/2+l)/8 +1;

}
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “EDGE.DENSITY" ))
fscanf(fp, “%f", &p->density);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “REAL.SEED” ))
fscanf(fp, “%f”, &p->seed);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “LOOP’))
fscanf(fp, “%d”, loop); _
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “OPTIMIZE” ))
fscanf(fp, “%d”, optimize);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “REPEAT’))
fscanf(fp, “%d”, avg_n);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “STOP.VALUES”))
for ( i=0; i < 5; i-H-)
fscanf(fp, “%d”, stop+i);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “DELTA1”)) {
check_memory( *deltal = (float *)malloc(stop[0]*sizeof(float)), “deltal”);
for ( i=0; i < stop[0]; i++ )
fscanf(fp, “%f’, (*deltal)+i);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “DELTA2”)) {
check_memory( *delta2 = (float *) maIloc(stop[4]*sizeof(float)), “delta2” );
for ( i=0; i < stop[4]; i- H - )
fscanf(fp, “% r , (*delta2)+i);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “SIZE”)) {
check_memory( ’size = (float *) malloc(stop[l]*sizeof(float)), “size” );
for ( i=0; i < stop[l]; i++ )
fscanf(fp, “%f’, (*size)+i);
p->L = p->vertices*(*(*size));
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “FINAL.SIGMA”)) {
check_memory( *sigma.f = (float *) malioc(stop[2]*sizeof(float)), “sigma.f’);
for ( i=0; i < stop[2]; i++)
fscanf(fp,
(*sigma_f)+i);
)
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “INITPROB” )) {
check_memory( *initprob = (float *) malloc(stop[3]*sizeof(float)), “initprib” );
for ( i=0; i < stop[3]; i++)
fscanf(fp, *‘%f', (*inuprob)+i);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, “LIMIT’))
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fscanf( fp, “%d’\ &p->limit);
else if ( !strcmp( symbol. ‘‘MUTATION.TYPE”)) {
fscanf(fp, “%sr\temp);
if (!(strcmp(temp, “ORDER”)))
p->mutation_type = 1;
else if (!(scrcmp(temp, “SCRAMBLE”)))
p->mutation_cype = 2;
else if (!(strcmp(temp, “POSITION”)))
p->mutation_type = 3;
else if (!(strcmp(temp, “INVERSION”)))
p->mutation_type = 4;
else {
f]printf(stderr, “Invalid Mutation Type %s \n", symbol);
exit(l);
)
} /*else if (!(strcmp( symbol, “MUTAT10N_TYPE”)) */
else if ( !strcmp( symbol, "GRAPH_FILES”)) (
check_memory( *chroma = (VERTEX1 *) malloc(p->vertices*p->graph_set*
sizeof(VERTEXl)), “chroma”);
check_memory( *graph = (VERTEX1 *) calloc(graph_size*p->graph_set,sizeof(VERTEX1)),
“graph”);
check_memory( data_file = (char *) ma]loc(80*sizeof(char)), “data_file” );
for ( i=0; i < p->graph_set; i++) {
fscanf(fp,“%s",dala.fi le);
check_memory( data.fp = (FILE *) fopen(data_file,“r"), “data_fp” );
read_graph( p->vertices, (*chroma)+(i*p->vertices), (*graph)+(i*graph_size),
graph_size, data_fp);
fclose( data_fp);
) /* for */
free( data_file);
} /* else if */
else {
fprintf( stderr, “Invalid Parameter type %s\n”, symbol);
exit( 1);
)
count = fscanf(fp, “%s”, symbol);
) /* while
*1
} /* get_param */
j *************************************************************************************
prmt_parameters
*************************************************************************************

#ifdef_STDC_
void print_parameters( FILE *fp, PARAMETER_TYPE p, char ^description )
#else
void print_parameters( fp, p, description )
char "description;
FILE "fp;
PARAMETER.TYPE p;
#endif
{
char *temp_mutation_type;
switch(pjnutation.type) {
case ORDER:
temp.mutation.type = “ORDER”;
break;
case SCRAMBLE:
temp.mutation.type = “SCRAMBLE”;
break;
case POSITION:
temp.mutation.type = “POSITION’;
break;

j
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case INVERSION:
temp_mutation_type = “INVERSION”;
break;
default:
temp_mutation_type = “undefined”;
break;
) /* switch */
fprintf(fp,“\n\n%s %d nodes\n’\descripuon,numnodes());
fprintf(fp,“%d graphs with %d vertices and %3.1f edge densityVn”,p.graph_sel, p.vertices,
p.density);
fprintf(fp “limit = %d deltal = %.5f delta2 = %.5f\n”, p.limit,p.deltal,p.delta2);
fprintf(fp,“sigma_f = %.5f INITPROB = %.5f (L) = %d (%d) (SL) = %d\n”, p.sigma_f, p.INITPROB,
pE, p.L/numnodesO*numnodesO, pE/numnodesO);
fprintf(fp,“Mutation_type = %s\n’\temp.mutation.type);
) /* print_parameters */
j *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************
sa_control.c
This
is the controller program for simulated annealing to be put on node 0.
**************************************************************************************
************************************************************************************* j
#include “cgc.h”
double *e;
main 0
{
float delta, initprob, sigma, sigmaO, T, TF, TO, Tl;
int *color_classes, consec, *cycle_array, done, flag, i, k, 1, lastjc, m, num_nodes, q, SL;
PARAMETER.TYPE parameters;
RESULT.TYPE result;
unsigned int change, finaljength, L, length, msg_id, msg_idl, msg_id2, since.change,
soLsize, *s_change;
unsigned long graph.size, group.start, group.time, time, time.start;
VERTEX *colors, *costptr, *costs, *final_solution, ♦init.msg, *s,*sl, *s_star, *solution,
♦temp.array;
VERTEX1 *chroma, *graph, *s_array;
num.nodes = numnodesO;
/* make exponential table */
check_memory( e = (double *) malloc(1001*sizeof(double)), “e”);
e[0] = (double) 1;
for ( i=l; i < 1001; i++)
e[i] = exp(-(.005*i));
L = initprob = 0;
/* get starting parameters from the host */
crecv( PRM.MSG, &parameters, sizeof(parameters));
/* allocate memory */
sol.size = parameters,vertices+2;
length = (sol_size*2+l)*sizeof(VERTEX);
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finalJength = ((sol_size+2)*sizeof(VERTEX));
graph.size = ((parameters.vertices*paraineters.vertices+parameters.vertices)/2+l)/8 + 1;
allocate_memory( parameters, &chroma, &colors, &color.classes, &cycle_array, &graph, &s_array,
&temp.array, graph.size, &costs, &final_solution, &init.msg, &s, &sl, &s_star,
&solution, &s_change, length, finalJength, sol.size);
crecv( GRPH.MSG, graph, graph_size*parameters.graph_set*sizeof(VERTEXl));
erecv( CHROM.MSG, chroma, parameters.vertices^parameters.graph.set^sizeoffVERTEXl));
time.start = group.start = mclockO;
/*

loop to solve all graphs *1

for( q=0;; q++) {
k = mynodeO +1;
/* set the seed for the randomnumber generator */
srandm(parameters..seed);
if ( !(q % parameters.graph.set))
crecv( PRM.MSG, &parameters, sizeof( parameters));
/* get an initial coloring */
random_start( s, parameters.vertices);
init_color(&graph[(q%parameters.graph_set)*graph_size], &chroma[(q%parameters.graph_set)*
parameters.vertices], s.array, colors, parameters.vertices, parameters.max, s );
s[parameters.vertices+l] = find_fitness(&graph[(q%parameters.graph_set)*graph_size], colors,
parameters.vertices, parametersjnax, color.classes,
&s[parameters.vertices], parameters.density);
/* printf(“\nCONTROLLER: Initial cost = %d, hca = %d\n”, s[parameters.vertices+l],
s[parameters.vertices]);*/
/* copy the initial solution to s.star */
memcpy(s_star,s,sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX));
if ( L != parametersJL) {
L = parameters.L;
SL = parameters.L/num.nodes;
TF = (float) 1/ (float) log((float) parameters!^);
check.memory( costs = (VERTEX *) realloc( costs, SL*num_nodes*10*sizeof(VERTEX)),
“costs");
} /* if ( L != parameters.L) */
initprob = parameters.INITPROB;
/* set temperature to infinity to accept all solutions in the trial run to get sigma.O
and starting temperature */
T= INFINITY;
sigma = sigmaO= 0;
costptr = costs;
consec = 1;
/*

do trial run */
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memcpyC init_msg, s_star, sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX));
/* flush all trial msgs fromprevious run */
flushmsg(TRIAL_MSG, 0, NODE_PID);
msg_id = isend( INIT.MSG, init_msg, sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX), ALL_NODES,
NODE.PID);
since_change = 0;
do {
sigma = sigmaO;
for (1=1; 1<= SL; 1++) {
new_soln(&graph[(q%parameiers.graph_set)*graph_size], s, si, color.classes, colors,
s.array, &chroma[(q%paramei£rs.graph_set)*parameters.vertices],
cycle.array, temp.array, parameters);
accept_check(s, si, s.star, T, &since_change, parameters.vertices+1);
♦costptr = s[parameters.vertices+l];
-H-costptr;

} /* for */
for ( m=l; m< num.nodes; m++ )
crecv( TRIAL.MSG, costptr + (m-l)*SL, SL*sizeof(VERTEX));
sigmaO= Standard_deviation(costs,SL*num_nodes*consec);
++consec;
costptr+= SL*(num_nodes-l);
} while ( fabs( sigmaO- sigma) > .1 && consec < 10);
msgwait( msg_id);
/*

send message to all nodes telling them to exit the trial loop *1

csend( EXIT.MSG, &k, 0, ALL.NODES, NODE.PID);
/*

compute the starting temperature */

TO= -(3/log((double)parameters.INITPROB)),''sigmaO;
printf(“\nsigmaO = %f, T = %f\n",sigmaO,TO);*/
/* copy starting solution, cost and sigma to a message and send to all nodes */
memcpyC initjonsg, s.star, sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX));
init_msg[soI_size] = sigmaO*1000;
msg_id = isend( INIT.MSG. init.msg, (sol_size+l)*sizeof(VERTEX), ALL.NODES,
NODE.PID);
/* copy the best solution to the current sulution */
memcpyC s, s.star, sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX));
/* set the seed for the random number generator */
srandm(parameters.seed);
/* annealing loop */
consec = flag = since.change = 0;
T = TO;
sigma = sigmaO;
do {
costptr = costs;
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for (m=l; m <= num_nodes; nw-+) (
if ( k != 1 &.& num_nodes != 1) {
LOOP {
if ( iprobe( SOL.MSG)) {
crecv( SOL.MSG, solution, length );
seperate_solution(solution,sl,s_star,sol_size,&T1, parameters.vertices+1);
if (m== 1) {
if ( sigma > parameters.sigma_theta)
delta = parameters.deltal;
else
delta = parameters.delta2;
T = temp_update( Tl, delta, sigma);
/* if (! (k%50)) (
printf(‘*\nCONTROLLER: k = %d, sigma = %f, sigma_theta = %f\n",
k,sigma, parameters.sigma_theta);
printf(“\nCONTROLL£R; T = %f, percent of last = %f\n”,T,T/Tl);
printf(“\nCONTROLLER: hca= %d\n'’,s_star[parameters.vertices]);
}*/
} /* if m== 1 */
break;
) /* if iprobe( SOL.MSG ) */
else if ( iprobe( EXIT_MSG)) {
flag = 1;
iiushmsg( EXIT_MSG, 0, NODE.PID);
break*
) /* else if iprobe( EXIT.MSG ) */
} /* LOOP */
if ( flag)
break;
complex_move(s, si, s_star, k, m, num_nodes, T, &since_change,
parameters, vertices+1);
) / * if k!=l */
for (1=1; 1<= SL; 1++) {
new_soln(&graph[(q%parameter$.graph_set)*graph_size], s, si, color_classes,
colors, s.array, &ehroma[(q%paimneters,graph_seO*parameiers.vertices],
cyclc_array. temp^array, parameters);
accept_cbecic( s, slt s.star, T, &since_change, parameters.vertices+1 );
*costptr = s[parameLers.veitices+l];
++costptr;
) /* for 1=1 */
if ( num_nodes != 1) {
prepare.soLto.send {solution, s, s.star, soLsize, T);
csend ( SQL.MSG, solution, length, 1, NODE.PID);
} /* for m=l */
if (flag)
break;
sigma - Standard_deviauon(costs,SL*num_nodes);
if ( mnn.nodes = 1 ) {
if ( sigma > parameters, sigma.tbeta)
delta = parameters.deltal;
else
delta = parameters.delta2;
T = temp_update( T, delta, sigma);
}
k += num.nodes;
} while ( !stop_criterion(T» TF, parameters!., sigma, parameters.sigma.f,
&consec, parameters-limit));
msgwait( msg_id);
/* send done msg to all nodes to get best fromeach *f
csend( EXIT_MSG, &k, 0, ALL.NODES, NODE.PID );
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/* collect all the best solutions from each node *1
s.changefO] = since_change;
for ( done = 1; done < num.nodes; done+n-) (

crecv(FNL_SOL_MSG,final_soluuonfliiialJenglh);
sepemte_final_solution{ final.solutiGn, &last_k,s_start soLsize,&changet
parameters,vertices*1);
if ( lasl.k > k )
k = iast_k;
s.changef infonodeQ ] = change;
} /* lor ( done...) *!

/*

get rid of all extra messages */

flushmsg( SOL.MSG, 0, NODE.PID);
flushmsg( EXIT.MSG, 0, NODE.PID);
/* send the best solution for this graph to the host */
result.c.star = s_star[parameters.vertices+l];
result.c.star.hca = s_star[parameters.vertices];
re.siiltdast.k = k;
csend(FNL_SOL_MSG, ^result, sizeof(resull), myhost(), HOST.PID );
csend(FNL_SOL_MSG,s.cbange, num_nodes*sizeof(int), myhost(). HOST.PID );
/* get time for this graph and send to the host *1
time = mclockO- time.start;
csend( TEMEl.MSG, &time, sizeof( time), myhostO, HOST.PID);
/* get time for this set of graph and send to the host */
if ( !((q+l) %parameters.graph.set)) {
group.time = mclockO - group.start;
csend( TTME2.MSG, &group.dme, sizeof( group.dme ), myhostO, HOST.PID );
group.start - mclockO;
)
time.srart = mclockO;
} /* for ( q=0;;q++) */
} /* main */
I *************************************************************************************
**********************,***********************«***************************************
sa_node.c
This is the node programfor parallel simulated annealing. It runs on all nodes except the controller(node
0 ).

***************************************************************************************
************************************************************************************* j

#include “cgc.h"
double *e;
main 0 {
float delta, initprob, sigma, sigmaO, T, Tl. TF;
int ^color.classes, consec, ^cycle.array, exit, flag, i, j, k, 1, m, next.node, node,
num.nodes, mimber.of_nodes.done, ok, okl, q;
PARAMETER.TYPE parameters;
unsigned int final.length, graph.size, L, length, since.change, *s_change, SL, sol.size;
VERTEX ^colors, *costptr, 4costs, *finaJ.soiution, *init.msg, *s, *sl, *s_star,
*solution, temp.array;
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VERTEX1 *chroma, *graph, *s_array;
/* make exponential table */
check_memory( e = (double *) malloc(1001*sizeof(double)), “e” );
e[0] = (double) 1;
for ( i=l; i < 1001; i++)
e[i] = exp( - ( .005*i));
/* initialize */
L = initprob = 0;
num.nodes = numnodesO;
node = mynodeO;
next_node = gray((ginv(node) + 1) % num_nodes);
/* get initial parameters from the host * /
crecv( PRM_MSG, &parameters, sizeof(parameters));
/* initialize and allocate memory */
sol_size = parameters.vertices+2;
length = ( sol_size * 2 + 1) * sizeof(VERTEX);
graph_size = ((parameters.vertices*parameters.vertices+parameters.vertices ) / 2 + l ) / 8 + l ;
finaljength = ((sol_size+2)*sizeof(VERTEX));
allocate_memory( parameters, &chroma, &colors, &color_classes, &cycle_array, &graph, &s_array,
&temp_array, graph_size, &costs, &final_solution, &init_msg, &s, &sl, &s_star,
&solution, &s_change, length, finaljength, sol_size);
crecv( GRPH_MSG, graph, graph_size*parameters.graph_set*sizeof(VERTEXl));
crecv( CHROM_MSG, chroma, parameters.vertices*parameters.graph_set*sizeof(VERTEX1));
/* solve all graphs */
for ( q=0;; q-H-) {
k = node+1;
consec = 0;

I*

processors are numbered F*0,P1... ,Pn-l

*/

if ( !(q %parameters.graph_set))
crecv( PRM_MSG, &parameters, sizeof(parameters));
if ( L != parameters!) {
L = parameters.L;
TF = (float) 1 / (float) log( (float) parameters.L);
SL = parameters.L/num_nodes;
check_memory( costs = (VERTEX *) realloc( costs, SL*num_nodes*sizeof(VERTEX)),
“costs” );
} /* if (1 != parameters!) * /
initprob = parameters.INITPROB;
srandm( pow((double) (node*0.0623*parameters.seed), (double)node/2.0));
crecv( INIT_MSG, init.msg, sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX));
memcpy( s.star, init.msg, sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX));
memcpy( s, s.star, sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX));
/*

help compute initial sigma */

since.change = 0;

2 01

T = INFINITY;
while ( !iprobe( EXTTJVlSG )) {
costptr = costs;
for (1=1; 1<= SL; 1++ ) {
new_soin(&graph[(q%param€ters.graph_set)*graph_size], s, si, color_classes, colors,
s_array, &chrama|(q%parameters,graph_set)5*parameters,vertices],
cycle_array, tcmp„array, parameters);
accepLcheckfs, si. s_star, T, &stnce_ctiange, parameters.vertices+1);
*costptr = s[parameters. vertices*1];

-H-costptr,

] /* for 1=1 ... */
csend( TR1AL_MSG, costs, SL*sizeof(VERTEX),0, NODE PID);
} /* while ( !iprobe{ EXIT.MSG )) */
flushmsg( EXIT.MSG, node, NODE.PID );
crecv( INIT.MSG, init_msg, (soLsize+l)*sizeof(VERTEX));
memcpyC s.star, imt_msg, sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX));
sigmaO = iniMnsg[sol_size]/l000.0;

memcpyC s, s_star, sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX));
flag = since^change = 0;

sigma = sigmaO;

/* set the seed for the random number generator */
srandm( pow((double) (node*0.0623*parameters.seed), (double) node/2.0 ));
number.of_nodes.done = 1;
/* annealing loop */
do {
costptr = costs;
for (m=l; m <= num_nodes; m++) {
LOOP {
if ( iprobe( SOL_MSG)) {
crecv( SOL_MSG, solution, length);
break;
} /* if iprobe( SOL.MSG)*/
else if ( iprobeCEXIT.MSG )) {
crecv( EXIT_MSG, <&exit, 0 );
flag = 1;
number_of_nodes_done++;
break;
} /* else if iprobeCEXIT.MSG) */
} f* LOOP */
if ( flag)
break;
seperate_solution(solution,sl,s_star,sol_size,&Tl, parameters,vertices* 1);
if ( m = 1) {
if ( sigma > parameters.sigma_theta)
delta = parameters.deltal;
else
delta = parameters.delta2;
T = temp_update( Tl, delta, sigma);
/* if ( !(k%50)) {
printf(u\nNODE %d: k = %d,sigma = %ft sigma.theta = %f\n”,node,k, sigma,
parameters.sigma.theta);
printf(“\nNODE %d: T = %f, percent of last = %f, Tf = %f\n”, node,TJYTLTF);
printf(“\nNODE %d: hca= %d\n’\nodeTs_star[parameters.vertices]);
}*/
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} /♦ if m =l */
complex move(s, si, s.star, k, m, num nodes,T, &since_change, parameters.vertices+1);
for (1=1; 1<= SL; 1++) {
new_soln(&graph[(q%parameters.graph_set)*graph_size], s, si, color.classes, colors,
s_array, &chroma[(q%parameters.graph_set)*parameters.vertices],
cycle_array, temp.array, parameters);
accept_check(s, si, s.star, T, &since_change, parameters.vertices+1);
♦costptr = s[parameters.vertices+l];
++costptr,
} /♦ for 1=1 ... */
prepare_sol.to.send ( solution, s, s.star, sol.size, T);
csend'( SOL.MSG, solution, length, next.node, NODE.PID);
} /* for m=l */
if (flag)
break;
sigma = Standard_deviation(costs,SL*num_nodes);
k += num.nodes;
) while ( !stop_criterion(T, TF, parameters.Lt sigma, parameters.sigma.f, &consec,
parameters.limit));
/* send done msg to all nodes */
csend( EXIT.MSG, &q, 0, ALL.NODES, NODE.PID );
/♦ send best solution to controller */
prepare_last.sol_to.send( final.solution, k, s.star, sol.size, since.change);
csend( FNL.SOL.MSG, final.solution, finaljength, 0 , NODE.PID);
/♦ clean up messages */
while (number.of_nodes.done != num.nodes ) {
while ( iprobeCEXTTJMSG)) {
crecv( EXIT.MSG, &exit, 0 );
number_of_nodes_done++;
) /♦ while ( iprobeCEXIT.MSG)) ♦/
while ( iprobe(SOL.MSG))
flushmsgC SOL.MSG, node, NODE.PID);
) /* while ( number.of_nodes.done !~ num.nodes) */
) /♦ for (q=0;;q++) ♦/
} /♦ main */
/ *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************

sa.util.c
**************************************************************************************
************************************************************************************* j
I *************************************************************************************
seperate.solution
************************************************************************************* j
#include “cgc.h"
#ifdef_STDC_
void seperate.soiution(VERTEX ♦solution, VERTEX ♦si, VERTEX ♦s.star, int sol.size, float ♦Tl,
int cost.position)
#else
void seperate.solution( solution, si, s.star, sol.size, Tl, cost_position)
VERTEX *solution, *sl, ♦s.star,
int cost_position, sol.size;
float *T1;
#endif
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memcpy(sl, solution, sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX));
check_best( soludon+sol_size, s_star?cosLposidon );
♦T1 = solution[2*sol_size]/500.0;
} /* seperate_soludon ♦/
I *************************************************************************************

seperateJinaLsolution

*************************************************************************************

j

#ifdef_STDC_
void seperate_final_solutioi](VERTEX ♦solution, int ♦lastjc, VERTEX ♦s^star,
unsigned int soLsize, unsigned int *change, int cost_position )
#else
void seperate_finaLsolution( solution, lastjc, s_star, soLsize, change, cost_position )
VERTEX ♦soludon, ♦s_star;
int cosLposition, *lasLk;
unsigned int ♦change, soLsize;
#endif
{
check_best( solution, s_star, cost_position );
♦lastjc = solution[sol_size];
♦change = solution[soljuze+1];
} /♦ seperate_final_solution */
/ *************************************************************************************

temp_update
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
float temp_update(float t, float delta, float sigma)
#else
float temp_update( t, delta, sigma)
float t, delta, sigma;
#endif
{
return ( sigma < .05 ) ? 0.0 : t / (1 + log(l-Kielta)/(3 ♦sigma) ♦ t );
} /♦ temp_update ♦/
/ *************************************************************************************

complex^move

*************************************************************************************

j

#ifdef_STDC_
void complex_move( VERTEX ♦s, VERTEX *sl, VERTEX ♦s_star, int k, int m, int P, float T,
unsigned int ♦since_change, int cost_position)
#else
void complex_move( s, si, s_star, k, m, P, T, since_change, cost_position)
VERTEX *s, *sl, *s_star,
int cost_posidon, k, m, P;
unsigned int *since_change;
float T;
#endif
t
if ( k <= P &&m= 1)
memq>y(s,sl,(cost_position+l)*si2eof(VERTEX));
else
accept_check( s, si, s_star, T, since_change, cost_position);
) /* complex_move */
/ *************************************************************************************
accept, check
************************************************************************************* j
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#ifdef_STDC_
void accept_check( VERTEX *s, VERTEX *sl, VERTEX *s_star, float t,
unsigned int *since_change, int cost_position )
#else
void accept_check( s, si, s.star, t, since.change, cost_position )
VERTEX *s, *sl, *s_star;
int cost.position;
unsigned int *since.change;
float t;
#endif
{ extern double *e;
long int diff;
unsigned long index;
diff = sl[cost_position] - s[cost_position];
index = 200.0*diff/t;
if ( diff <= 0 II(t > .0001 && index < 1001 &&randmO<= e[index])) {
memcpy( s, si, (cost_position+l)*sizeof(VERTEX) );
♦since.change = 0;
check_best( s, s.star, costposition );
} /* if diff <= ... */
else
(*since_change)++;
} /* accept.check */
I **********************************************************+**************************
prepare_sol_to_send
************************************************************************************* j
#ifdef_STDC_
void prepare_sol_to_send(VERTEX *solution, VERTEX *s, VERTEX *s.star, int soLsize, float T)
#else
void prepare_sol_to_send( solution, s, s.star, sol.size, T)
VERTEX ^solution, *s, *s_star;
int sol.size;
float T;
#endif
{
memcpy( solution, s, sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX));
memcpyC solution+sol_size, s_star, sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX));
solution[2*sol_size] = T*500;
if(T> 8589934) {
fprintf(stderr,‘‘\nTemperature too high to send in prepare sol to send\n”);
exit( 1 );
}
} /* prepare_sol_to_send */
j *************************************************************************************

prepare_last.sol.to.send

*************************************************************************************/

#ifdef_STDC_
void prepare.last.sol.to.sendCVERTEX *solution, int last.k, VERTEX *s.star,
unsigned int sol.size, unsigned int change)
#else
void prepare_last_sol_to_send( solution, last.k, s.star, sol.size, change)
VERTEX ^solution, *s.star,
int last.k;
unsigned int change, sol.size;
#endif
{
memcpy( solution, s.star, sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX));
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solution[sol_size] = (VERTEX) last_k;
solution[sol_size+l] = (VERTEX) change;
} /* prepare.last.sol_to_send "7
j *************************************************************************************
StandartLdeviation
it* * * * * ,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** **** **** **** *** **** ** **** ** * * * * * * * * * ********** j

#ifdef_STDC_
float Standard_deviation( VERTEX "“costs, unsigned long n)
#else
float Standard_deviation( costs, n)
VERTEX "“costs;
unsigned long n;
#endif
( int i;
long double sumx, sumxx;
sumx = sumxx = (long double) 0.0;
for ( i=0; i < n; i-t-t-) (
sumx += costs [ij;
sumxx +- ((long double)costs[i]"“costs[i]);
}
return sqrt((double) ((n"“sumxx - sumx*sumx) / (n*(n-l))));
) /* Standard_deviation */
j *************************************************************************************
stop criterion
*************************************************************************************
j
#ifdef_STDC_
int siop_criterion( float t, float tf, int L, float sigma, float sigma_f, int *consec,
int limit)
#else
int siop_criterion( t, tf, L, sigma, sigma_f, consec, limit)
float t, tf, sigma, sigmajf;
int *eonsec, limit, L;
#endif
{
*consec = ( sigma < sigma_f) ? ++(*consec): 0;
return ( t < tf II *consec = limit) ? 1: 0;
} f* stop_criterion */
/ *******

The following functions are the same as in gen_util.c for the GA.
checkjonemory
check_order

colorvertex
find_fitness

update_avail_colors
verify

*************************************************************************************

j

/ *************************************************************************************

allocate, memory
This function allocates most of the memory for the data structures used in the program.
***********,*************************************************************************j
#ifdef_STDC_
void allocate.memory( PARAMETER_TYPE parameters, VERTEX1 *"“chroma, VERTEX ""“colors,
int **color_classes, int "“"'cycle.array, VERTEX 1 """graph, VERTEX1 **s_array,
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VERTEX "temp.array, unsigned long graph.size, VERTEX "costs, VERTEX **final_soluiion,
VERTEX "init.msg, VERTEX "s, VERTEX **sl, VERTEX "s.star, VERTEX •'‘solution,
unsigned ini "s.change, unsigned int length, unsigned int finaljength, unsigned int sol.size )
#else
void allocate_memory( parameters, chroma, colors, color.classes, cycle.array, graph, s.array,
temp.array, graph.size, costs, final.solution, init.msg, s, si, s.star, solution, s.change,
length, finaljength, sol.size)
VERTEX *'colors, "temp.array, "costs, "final.solution, "init_msg, "s, "si, "s.star,
"solution;
VERTEX1 "chroma, "s.array, "graph;
unsigned long graph.size;
unsigned int "s.change. length, finaljength, sol.size;
int "color.classes, "cycle.array;
PARAMETER.TYPE parameters;
#endif
{
check_memory(*chroma = (VERTEX1 ♦) malloc(parameters,vertices'parameters.graph.set*
sizeof(VERTEX1)), “chroma”);
check_memory(*colors = (VERTEX *) malloc(parameters.vertices*2*sizeof(VERTEX)), “colors” );
check_memory(*color_classes = (int * ) calloc( parameters,max, sizeof(int)),“color.classes”);
check_memory(*grapb = (VERTEX1 *) malloc( graph.size'parameters.graph.set*
sizeof(VERTEXl)), “graph”);
check_memory(*s_airav = (VERTEX1 *) malloc( (long)parameters.vertices*parametersjnax*
sizeof(VERTEXl)), “s”);
if (parameters.mutation.type — SCRAMBLE)
check_memory(*cycle_array = (int *) calloc(parameters.vertices, sizeof(int)), “cycle.array”);
if ( parameters.mutation.type = POSITION )
check.memory('temp.array = (VERTEX ') malloc(parameters.venices*sizeof(VERTEX)),
"temp.array”);
check_memory( 'costs = (VERTEX *) malloc((parametersl7numnodes0)*numnodes()*10*
sizeof(VERTEX)), “costs”);
check_memory( 'final.solution = (VERTEX ') malloc(fmal_length), “final.solution” );
check_memory( 'init.msg = (VERTEX *) malloc((so!_size+l)*sizeof(VERT£X)), "init.msg”);
check_memory( *s = (VERTEX *) malloc(sol_size'sizeof(VERTEX)), “s”);
check.memory( 'si = (VERTEX *) maUoc(sol_size*sizeof(VERTEX)), “si”);
check_memory( 's.star = (VERTEX *) maUoc(soLsize*sizeof(VERTEX)), “s.star");
check_memory( 'solution = (VERTEX *) malloc(length), “solution” );
check_memory( 's.change = ( unsigned int * ) malloc(numnodes()*sizeof(unsigned int)),
“s.change");
) /* allocate memory */
/ *************************************************************************************
check_best
*************************************************************************************j

#ifdef_STDC_
void cbeck_best( VERTEX *s, VERTEX *s_star, int cost_position)
#else
void check_best( s, s_starTcosLposition )
VERTEX *s, *s_star;
int cost_position;
#endif
{
if ( s[cost_position] < s_smr[cost_positioD]) {
if ( s[cost_position-l] <= s„smr(cost_posidon-l])
memcpy( s^star, s, (cost^posidon+1)*sizeof(VERTEX));
else {
printf(“\nlower cost but higher hca; c = %d, c* = %d”, s[cost_position],
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s_star[cost_position]);
printf(“, hca= %d, hca* = %d\n’\s[cost_position-l], s_star[cost_position-l]);
fprintf(stderr,“\nlower cost but higher hca; c = %d, c* = %<f\ s[cost_position],
s_star[cost_position]);
fprintf(stderr,“, hca = %d, hca* = %d\n”,s[cost_position-l], s_star[cost_position-l]);
} /* else */
} /* if */
else if ( s[cost_position-l] < s_star[cost_position-l]) {
printf(“\nlower hca but not lower cost; c = %d, c* = %d’\ s[cost_position],
s_star[cost_position]);
printf(“, hca = %d, hca* = %d\n”,s[cost_position-l], s_star[cost_position-l]);
fprintf(stderr,“\nlower hca but not lower cost; c = %d, c* = %d”, s[cost_position],
s_star[cost_position]);
fprintf(stderr,‘\ hca = %d, hca* = %d\n”,s[cost_position-l], s_star[cost_position-l]);
} /* else if */
} /* check_best */

J *************************************************************************************

**************************************************************************************

sa_new_soln.c
*** ********************4c**********4c**************************************************
*************************************************************************************J
#include “cgc.h”
#ifdef_STDC_
void new_soln(VERTEX1 *graph, VERTEX *s, VERTEX *sl, int *color.classes, ERTEX *colors,
VERTEX1 *s.array, VERTEX1 *chroma, int *cycle_array, VERTEX *temp_array,
PARAMETER.TYPE p )
#else
void new_soln(graph, s, si, color.classes, colors, s.array, chroma, cycle.array, temp.array, p )
VERTEX1 *graph, *chroma, *s.array;
VERTEX *s, *sl, ^colors, *temp_array;
int *cycle_array;
PARAMETER.TYPE p;
#endif
{
memcpyC si, s, (p.vertices+2)*sizeof(VERTEX));
mutation(sl, p.mutation.type, p.vertices, cycle.array, temp.array );
init_color( graph, chroma, s.array, colors, p.vertices, p.max, s i );
si [p.vertices+1] = find_fitness( graph, colors, p.vertices, pjnax, color.classes,
&sl[p.vertices], p.density);
/* check_order( si, p.vertices);
verifyC graph, colors, si [p.vertices], p.vertices, chroma, pjnax );*/
} /* new.soln.c */
I *************************************************************************************

**************************************************************************************

sa.md.strLc

**************************************************************************************
************************************************************************************* j

#include “cgc.h”
#ifdef_STDC_
void random_start( VERTEX *s, unsigned int vertices )
#else
void random.startC s, vertices )
VERTEX *s;
unsigned int vertices;
#endif
{
int i, j;
unsigned long int random;
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s[0] = ((unsigned long im) (randmO*10000) %vertices);
for ( i=l; i < vertices; i++ ) {
do (
random = ((unsigned long int) (randmO*10000) %vertices);
for (j=0; j < i; j++ )
if ( random == s[jj)
break;
) while (j != i );
s[i] = random;
) /* for ( i=l; i < vertices;... */
random_start */
j} /*
*************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************
The following files are the same as for the GA.
gen.c
printarrx
sa_init_clr.c
host_genx
randomx
sa_mutx
**************************************************************************************
************************************************************************************* j
I *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************

makefile

**************************************************************************************
************************************************************************************* j

help:
©echo
©echo “You must specity the type of node you wish to build a node”
©echo “executable for, choose one of the following:”
©echo
©echo ” make umr (for 386 nodes with 387 coprocessors at UMR)”
©echo” make sdsc (for i860 nodes at SDSCjmist be on HYDRA)”
©echo “ make hydra (for SDSC on Hydra, must be on HYDRA)”
©echo “ make ipse (for SDSC on ipse, must be on ipse)”
©echo Mmake batch (for SDSC on ipse in batch, must be on ipse)”
umr: controller node host
sdsc:
make “CC=icc” “CFLAGS=-01” controller
make “CC=icc” “CFLAGS=-01” node
hose sa__host.o
$(CC) -o host sa_hosto host_gen.o sa_host_util.o sa_param.o -host -4m
#
# for making the host on hydra you must make sdsc first then make hydra
# both fromhydra
#
hydra:

hydra_host.o
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -DHYDRA -DSDSD -o hydra hydra_hosto hydra_gen.o \
hydra_util.o hydra_paiam.o -lm -lhost

hydra_hosto:

cgc.h hydra_gen,o hydra^util.o hydra_param.o sOostc
$(CC) J(CFLAGS) -DHYDRA -DSDSC -c -o hydraJiosLo sa_hostx

hydra_param.o: cgc.h sa_paramx
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -DHYDRA -c -o hydra_param.o sa_paramx
hydra_gen.o:

host_genx
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -DHYDRA -c -o hydra^gen.o host_genx
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hydra_util.o:

cgcJi sa^bosLutil.c
$(CC) $(CLFAGS) -DHYDRA -c -o hydrajitil.o saJ)ost_utilx

#
# For making the host on ipse first make sdsc on hydra then make ipse on ipse
#
ipse: ipsc_host
$(CC) -o ipse sa_hosLo hosLgen.o sa_hosLutil.o sa_param.o -host -lm
ipsc_hosc

hosLgen.o sa_hosLutil*o sa_param.o
$(CC) S(CFLAGS) -DSDSC -c saJiostx

#
# For running in batch on ipse first make sdsc on hydra then make batch on ipse
#
batch:

batch_host
$(CC) -DSDSC -DBATCH -o bat saJ)ost.o hosLgen.o sa_hosLutil.o sa_param.o \
-host -lm

batch_host:

hosLgen.o sa_hosLutil.o sa_param.G

sa_host.o:

hosLgen.o sa^hosLutii.o sa_param.o
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c sa_hosLc

controller:

sa_control.o
$(CC) -o controller sa_control.o sa„new„soln.o sa_util.o random.o gen.o pmtarr.o \
sa_muto sa_init_clr.o sa_md_stit.o -node -lm

$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -DSDSC -DB ATCH-c sajiostx

sa_concrol.o:

sa_new_soln.o sa_util.o gen.o sa_md_strt.o

$(CC) SfCFLAGS) —c sa_control,c

node: sa_node.o
S(CC) -o node sa_node.o sa_new_soln.o sa_util.o random.o gen.o pmtarr.o sa_mut.o \
saJniLclr.o -node -lm

sa_node.o:

sa_new_soln.o sa_util.o gen.o
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c sa_node.c

sa_iniLcolor.o:
pmtarr.o:
gen.o:

$(CC) $(CELAGS) -c pmtarrx
cgc.h random.© prntarr.o
$(CC) S(CFLAGS) -c gen.c

hosLgen.o:

cgcJh
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c bost_gen.c

sa_hosLutil.o:
sa_util.o:

cgcii
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c sa_hosLutil.c
cgc.h random.o
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c sa_udl.c

sa_ne\v_soln.o:
random.o:

cgcJi sa_utilx
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c sajnit_clrx

sa_muLo sa_init_clr.o
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c sa^new.solnx

$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c randomx
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sa_param,o: cgcJi
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c s^param.c
sa_mut.o:
sa_md_strt.o:

cgcJi
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c sa_mut.c
cgc.h random.o
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c sa_md_strt.c

clean:

rmhost node controller hydra ipse batch *.o
j *************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************
input
**************************************************************************************
*************************************************************************************J
3-5, SDSC, graphs 1-4
GRAPHS 4
VERTICES 200
EDGE.DENSITY .2
REAL_SEED 25.0
LOOP 1
OPTIMIZE 0
REPEAT 1
STOP_VALUES
11111
DELTA1 .375
SIZE 1.0
FINAL_SIGMA .3
INITPROB .96
DELTA2 .04
LIMIT2
MUTATION.TYPE ORDER
GRAPHJFILES
/users/u99/ul 1362/graphs/g200p20.002
/users/u99/ul 1362/graphs/g200p20.003
/users/u99/ul 1362/graphs/g200p20.004
/users/u99/ul 1362/graphs/g200p20.005

